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Due principally to the entry ground track for STS-9, the results
for this flight are much more judgemental in naturethan on the pre-
vious eight Shuttle flights. First, trajectory reconstruction accuracy
is limited due to the lack of tracking coverage. Second, and most
important, none of the available atmospheres yield the expected flight/
data base comparisons based on previousColumbia experience. Readers
are urged to peruse this report, particularly the section relating to
atmosphere selection and the corresponding accuracy implications on
flight derived aerodynamic coefficient extraction for this mission.
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ABSTRACT
This report presents the final products generated by the AMA, Inc.
for the ninth NASA Space Shuttle Flight, STS-9, which landed on December
. 8, 1983. The trajectory reconstruction utilized an anchor epoch of
23h17m23_0 (83843_0) GMT corresponding to an initial altitude of
h~356 kft, selected in view of the limited tracking coverage available.
The final state (BETgJI3/UN=I69750N) utilized IMU2 measurements and was
based on processing radar tracking from six(6) C-bands and a single
S-band station, plus six(6) photo-theodolite cameras in the vicinity of
Runway 17 at Edwards Air Force Base. The final atmosphere (FLAIR9/
UN=581199C) was based on a (judgemental) composite of the remote measured
data and the 1978 Air Force Reference Atmosphere model as discussed in
Section II. The Extended BET is available as STS9BET/UN=274885C. The
AEROBET and MMLE input files created are discussed in Sections III and
IV, respectively. Plots of the more relevant parameters from the AEROBET
(reel number NL0624) are included therein. Appendices are presented
defining inputparameters, final residual plots, a trajectory listing,
and data archival information. The following events are tabulated for
later referral:
GMT time from epoch
Main gear deployment 85623 1780
Main gear touchdown (WOW) 85643 1800
Nose gear touchdown (WONG) 85657 1814
Stop time 85695 1852
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I. Entry Trajectory Reconstruction
l.a. Dynamic Data
Time homogeneous ~I Hz measurements from IMU2 were selected as
• the dynamic data source for STS-9 entry reconstruction. Figure I-i
presents strip charts over five hundred(500) second intervals of the
- Shuttle Columbia dynamics during the ninth entry flight. Plotted are
body axes rates and accelerations derived from the IMU2 measured AVM50
and quaternions. Time zero on these charts corresponds to the processing
epoch of 83843 GMT seconds (h~357 kft).
Two significant anomalies associated with the dynamic data
occurred on this flight. First, all entry data from IMUI
were lost due to hardware malfunctions. Second, a sizeable
error in the spacecraft clock was introduced when attempts
were made by the crew to '_ecover" from these malfunctions.
The loss of IMUI data precluded use of some of the standard
procedures for relative IMUperformance evaluation post
flight, for example, mid-value determinations. The onboard
clock error, as determined by the JSC, amounted to a 0_074 lag
relative to the station clocks. Therefore, the time tags of
all onboard measurements were adjusted by +0_074 prior to post
flight processing.
With the loss of IMUI, consistency checks were made using IMU2
and IMU3. In terms of the total sensed AV (magnitude), these two IMUs
agreed to within 1.3 fps. Comparisons of the derived body axes rates and
accelerations for the two IMUs showed differences comparable to those
obtained across IMUs on previous flights. One major data gap of ~I0 sec
duration resulted in loss of all data from each IMU in the interval from
~155 s to ~165 s from epoch. Since comparative results showed no preferred
IMU for this flight, IMU2 was arbitrarily chosen.
l.b. Tracking Data
Since the major portion of the STS-9 entry occurred at high
latitudes over the Pacific, there were no tracking stations available
for high altitude coverage. Consequently, for the first time, tracking
coverage during entry commenced at C-band acquisition (h~lT0 kft).
STS-9 tracking coverage consisted of an S-band pass from
Goldstone, six(6) California based C-band radars, and six(6) cine-theodolite
cameras in the vicinity of Runway 17 at Edwards. Tracking coverages are
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depicted in Figures 1-2 and 1-3. Figure 1-2 shows the entire ground track
for STS-9 with stations (complexes) as noted. Times and corresponding
altitudes at 500s increments along the track are given. This figure
clearly indicates the minimal tracking geometry available. Detailed
tracking coverage is shown in Figure 1-3. Figure l-3a shows the coverage
from C-band acquisition to final approach, while Figure l-3b shows the
approach and landing segment. Times and altitudes are as indicated.
Tracking station locations with respect to the ground track are also shown.
Acronyms and locations utilized for the various trackers are given in Table I.
l.c. Reconstruction Results
Even with the absence of high altitude tracking, it was con-
sidered almost necessary to anchor the trajectory solution somewhere near
Entry Interface. As mentioned, the epoch chosen for the reconstruction
corresponds to h~357 kft. As such, the uncertainties in the estimates
of the trajectory parameters at epoch are much larger than they would
have been if high altitude tracking were available. In particular, con-
servative values of the I_ uncertainties in altitude and velocity at
epoch are 3000 ft and 3 fps, respectively. Near the time of C-band
acquisition, however, at h~lT0 kft, these uncertainties reduce to 300 ft
and i fps, respectively.
In addition to the problem of increased uncertainties in the
state estimates at epoch, the quality of fit to the available tracking
data was not as good as in past flights. For example, the weighted sta-
tistics on the post-fit residuals for a state only solution were Bw =
+0.143, _w = 2.534 with no significant improvement obtained by extension
of the solution set to include either accelerometer scale factors
(_w = -0.179, _w = 2.096) or accelerometer biases (_w = -0.156, _w = 2.159).
Other combinations of state and instrument parameters in-_he solution set
resulted in unrealistically large estimates of the instrument error model
parameters. A change of anchor epoch to a point near C-band acquisition
resulted in no change to the state only solution and, again, little t
improvement with an extended solution set. Moving the anchor epoch and
restricting the tracking data to theodolite observations exclusively pro-
duced a good fit only when the arc was anchored at h~14 kft, i.e., after
the vehicle had been aligned with the runway. Short arc solutions using
IMU3 were poorer fits to the tracking data than those obtained using IMU2.
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The final BET solutionfor STS-9 is presentedin Table II.
The final solution,BET9JI3,was obtainedsolvingfor state and three
accelerometerscale factors. Also shown in Table II are other "candidate"
solutions,namely,the initialestimatefrom the onboardNavigationsystem,
the JSC/TRWestimate,the stateonly ENTREEestimateand the state/accel-
erometerbias ENTREE estimate. With the exceptionof the NAV state, these
variousestimateswere used to define the uncertaintiesquoted earlier.
Althoughthe solutionBET9F01had initialaltitudeand velocitylying
betweenthe JSC/TRWBET and the NAV, the solutionBET9Jl3yieldeda
slightlybetter fit to the trackingdata and marginallybetter end con-
ditions. Therefore,the adopted,albeituncertain,solutionfor this
flightis BET9JI3. The residuals,by stationand data type, for the
solutionare shown in AppendixB. Compositerange,azimuthand elevation
residualsare includedin this sectionas FiguresI-4, I-5, and I-6,
respectively. Table III presentsa summaryof the residualsby station.
Comparisonsof the final BET positionand velocityafter rollout
on Runway 17 versuspost-landedsurveyvaluesare given below:
END CONDITIONSAT VEHICLESTOP (Runway#17 Coordinates)
Survey BET9JI3
X, ft +10113 +10155
Y, ft 0 +4
h-hRw,ft +16 +15 ,
X, fps 0 +0.04
Y, fps 0 -0. II
h, fps 0 +0.22
Figure 1-7 presents plots of the BET during rollout on Runway
17. Surveyed values are depicted thereon. Vehicle stop occurs 1852
seconds after epoch. \
|
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- I- ITYPE STATION LATITUDE (GFOII.) LONGI,UZE ALT (ABOVE REF.} HODULUS SCALE HEIGHT
NO. NAHE (rlEG) (DEG) (FT) OF REFRACTION (it)
C-BAND_ FPQ-6 2 PTPC 37.49784 237.50039 -27.0341 321. 7352.
C-BAND, TPO-18 3 VDBC 34.66587 239.41865 203.5433 317. 7392.
C-BAND. FPS-16 5 VDSC _.u_,__=o z 239.43853 197_.1457 _99. 7168.
THEODOLITE 6 THE01 _, o.,1673 242.29058 2742.4000 N/A N/A
I THEODOLITE 7 THE86 34.79658 242.16983 2303.0100 NIA N!A
I THEODOLITE 8 THE05 34.83?05 2_.._9_74^4_ = o_• _rv,.7000 NIA NiA
C-BAND, FP8-!6 ? FRCC 04.96083 242.08oJ6 2480.3478 288. 7823.
C-BAND. FPS-16 I0 EAFC 34.96962 242.06974 2521.7192 288. 7804.
THEODOLITE 11 THEO7 34.9_837 242.23770 2378.5000 NIA NIA
S-BAND_ N-S 12 BOSS 35._2xI 243.12654 2994.4600 281 7885.
THEODOLITE 14 THEO? 34.9473? 242'08924 2370.2200 NIA NIA
THEODOLITE 16 THE15 34.89239 241.99087 2696.6400 NIA N/A
C-BAND_ FPS-16 20 PPTC 37.49770 237.50136 6.7257 320. 7375.
TABLE I. STS-9 station locations and refraction data.
EPOCH: 12/8/83 23hlTm23 s (83843s) GMT
DATA TYPES: S-band, 1 radar (GDSS)
C-band, 6 radars (PTPC, PPTC, VDBC, VDSC, FRCC, EAFC)
Cine-theodolite, 6 cameras (THEOI, THE05, THE06, THE07, THE09, THEIb)
5° elevation angle constraint on C, S-band; No constraint on theodolite
Parameter Initial Estimate, NAV JSC/TRW BET9JI2 (I) BET9F01 (2) Final Solution,BET9Jl3 (3)
VR fps 24905.1 24900.2 24907.9 24902.6 24905.8
YR deg -1.212 -1.209 -1.194 -1.203 -1.192
_R deg 60.271 60.245 60.223 60.240 60.234
ft 359605. 361853. 355596. 360225. 356924.
#D deg 51.819 51.810 51.793 51.799 51.797
l l deg 146.764 146.733 146.711 146.733 146.725
l _ deg 61.299] see 61.243 61.256 61.274 61.268
8 deg 39.725I Appendix 39.815 39.719 39.732 39.730deg 2.228 B 2.467 2.264 2.267 2.271
_w _ _ +0.143 -0.156 -0.179




state and accelerometer biases (Biases in Bg are: +81, +38, -5 in X, Y, Z)
(3)
state and accelerometer scale factors (Scale factors in ppm are: +83, +39, -177 in X, Y, Z)
TABLE II. STS-9 solution and comparisons.
OBSERVATIONSTATISTICSBASED ON FINAL STATE
STAIION OBSERVATION,.u_c_v+_...........,iOt_S AVERAGE AVEr_,G_'_ STANDARD "_'""'_nw_uni_
NO. NAME TYPE ACCEPTED _EIGHT. _ES. RESIDUAL STAND. DEV. STAND. DEV.
2 PTPC RANGE 114 OF 114 .zo_lOE_01 .8130_744E+02 .62464429E+02 .20779308E_-v;
2 PTPC AZimUTH 122 OF 122 I......_.... . ..... _ .• ,_o_0, 197uo_,'8_-_I 16005256E-01 13967221E+01
2 PTPC ELEVATION +_ OF 127 "_ ....... sJ°:L_--02
-._aJ7Jo!_c_vO - I0140567E-01 .75864770E+00
_ - _*_ _''' _ 023 VDBC RA_¢GE. 124 OF I,_ . Juv_oc-,01 -.7_4_2861E+ .58542495E.02 .191ouo,'oc_v_n+
3 VDBC ELEVATION 140 OF i40 '_'_'_....5"f^ ..........-..... o ,_ uv - 33360038E-02 .63165523Z-02 .a7_,oSOobO0
5 VDSC RANGE 118 OF 118 _.... _" , .-._o_,4o, v_+_1 - 82283531E_02 .55380309E.02 .18134030E+01
5 VDSC AZIMUTH 130 OF 130 ._,O0oooc.O0 60390740E-02 .79428376E-02 .69314334E+00
5 VDSC ELEVATION i30 OF 130 -.21982914E+0i -.34424684E-01 .77431157E-02 .45204069E.00
6 THE01 AZIHUTH 210 OF 210 .9,Do,-oO0_-_, 53306446E-03 .16527989E-01 .288_6,83E.0_
6 THE01 ELEVATION 2_0 OF 210 _,-_++nn •
-._z_,,' c _ - 15034271E-02 .10429317E-01 .182025?1E+01
7 THE06 AZIMUTH 112 OF 112 .m,8303,.c.-v_ .5447.z,_c-03 39800936E-02 .69465739E+00
7 THE06 ELEVATION 112 OF 112 .11844800E+01 .67865708E-02 .49379691E-02 .86183819E+00
8 THEO5 AZIMUTH 206 OF 206 ._O._Oc-O_ .24073005E-04 .8141_oo_-_ .,_096ou_*0.
8 THE85 ELEVATION _^' OF n ,vo _0o -.47115950E.00 -.26995451_-02 .61779548E-02 .I0786056E+01
9 FRCCRANGE 56 OF 56 -.34136575Z.01 -.+0430473E+03 37_o4u,E+OO 1204_+__+_,c.u,
9 FRCC AZIMUTIi 64 OF 65 .72091871E-01 826111.... 75+_ .....no_c-04 . .65565725E+00
? FRCC ELEVATION 65 OF 65 -.212812?8E.0+ -.+l+u.++.,_-Ol .++.ov++_c-vl .77763295E+00
10 E,Fu RANGE 254 OF 254 .6733343;E+On 20_ =_ _. ,_,9_c+_2 ._Ou,o+ c_-o_ .13351381E+01
10 E,F+ AZIMUTH 268 OF .1II' _..... "_oo - 03,_,E+01 -.127_911E-01 i65053E-01 .,.-,u, oo_c_v,
10 EAFCELEVATION 272 OF ,.,_"_ -.31701277E-0! -.11372728E-02_ .14425273E-01 .11724589E.0,"*+
11 ' _ + _ +_ ..... 02 .... _ ....[HEO, AZIMUTH _4'_'OF 149 -.36313003E.00 -. OOO_8,o_ . .20942805E-01 .3ou_,,OO_+Ul
11 THE07 ELEVATe,:,+....... ,,_ OF 1_.. .oo,3000.SE-02 .3°"'_'+SE-O4,v_uo, .!_2_6u0_c-0+'_ _ " .24952254E.01
_ 16_ OF 6_ _=_+'- _ _++_ _ .....1_ ODouRANGE 1 188u+ 12E.02 !6,:4_0.2, u ,,'=+vl .02 _n+, . .a,_o_Jv_c . • oOE+01
12 GDSS DO°PLER, 167 OF +Go -.+,Oo++u+c-v, -.,+._o_++_ . .+4,'v_+Ouc.Ol .24516789E+'01
12 GDSS X-ANGLE i&? OF 169 -.,.oOovu_ E+OO -.I0781176_-fiI .7,20_,0_E-02 .5i700561E+00
12 GDSS Y-ANGLE 170 OF 17_.. .40_4+707E+00 .4oSuo?Y+E-02 .45502234E-02 ._:081,_,__9'_9 '+an_v
14 THEO? AZIMUTH +_ OF ;78 .._:-_ n_- _,-.,o .iuuoL,'_c,+;v -.8931_4_J:....... 03 .20072467E-01 ,35033064E+01
14 THE09 ELEVATION +_ _ _ ....... _.....,,_ OF I,-o . ,_4,',,-0_+00 .15668?46E-02 ._88 o_oIE-G_ .12012326E+01
16 THe,5 HLI,+u,, _V4 OF 202 .:_o81380cO0 -.,_??u4,'Sc-v_ .11_ouo99_-01 .20220860E+0!
16 THE?5 ELEVATION 20_ OF n..... _.. +_8,167E-02 * _" 4 =".... :_ -.72_;2757F.00 -.4 * " ._9=11 4J=-O= .85890174E+00
20 F'PTCRANGE 123 OF 123 .17.o_oy,E+01 .uo,T514_*V= 1072783E+02 ._.=.u_=nn_e'_IE+01
20 PPTC AZIMUTH 137 OF 137 5284+_'c ;n=-,. .• v,b_.OO .ou_o+q85E-02 13102482E-01 .11434073E+01
20 F'PTCELEVATION 139 OF 139 - I _.......°. • Joo,ouE.v; -.17386400E-01 .10218381E-01 .74315089E+00
TOTAL WEIGHTED FIT STATISTICS....MOBS = 5315 WGT. NEAR = -.I_ "..... n . _.....,-864_c.u0 WGT STD. DEV. = .209u0034c*01
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Figure 1-4. STS-9 composite range residuals.
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Figure 1-5. STS-9 composite azimuth residuals.
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FigureI-6. STS-9 compositeelevationresiduals.
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Figure 1-7. Rollout position and velocity plots for STS-9.
II. Extended BET
Merging of the selected inertial reconstructed parameters (BETgJI3)
with the available atmospheric data to develop the Extended BET (I) is
next discussed. Due largely to the STS-9 ground track, this task, as
one might expect, becomes somewhat judgemental. The spacecraft was far
removed from the usual remote rocket site governing the hypersonic regime
of flight, namely, Barking Sands, Hawaii. Also, based on flight crew
reports of a "sense of clear air turbulence at M23", followed by a space-
craft pitch down to _~37 degrees, it was expected that density shears
similar to STS-4 had been encountered. These facts, combined with the
v
on/board navigation drag altitude update of ~i0 kft that actually occurred
for this flight, did indeed indicate an atmosphere encountered considerably
different (much less dense) than on previous flights. Thus, the approach
taken herein was to develop expected atmospheres, at least over the upper-
most altitudes, and then compare all available measurement sources to try
to best quantify the atmosphere. The measurement sources are the LAIRS
data as well as the equivalent "totem pole" atmospheres (developed by the
NWS - M. Gelman) extracted from the JSC/TRW BET. In the case of LAIRS,
two files were generated for evaluation, STSgMET and STS9MEX. The two
LAIRS files seemingly only differed in the break-polnt selection utilized
in the fitting process. Both were based on merging two ROBIN sphere
soundings from Barking Sands (and still were only able to utilize data
up to 79 km) with a datasonde from Pt. Mugu, California (for 23 km<h<60 km)
and the rawinsonde data from Edwards. The question then remains: "What
is a reasonable expected atmosphere for such a flight?"
Over the uppermost altitudes, 150 kft<h<300 kft, two sources of ex-
pected atmospheres were utilized. First, as has been done in the past,
density can be derived from the in situ IMU accelerometer measurements.
Use of the predicted normal force coefficient, CNp, and the normal accel-
eration yields:
2m_
OCN = S Vz <CNp
2
(1)See AMA Report No. 81-11 for file contents.
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Use of this deriveddensityin the hydrostaticequation(dp =
- 0CNg dh) yields, when integrated, the pressureat altitude from
which, using the perfect gas law, temperaturecan be derived. Ob-
. viously, any biases in the predicted aerodynamic coefficients reflect
as shifts in the atmospheric parametersso derived. One could offset
. the CNp based on previous Shuttle results to improveon the derived0
but that was not done here.
The second source utilized for an expected STS-9 atmospherewas
the Air Force 1978ReferenceAtmospheres.12)"" This model, unlike simpler
standardversionssuch as the 1962 and 1976models,providesfor lati-
tudinaland seasonalvariations. For the purposesherein this is very
importantin view of the fact that the spacecraftgroundtrack varied
from ~60°N to ~30°N,and the expectedvariationis even more pronounced
given the Decemberflightdata. Readersare remindedthat, thoughthe
model is functionallyproper,there is (notunexpectedly)a day to day
variabilitywith altitude,latitude,and seasonwhich can he appreciable.
Also, no predictablediurnalor semi-diurnalcorrectionsare modelled.
FiguresII-i and II-2 show the expecteddensityand temperature
profilesover the uppermostaltituderegion,150 kft<h<300kft, re-
spectively. The densityplot, scaled to the 1962 Standard,shows a
shadedregionfor the CN deriveddensity. The left boundary (leastdense)
is based on the selectedinertialBET (BET9JI3). The right hand side is
based on the alternatestate (BET9F01). The spreadshown reflectsthe
differentaltitudesfor the two trajectoryreconstructions.Though not
appreciablydifferentbelow 230 kft, it is observedthat the implied
differencesin pCN due to state are from 5 to 10 percentas altitude
increasesto ~300 kft. This does in fact imply an accuracylimitation
on any fllght/database comparisonsto be made above 230 kft. Clearly,
independentof state,densityshear structureis quite apparente.g.,
an almost fifteen(15)percentjump increaseis seen at h~233 kft. Shown
also thereon,as the dashed line, is the AF78 densityprofileinterpolated
to Columbialatitudeand altitude. For information,densitycontoursat
(2)Cole,A. E. and Kantor,A. J., Air Force ReferenceAtmospheres,
AFGL-TR-78-0051,Air Force Surveysin Geophysics,No. 382, 28 Feb., 1978.
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three fixed Northerly latitudes are displayed. It is of interest to
note that the large density wave suggested in the CN derived density
is reasonably well predicted by the latitudinal dependence of the model.
The expected temperature profiles of Figure II_2 show the derived tem-
a
perature (using pCN based on BET9JI3), the AFT8 profile, and two fixed
latitude contours for information.
Measured density and temperature profiles in the same altitude in-
terval are next presented. Figure 11-3 shows the density profiles based
on the NOAA "totem-poles" and two LAIRS files as indicated. Also re-
plotted thereon are the 0CN (BET9JI3) and AFT8 model to provide direct
comparisons. Similarly, temperature profiles are shown as Figure 11-4,
Some obvious observations one can make are the fo%lowing:
• The NOAA density profile and AFT8 atmosphere are nearly
identical for 150 kft<h<190 kft and again for h>275 kft.
However, for altitudes of 190 kft<h<275 kft the NOAA
profile appears to be too dense, at least supported by
the fact that both LAIRS profiles and the AF78 density
are in general accord throughout much of this interval.
• Both LAIRS density profiles and the AFT8 density are
virtually identical for 210 kft<h<230 kft and follow
therein the CN derived results apart from the shear
structure sensible in the accelerometry data. Above
230 kft, until altitudes of 250 kft (STSgMEX) and 260
kft (STS9MET), each LAIRS profile continues to support
the CN derived 0. At these respective benchmark altitudes,
both LAIRS files show density profiles drastically in-
creasing in nature and, as a consequence, unbelievable.
Similarly, though at lower altitudes (h~210 kft), rapidly
increasing temperature profiles are seen in the LAIRS
data. The temperature for STS9MET increases almost without
bound. The temperature for STS9MEX does approach an iso-
therm at h~250 kft.
• Both LAIRS files in general exhibit structure more "func- =
tional" in nature for STS-9 than on previous flights due




• Despite the fact that the AF78 model does not reflect day-
to-day variability it does seem to provide a "best-fit" to
" all the measured sources available and, in terms of general
curvature, follows the CN derived results.
Thus, the AF78 model data were adopted for this altitude interval.
Similarly, the measured density and temperature sources below 150 kft
were investigated. Figures 11-5 and 11-6 show the density and temper-
ature data, respectively. Shown also thereon are the AF78 data. At
these lower altitudes the spacecraft is in the near vicinity of Pt. Mugu,
California and it is expected that thermistor soundings from that site,
as well as the rawlnsonde data from Edwards Air Force Base, wouldbe
more applicable. Inspection of these two figures leads one to the
choice of 140 kft as a cross-over point to transfer from the model to
the measurements. Thereafter neither LAIRS file nor the NOAA data differ
by more than flve(5) percent.
The _revious atmospheric selection process, a somewhatarbitrary
assessment, was concerned principally with the choice of ambient atmos-
pheric conditions. Winds were also evaluated. At the upper altitudes
during supersonic and hypersonic flight the winds from the NOAA file
were adopted. Surprisingly, some few percent effect from these winds
at M~9 were evident such that they could not be neglected. The LAIRS
winds generally agreed with the NOAA data up to about 200 kft (M~I8)
and thereafter appeared shifted. Shifting out the abrupt change yielded
winds very nearly the same as the NOAA data above this altitude as well.
Subsonic winds were evaluated using alternate wind measurements
obtained from three jimsphere balloons deployed over a four hour interval
about landing. Winds obtained from the Landing + 15 minute balloon (B3)
were very erratic for h>30 kft. Dave Richardson of AFFTC recommended
that B3 data be used for h<25 ft and that the Landing - 1½ hour balloon
(B2) data be used for h>25 kft. Figure 11-7 shows the measured winds
from each of the jimsphere balloons, together with rawinsonde winds from
i
LAIRS and the NOAAwinds obtained via the JSC/TRW BET. The erratic nature
of the jimsphere B3 winds for h>30 kft is very evident. They are in fact
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multi-valued with altitude. In general there is good agreement among
LAIRS, NOAA and the B3 winds for h<25 kft. NOAA winds appear to be
B3 winds below 30 kft with a switchover to rawinsonde winds above 30
kft. The agreement among LAIRS, NOAA and the B2 balloon data for
h>30 kft is shown more clearly in Figure 11-8 where "composite" jim-
sphere winds are shown together with LAIRS and NOAA data. The composite
jimsphere winds were generated by combining B3 and B2 data, with the
point of smooth transition from B3 to B2 set at h = 28.6 kft. Since the
NOAA subsonic winds were in good agreement with the "recommended" jim-
sphere winds, the NOAA data were utilized on the extended BET.
The final atmosphere for this fligh t, developed as discusse d , is
FLAIRg/UN=581199C. Again, the choice was very judgemental requiring
mixing of model data with remote sensed information. Before proceeding
to the AEROBET discussion in Section III it is instructive to show how
each of the previously discussed atmospheres affect the flight/data base
comparison. This is shown in Figure 11-9 in terms of ACN versus Mach
number, a simple recasting of the density differences previously shown.
Results using each of the atmospheres previously discussed are as anno-
tated thereon to provide for (a rather grim) error analysis. The shaded
region shown thereon is the statistical spread determined from the
previous five(5) Columbia flights. Also shown as the lower sub-figure
is the STS-9 body flap deflection versus Mach. Superimposed on this
figure is the range of values previously flown on the earlier eight(8)
flights. The body flap history is drastically different in the hypersonic
regime as seen. Though there is apparent need for refined body flap
effectiveness, one should not construe this difference as the total
concern for this flight. For example, predictably the body flap should
only reduce the normal force by ~3-5 percent hypersonically in the full
up position. Though an atmosphere has been selected, the variability
shown for the various potential atmospheres is considerable and renders
STS-9 flight data questionable for body flap effectiveness studies over
much of the Mach region. It is noted that the results using STS9MEX do
provide for a smaller (on average) flight/data base difference, princi-
!
pally due to the suggested underprediction centered around MI8. This
is due to the different cubic fit for the changed break point altitude
-22-
which can be seen by referring back to Figure 11-3 at h~200 kft. There-
on it is also observed that, throughout the interval 150 kft<h<200 kft,
the STS9MEX density is the outlier from the other sources.
The final figures presented in this Section are the FLAIR9 atmos-
" pheric parameters. Figure II-i0 shows the temperature profile versus
altitude. Density and pressure are plotted versus altitude as Figures
II-ii and 11-12, respectively. Finally, the winds versus altitude are
given as Figure 11-13.
|
-23-
h , k f t  
Figure 11-1 Expected upper atmosphere density profiles based 
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Figure11-2 Expectedupperaltitudetemperatureprofilebased
on accelerometry, hydrostatic equation and gas laws
as well as latitudlnal/seasonal dependent model. -25-
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Figure II-ii STS-9 density profile with altitude
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Figure 11"13 STS-9 winds versus altitude
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III. AEROBET Discussion
The AEROBET (3) was developed based on the final Extended BET,
STS9BET, and utilized the pre-processed 1Hz Ol reel NC0625 to define
S/C configuration and RCS activity. The primary reel for the AEROBET
is NL0624. A back-up (duplicate) reel was also generated, vlz. NL0701.
The remainder of this Section simply provides plots of some of the
parameters on the final AEROBET.
Figure III-i depicts the altitude history from epoch to landing.
Altltuderate is plotted versus time and altitude in Figure 111-2.
Similarly, dynamic pressure and Mach number are plotted versus time
and altitude as Figures 111-3 and 111-4, respectively. Figure 111-5
shows Vbar_ versus altitude down to h ~180 kft. Spacecraft air relative
attitude angles, _, B, and G are plotted versus time (Figure 111-6),
Mach (Figure 111-7), and altitude (Figure 111-8) for information. Space-
craft dynamic measurements derived from IMU2 _re plotted in Figures 111-9
(vs Mach) and III-I0 (versus altitude). These angular rate and acceler-
ation data are replots of the same data presented in Figures I-I of
Section I. Control surface deflections are presented versus time, Mach,
and altitude as Figures III-ii, 111-12, and 111-13, respectively. Similar
plots of the RCS jet activity are presented in Figures 111-14 through
111-16. This concludes the trajectory, air relative parameter, and con-
figuration plots of STS-9.
Figure lll-17a and l_b show L/Dcomparisons versus Mach for the Mach
intervals as indicated thereon. Shown on each figure are flight values
(0), predicts (A), and variations, i.e., the pre-flight uncertainty.
Figures lll-18a and 18b show the same L/Dcomparisons versus altitude.
Lift coefficient comparisons versus Mach and altitude are given in
Figures 111-19 a,b and 111-20 a,b, respectively. Again, flight, predicts
and variations are shown. Drag comparisons are next presented as Figures
lll-21a through 22b versus Mach and altitude in the hypersonic and sub-
sonic regions of flight. Figures III-23a and 23b summarize the previous
aerodynamic comparisons by showing percentage differences (fllght-data
base) versus Mach number. Figure 23a shows supersonic and hypersonic
lift, drag, and L/D differences. Subsonic results are presented as
(S)See AMA Report 82-9 for file contents, Appendix A for mass properties
L utilized.
-37-
Figure III-23b. Shown on each figure are ensemble statistics representing
the results based on the first five Columbia flights, STS-I through STS-5.
Figures III-24a and III-24b are plots of the same percentage differences
versus altitude, the latter plotted over regions conforming to the two ....
J
Mach intervals selected.
The last two figures presented show pitching moment coefficient
comparisons. Figure 111-25 shows flight, predicts, and variations versus
Mach number. These data are presented for the best available flight
center-of-gravity information. The percentage equivalent of the differences
shown in Figure 111-25 is plotted as Figure 111-26 though here these re-
suits have been transformed to the 65 percent X/L reference c.g. for the
data base. Again, previous Columbia results are shown thereon as the
shaded region. The quite different results in the hypersonic regime
reflect the significantly different body flap profile flown for STS-9.
-38- °
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Figure fir-8. STS-9 descent rate versus time and altitude (t_=-v)
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Figure III-9. STS-g dynamic data vs. Mach
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Figure III-16. STS-9 RCS firings vs. altitude
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Figure III-17b. STS-9 L/D comporisons vs. Moch
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Figure III-18b.STS-g L/D comparisons vs. altitude
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Figure I]I-20b. STS-9 lift comparisons vs. altitude
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Figure III-21b. STS-9 drag comparisons vs. Mach
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Figure III-22b. STS-9 drag comparisons vs. altitude
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Figure II[-24Q. STS-9 flight/data base differences vs. h
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Figure III-26. ACm comparisons vs. Mach
IV. MMLE input files
Spacecraft dynamics from IMU2 and ACIP measurements were used to
generate STS-9 GTFILES. The 25 Hz IMU GTFILE, available on physical
reel NL0606, was generated by direct integration of the equations of
. motion. The time spans from epoch (83843 sec) to 1750 seconds after
epoch. Atmospheric data was obtained from the final LAIRS file FLAIR9,
- and control surface and RCS data were obtained directly from the 25 Hz
0I-2 source tape NC0232.
The ACIP GTFILE containing 18 files (CDC System Records) was
written onto reel NDII62. These 18 maneuver intervals are described
in Table IV. The ACIP data utilized, on physical reel NKIIIT, were
calibrated versus the IMU data. Also, the O1-2 data and FLAIR9 atmos-
phere utilized for the IMU2 GTFILE were incorporated.




INITIAL TIME FINAL TIME DESCRIPTION FILE NO. TSTART TSTOP
342d23h21m42s _42d23h21ms0 s Ist Bank entry i 255 285
21m58 s .... 22m06 s exit I
23m16 s 23m34 s PTI @ q=23 psf 2 350 375
27m31 s 27m37 s 2nd Bank entry 3 605 640
27m56 s 28m01 s exit
32m56 s 33m01 s PTI @ M 14 4 930 945
m
34m53 s 35m00 s 3rd Bank entry 5 1045 1085
35m15 s 35m22 s exit
35m44.5 s 35m53 s PTI jet, _A @ M9 6 II00 1145
35m50 s 36m06.5 s incidental
37m37 s 37m43 s PTI @ M6.3 7 1210 1235
37m48 s 37m53 s incidental
38m21 s 38m28 s 4th Bank entry 8 1255 1290
38m43 s 38m49 s exit
39m08 s 39m16 s PTI @ M4.4 9 1300 1325
39m16 s 39m27 s incidental
40m44 s 40m48 s 5th Bank entry I0 1390 1425
40m56 s 41m02 s exit
m s
41m20 s 41 33 PTI @ M2 ii 1435 1470
41m33 s 41m43 s incidental
41m51 s 42m31 s _Hz after 6NR raml 12 1465 1510
42m46 s 42m56.5 s incidental 6a 13 1520 1535
43m20 s 43m26 s incidental 6a 14 1555 1565
(subsonic)
LONGITUDINAL
INITIAL TIME FINAL TI_ DESCRIPTION FILE NO. TSTART TSTOP
342d23h20m08 s 342d23h20m28s PTI 15 160 190
20m34 s 20m51 s incidental 16 190 230
20m57 s 21m07 s
33m00 s 33m04 s PTI (INCLUDED IN 4 ABOVE)
33mO3s. __ 33mO6s _BF
35m03"5E 35m14s i _F 17 1055 1075 l
35m52 s 35m56 s PTI (INCLUDED IN 6 ABOVE)
36m00.5s 36mlo.5S 6BF
36m21 s 36m24 s 6BF
TABLE IV. Specified ACIP maneuver files for STS-9
-76-
LONGITUDINAL (continued)
INITIAL TIME FINAL TIME DESCRIPTION FILE NO. TSTART TSTOP
" 342d23h40m38.5 s _42d23h40m44 s PTI (INCLUDED IN i0 ABOVE)
40m55.5 s 40m59 s incidental _e,
_BF, also 6_
41m43 s 41m47 s PTI (INCLUDED IN II ABOVE)




Spacecraft and Physical Constants
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+++++I_U NBR 2 ATTITUDE INFORMATION+++++
,,,INERTIAL (EESO) TO ROTATING (ETOD)
.40583355E+00 ,91394605E+00 -,13216400E-02
-,9139411BE+00 ,40583570E+00 ,29849788E-O2
• 32644783E-02 -.3503g760E-05 ,99999467E+00
,,,ROTATING (ETOD) TO N-E-D
• 55578573E+O0 -,42972520E+00 ,62070929E+00
-.54BOgO36E+O0 -.B3641913E+O0 O,
,51917312E+00 -o34020478E+00 -,78404080E+00






















STS-9 IMU attitude matrices @ Epoch
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+++++IMU NBR 3 ATTITUDE INFORMATION+++++
,,,INERTIAL (EESO) TO ROTATING (ETOD)
,40583355E+00 ,91394bOSE+O0 -,13216400E-02
-,q1394118E+OO ,40583570E+00 ,29849788E-02
• 32644783E-02 -,350327hOE-05 ,g9999467E+OO
• ,,ROTATING (ETOD) TO N-E-D
• 65578673E+00 -.42972520E+00 ,52070929E+00
-,5480qO36E+O0 -.83641913E+00 O.
• 51917312E+00 -.34020478E+00 -.784040BOE+O0
,,,NAV BASE TO SIC BODY
• q82qsB50E+O0 ,43633230E-03 -,18383790E+00
-,45295080E-03 ,9999999OE+O0 -,46404800E-04
,183837qOE+O0 .13084930E-03 ,q8295660E+OO





















Polar Radius: 20,855,591.48 ft
Equatorial Radius: 20,925,741.47 ft
Rotational Rate: .7292115147E-4 rad/sec
Gravity Model







Altitude: 2090. ft (above ellipsoid)
Geodetic Latitude: 34.930885 deg
Longitude: 242.163116 deg
Azimuth: 190.072211 deg
Location of IMU relative to center-of-gravity in Body coordinates





Reference Area 2690 ft2
Span 78.057 ft
Chord 39.567 ft
Average Attitude Computations @ Epoch (83843 sec)
IMU2 IMU3 _
(deg) 61.2925 61.3062 61.2994 0.0097
8 (deg) 39.7091 39.7409 39.7250 0.0225
_ (deg) 2.2259 2.2300 2.2279 0.0029
TABLE A-2
Planet and Spacecraft Data Used for
BET9JI3, STS9BET, and AEROBET Generation
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Weight and Center-of-Gravity (c._.) Location
TIME EVENT WEIGHT XCG YCG ZCG
(sec from epoch) (ibs) (inches in Orbiter Structural Reference)
0 ENTRY 221143.4 1087.3 -0.I 373.7
1391. MACH 3 220288.4 1085.8 -0.i 373.2
1800. LANDING 220027.4 1087.1 -0.i 370.7
Moments and Products of Inertia
TIME EVENT IXX Iyy IZZ Ixy IXZ Iyz
(sec from epoch) _ _ ---slug - ft2--- _
0 ENTRY 941896.9 7091395.2 7399084.3 -5695.5 161504.6 774.7
1391. MACH 3 937236.5 7056375.6 7365931.7 -5558.8 151812.6 746.0
1800. LANDING 966421.4 7076082.9 7360569.9 -5660.2 144046.0 672.5
MACH 3 values held constant until gear deploy (t = 1780),





Final residuals for STS-9 trajectory reconstruction
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Figure B-I. Smoothed residuals versus time for PTPC.
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Figure B-2. Smoothed residuals versus time for PPTC.
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Figure B-4. Smoothed residuals versus time for VDSC.
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Figure B-5. Smoothed residuals versus time for FRCC.
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Figure B-7. Smoothed residualsversus time for GDSS.
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- Figure B-10. Smoothed residuals versus time for THE06.
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Figure B-II. Smoothed residuals versus time for THEO7.
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Figure B-13. Smoothed residuals versus time for THEIS.
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APPENDIX C
Listing of STS9BET air relative parameters
@ 1.0 sec
(t, h, VA, ¥A' _A' °A' BA' _A' MA' qA)
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* LARC "EXTENDED" BET HEADER PECORD *
,,,DESCRIPTIVE DATA ( 4B-WORDS )
sTSgBET USING ATTB_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13,NC0631 DYN, DATA,
831208 1881STS-9 INERTIAL BET /BETQJI3! {TREF=838k3)
INITIAL CONDITIONS FROM ARHQTYI (ESnLVE} 1-13-8_
IMU NBR 2 EA SEe Z (TAPE NXIDOA)
S_C-BAND_ THEODDLZTE_ NO PSEUDO DATA
SOLUTION SET--STATE_ ACCELEROHETER SCALE FACTORS
• ,LABELS AND UNITS FOR DATA ITEMS
1) TIMF SEC ( 2) VEL A FTISEC ( 3) GAM a DEG
_} HDG A DEG ( 5) ALTDE FEET ( 6) LATD DEG
7) LONG DEG ( 8) SIGMAA DEG ( 9) BETA A DEG
IO ALPHAA DEG (ii) YAW E DEG ( 12) PTCH E DEG
13 ROLL F DFG ( 1_1 U FTISEC ( 15) V FTISEC
15 W FTISE: ( 17} VEL R FTISEC ( 18) GAM R DEG
Ig HDG R DEG (20) SIGMAR DEG ( 21) BETA R DEG
22 ALPHAR DEG ( 23) U-WIND FTZSEC ( 2_) V-WIND FTiSEC
25 W-WIND FT/SEC (26) SIG-VA FTISEC ( 27) SIG-GA DEG
28 SIG-HA DEG ( 2g) SIG-H FEET { 30) SIG-LA DEGI
31 SIG-LQ DEG (32) SIG-SA DFG (33) SIG-BA DEG
)& SIG-AA DEG ( 35} SIG-YE DEG { 35) SIG-PE DEG
37 SIG-RE DFG (38) SIG-U FTZSEC (39) SIG-V FTZSEC
40 SIG-W FT/SEC (41) MACH A NQNE (42) MACH R NONE
43 PINF PSF (44) TEMP DEG RANKIN (45) RHO SLUGS/FT3
46 Q A PSF (47) O R PSF { 48) PSTAG PSF
_g P DEGiSEC { 50) 0 DEG/SEC (51) R DEGISEC
52 X ACCEL FT/SEC/SEC (53) Y ACCEL FT/SECISEC (5k) Z ACCEL FT/SEC/SEC
55 CXB NONE (55) CYR NONE { 57) CZB NONE
58 CL NONF (59) CO NONE (60) LID NONE
61 CL-POLL NONE (h2) CM-PITCH NONE (63) CN-YAW NONE
b_ PDDT DFG S_C2 (65) ODOT DEGISEC2 (65) ROOT DEGISEC2
•••NUMERICAL DATA
ISERNO i NWDS 65 .IUNITS 2
EPOCH ,R3B_3000E+05 PADE ,20q257_IE+OB RADP •208555giE+08 OMEGA ,72g21151E-O_
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (OEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-} (PSF)
0.0 356923,6 24950.9 -1.190 60,319 1,736 ,538 40,925 22,147 ,073
1,0 356445,3 24952,4 -1.189 60.399 1.744 .523 40,915 22.177 ,074
2,0 355966,9 24954,0 -1.189 60,480 1,753 ,504 40.907 22,206 ,076
3,0 355488.5 24955,5 -i,189 60,560 1,757 ,486 40,901 22,235 ,078
4,0 355010,0 24957,0 -I,189 60,641 1,762 ,473 40,887 22,265 ,079
5,0 354531,5 24958,5 -i,189 60.722 1,759 ,457 40.880 22,295 ,081
6,0 354052,9 24960.0 -1.188 60.803 1.754 ,441 40.869 22.325 ,083
7.0 353574.2 24961.5 -i,188 60.885 1,753 ,412 40.849 22,355 ,085
8,0 353095.5 24962.9 -I.188 60,966 1,751 ,423 40,834 22,385 ,087
9,0 352616,7 24964.3 -I,188 61,048 1,747 ,450 40,814 22,415 ,089
i0,0 352137,8 24964,_ -1.188 61.12q 1,751 ,489 40,796 22,445 ,091
Ii,0 351659,0 24965.6 11,188 61.210 1.748 .517 40.775 22,475 ,093
12,0 351180.0 24966.3 -1.187 61.292 1.750 ,546 40,746 22,505 ,095
13•0 350701•0 24_67•1 -i,187 61,374 1,741 •571 40.726 22.536 ,097
14.0 350221,9 24967,7 -I,187 61,455 1,727 ,594 40,704 22'566 ,099
15.0 349742,8 24968,4 -i,187 61,537 1.692 ,603 40,671 22.597 ,I01
16,0 349263,7 24964,I -I,187 61,619 1,620 ,56g 40,647 22,628 ,i04
17,0 348784,4 2496g,8 -i,187 61.701 1.558 .545 40.620 22.659 ,106
18.0 348305.2 24970,5 -I.186 61,784 1,494 ,522 40,592 22,690 ,i08
19,0 347825,9 24971,2 -i,186 61,866 1,416 ,489 40,565 22,721 ,iii
20,0 347346,5 24971,g -1,186 61,94g 1,336 ,456 40,525 22,753 ,113
21,0 346867,1 24972,6 -I,186 62,032 1,251 ,426 40,495 22,784 ,I16
22,0 346387,6 24973,2 -I,186 62,115l 1,168 ,385 40,459 22,816 .I19
23.0 345908.1 24973.6 -i,186 62.198 1.085 ,347 40.41g 22,848 ,121
24.0 345428,6 24973.9 -i,185 62,281 ,996 ,307 40.376 22,880 ,124
25,0 344944,0 24974,2 -i,185 62,365 ,910 ,271 40,326 22,912 ,127
26,0 344469,4 24974,4 -i,185 b2,449 ,816 ,230 40,278 22,944 ,130
27,0 343989,7 24914,7 -i,185 62,533 ,717 ,188 40,230 22,977 ,133
28.0 843510,0 24975.0 -1.185 62.617 ,621 ,143 40.170 23.009 ,136
29,0 343030,3 24975,3 -i,184 62,701 ,515 ,i00 40,i13 23,042 ,140
STS98ET USING ATT8_NflAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9J13_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 2
TIME ALTDE VELA GAlA HDGA SIGMAA B_TAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC} (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (D_G) (-) (PSF)
30,0 3_2550,5 24975,5 -i,18% 62,785 ,_12 ,052 40,052 23,075 ,143
31,0 342070.7 24975,8 -i,184 62.870 .300 -.002 39,990 23,108 ,146
32.0 341590,q 2%976.1 -1,18% 62,95% ,192 -,056 39,920 23,142 ,150
33,0 3%1111.0 2%976,_ -I,18_ 63,039 ,076 -,iO_ 39,855 2_,175 ,153
3%,0 3_0_31,1 2_976.6 -1,183 63,12_ -,039 -.156 39,781 23,209 ,157
35,0 340151,1 24976,9 -1,183 63,209" -.148 -,215 39,698 23,243 ,161
36.0 339671,2 24976.9 -1,183 63,294 -,274 -.270 39.618 23,277 ,165
37.0 339191.2 2%977,0 -1,183 63,379 -,385 -.320 39,534 23,311 ,169
38.0 338711,2 24977,0 -I,I83 63,_64 -,452 -,332 39,%45 23,345 ,173
39,0 338231,1 24977,1 -i,182 63,549 -,526 ,340 39,352 23,380 ,177
40,0 337751,1 24977,1 -I,182 63,635 -,597 ,3_9 39,265 23,415 ,182
41.0 337270,9 24977.2 -1,182 63.721 -,668 ,363 39,235 l 23.450 ,186
%2.0 336790.8 2%977.2 -i,182 63.806 -,7%7 ,37% 39.202 23,q85 ,191
%3.0 336310.6 2%977.3 -I,182 63.892 -,821 ,386 39,206 23,520 ,195
o _,0 335830.% 2_977,3 -I,181 63_.978 -,895 -,%00 39,19_ 23,556 ,200o 45,0 335350,2 24977,3 -I,181 6%.06% -,97% -,%13 39,19% 23,592 ,205
%6,0 334859.9 24977,% -I,181 64.151 -1,06% -,437 39,224 23,628 ,210
47,0 334389.6 2%977,3 -1,181 6% 237 -1.15% -.%66 39.280 23,66% ,216
48.0 333909.3 24977,3 -i,181 6%.32% -1.1%3 -,396 39,3%3 23,700 ,221
%_.0 333_2_,0 2%977.3 -1,180 6_.%10 -1.068 -,262 39,397 23,737 ,227
50,0 3329_8,7 2%977,3 -1,180 6%,497 -,983 -,128 39,%51 23,773 ,233
51,0 332%68,% 2%977,2 -I,180 6%,58% -,QOl -,001 3g,_89 23,810 ,238
52,0 331988,1 24977,2 -i,180 64,671 -,819 ,133 39,523 23,8_8 ,2%5
53.0 331507.8 2%977.2 -1,179 6%,758 -.767 ,186 39,5%7 23,885 ,251
54.0 331027.% 2%977,2 -I,i79 6%.8%6 -,721 ,186 39,567 23,923 ,257
55.0 3305_7.1 24977,2 -I,179 64,933 -,675 ,180 39,581 23,961 ,26%
56,0 330066,8 2%977,1 -1,178 65,021 -.639 ,178 39,585 23,999 ,271
57,0 329586,5 2%977,_ -1,178 65,109 -,601 ,171 39,585 2%,037 ,278
58.0 329106,2 2%977,1 -1,178 65,197 -,572 ,171 39,571 24,076 ,285
_9.0 328625.9 2_977,1 -1,178. 65,285 -,53% ,16_ 39,591 2%,115 ,293
STSQBFT USING ATTQ_NQAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJI3,NC0631 DYN. DATA, PAGE 3 +
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC} (FT) (FPS) (DEG} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (-) (PSF)
60,0 328145,6 24q76.3 -i.177 65.373 -,498 ,160 39,6%3 24,153 ,300
61.0 327665.3 24975,1 -1.177 65.461 -.462 .154 39,686 24,177 ,308
62.0 327185,0 24974.5 -1.177 65,550 -,%36 ,144 39,721 24,199 ,316
63,0 326704,7 24973,B -I,177 65,638 -,%07 ,144 39.7%3 24,221 ,324
6_,0 326224,5 24973._ -1.176 65.726 -,368 ,136 39,760 24,243 ,332
65,0 3257_.3 2_972,1 -1,176 65,815 -,337 ,130 39,761 24,265 ,3%0
66,0 325264.1 2%971._ -1.176 65.904 -.305 .121 39.761 2%.287 .3%9
67.0 3_4783.9 24970.q -1,175 65,993 -.27_ ,113 39,7_9 24,309 ,358
68.0 324333,_ 24969,6 -1.175 66,082 -,253 ,i02 39,722 2%,332 ,367
69,0 323823,7 2%968,7 -i.175 66,172 -,225 ,091 39,688 2%,35% ,376
70,0 323343,6 24967,8 -I.174 66,261 -,192 ,083 39,648 2%,377 ,386
71,0 322863.6 24967.0 -1,174 66,351 -,168 ,066 39,625 2%,%00 ,395
72,0 322383.6 24965.1 -i.174 66.437 -,145 ,047 39,620 24,421 ,%05
I 73.0 321903.6 24963,0 -i 173 66,523 -,120 .028 39,617 2%,%%3 ,416
o_ 74,0 321423.7 24960.8 -i.173 66,609 -,093 ,008 39,60% 2%,465 ,42_
{ 75,0 _209_3,g 24958,6 -1,173 66,69% -,073 -,013 39,582 2%,%87 ,%37
76.0 320664,1 2%956,4 -1,173 66,780 -,046 -,030 39,572 2%,508 ,%%9
77.0 319984.3 2%956.9 -1.172 66.872 -.012 -,0%5 39,553 2%.533 ,%60
78.0 31950_.h 24954.7 -1.172 66,958 ,014 -.064 39,556 24,555 ,672
79,0 319025.0 24_52._ -I.171 67,04_ ,060 -,085 39,555 24,577 ,684
8O.O 318545,5 24950,1 -L,171 67,131 ,072 -,108 39,560 24,599 ,697
81.0 318066.0 24947.8 -1,171 67,217 ,I09 -,i18 39,602 24,622 ,510
82,0 317586,6 249_5,5 -i.170 67.304 ,139 -,133 39,632 2%,6%% ,523
83.0 317107.2 24943.2 -1.170 67.390 ,170 -,152 39 637 2%,667 ,537
84.0 316628.0 24940.8 -i.170 671477 ,209 -,172 391637 24,689 ,551
85.0 316148.9 24938,_ -1,169 67.56% ,239 -,187 39,618 24,712 ,565
86.0 315669,8 24936.0 -1.169 67.651 ,277 -,202 39,623 24,735 ,580
87,0 315190._ 24933.6 -I,169 67.739 ,317 -.214 391612 24,757 ,595
8810 314711,0 24931,i -1.168 67.825 .351 -,233 39.597 24,780 ,611
89,0 314233.2 24928,7 -1.168 67.913 ,399 -,253 39,586 24,803 ,627
STS9BET USING AT78_NDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJI31NC0631 DYN. DATA. PAGE 6
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
OO,O 313754,5 2_926,2 -1,167 68,000 ,_36 -•263 39,590 2_,826 •6%_
ql.O 313275.9 2_923.7 -1.167 68,088 ,_76 -,278 39•627 2_•8_9 •661
92,0 312797,5 2_921,2 -1,166 68,175 ,525 -,299 39,638 2_•872 •678
93,0 312319,2 2_918•6 -1,166 68•263 ,566 -•315 39,631 2_,896 •696
g_,O 3118_I,0 2_916,0 -1,165 68,351 ,617 -,322 39•617 2_•919 ,715
95,0 311363,0 2_913,_ -1•165 68•_39 •670 -,336 39•612 2_•9_2 ,73_
96,0 310885,1 2_910.8 -i•16_ 68,527 .718 -,373 39,595 2_,966 •75_
97.0 310407._ 24907.5 .-1,164 68,616 .799 -,278 39•617 2_•989 ,774
98,0 3099_9,8 2_902,7 -I,16_ 68•70_ •899 -•097 39,653 25,010 ,795
99•0 309_52•3 2_897•9 -1•163 68•793 ,992 •075 39,667 25•032 ,816
i00.0 308975,1 2_893,1 -I,163 68•882 1•023 •186 39•672 25,05_ •838
IOl,O 308498.0 2_888.3 -i,162 68•972 •923 ,178 39•68_ 25,075 •861
i02,0 308021,1 24883,5 -1,162 69,061 ,793 •139 39,687 25•097 •884
i03,0 3075_4,3 24878,7 -i 161 69,150 666 I01 39,675 25•119 •908
c_ I04,0 307067,8 24873•9 -I,161 69,240 ,529 ,066 39,6%7 25,1%1 ,932
105,0 306591,& 24869,1 -i,160 69,329 ,393 ,021 39,600 25,163 ,95T
I06,0 306115,3 2486_,3 -1.160 69._19 ,238 -,030 39,592 25•186 ,983
I07,0 305639._ 2_859,5 -i,159 69.509 ,090 -,073 39,602 25,208 i•010
108,0 3051_3,6 2_85_,7 -I,158 69,599 -,072 -,128 39,616 25,230 1•038
iO9,O 304688,1 26849,9 -i,158 69,689 -,232 -.18_ 39•61_ 25,253 1,066
ii0,0 304212,8 2_847.0 -i,157 691779 -,401 -,2_8 39,60_ 25,277 1,096
IIi.0 303737.9 2_8_.7 -1,156 69 870 -.57% -•31_ 39 585 25,303 i,126
I12,0 303262,9 2_842,_ -i,]56 69961 -,758 -•392 39,586 25.328 1.157
i13,0 302788,_ 248_0,1 -i,155 70 052 -,952 -,_70 39,637 25,353 1,189
II%,0 302314,1 24837,8 -I,15% 70,14_ -I,120 -,5_0 39 68% 25,379 i,222
i15.0 3018_0.0 2%835,5 -I,153 70.236 -I,241 -,559 39.730 25,%05 1,256
116.0 301366.2 24833.2 -I.152 70,328 -I,320 -•543 39.77% 25,%30 1,291
i17,0 300892,7 24830.9 -i.152 70.420 -I._17 -.537 39.821 25,%56 1,328
I18,0 300_ig.5 2_828.7 -1.151 70.513 -1._9_ -.5_2 39,871 25.%82 1,365
119,0 2999_6,5 2%826._ -i.150 70,605 -1,505 -.552 39,921 25,508 I•%03
STSQBET USING AT78_NBAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJI3_NCOb31 DYN, DATA. PAGE 5
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-1 (gSP)
120.0 299473,Q 24824,2 -1,149 70,698 -1,482 -,5%0 39.973 25,534 I,_3
121.0 299001.6 24822.0 -1.148 70.7Q2 -1.459 -.525 40.028 25,560 i,%83
122.0 298529.6 24819,7 -i.147 70.885 -I,441 -.513 40.085 25,565 1,516
123,0 2q8057.8 24817,5 -1,146. 70,978 -I._26 -,511 40,141 25,569 1,550
124,0 297586.5 24815.3 -I,145 71.072 -i,415 -,511 %0,201 25,573 1,585
125,0 297115,% 24813,2 -I,144 71,166 -I,%08 -,509 40,262 25,578 1,620
126,0 2966%4,8 24811,0 -I,143 71,260 -l,%Og -,517 40.326 25,582 1,656
127.0 296174,5 24808,8 -i,I_2 71,355 -i,%11 1,526 _ %0,391 25,587 1,693
128,0 295704,5 24806,6 -I,141 71,449 -I,426 -,546 40,%60 25,597 1,732
129,0 295234,g 2480%,5 -i,140 71,544 -i,%39 -,561 40.532 25,607 1,771
130,0 294765,8 24802,3 -i,13g 71,639 11,%60 -,583 40,609 25,601 1,809
131,0 29_297,0 24800,2 -i,138 71,734 -i,493 -,621 40,695 25,605 1,850
I82,0 293828,6 24798,1 -i,136 71,830 -i,519 -,65g 40,785 25,610 1,891
133,0 293360,7 2%795,9 -i,135 71,926 -i,558 -,699 40,880 25,615 1,933
134,0 292893,2 24793,8 -1,134 72,021 11,597 -,743 40,988 25,620 1,976
135,0 292426.2 2%791,7 -I,133 72,117 -I,633 -,782 41,103 25,62% 2,020
136.0 291_59,7 24789,8 -i,131 72,215 -i,58_ -,7%3 %1,205 25,630 2,065
197,0 2914@3,6 24787,g -1.130 72,313 -1.473 -,628 41.291 25,635 2,111
138,0 2_i028,i 2%786,0 -I,128 72,412 -1.365 -,522 %1,339 25,6_0 2,158
13g,O 2g05_3,1 2_784,i 11,127 72,510 -I,257 -,425 %1,310 25,645 2,207
lqO,O 2g0098,6 2_782,3 -I,126 72,609 -1,140 -,326 41,271 25,650 2,256
i%1,0 289634.7 24780,% -i,124 72,708 -I,050 -,298 41.226 25,656 2,306
142,0 289171,3 24778,b -I,123 72.807 -,978 -,350 41,176 25,661 _,357
I%3,0 288708.4 24778,6 -1.121 72.g13 -.904 -,377 41,II0 25,668 2,_10
144,0 288246,2 24779,% -i,i19 73,022 -,837 -,%06 %1,0_I 25,677 2,_6_
1%5,0 287784,5 24780.2 -I,I18 73,131 -,767 -,438 _0,95_ 25,685 2,519
l&6,O 287323,% 24781,0 -I,i16 73,240 -,71% -.482 40,873 25,693 2,576
147,0 286862,8 2%781,7 -i,i14 73,3%@ -,661 -,5%1 40,782 25,701 2,633
148,0 286%02,8 24782,5 -I,i13 73,458 -,599 -,598 %0,690 25,70g 2,692
149,0 2859%3,4 2%783,3 11,iii 73,566 -,53% -,6%0 40,595 25,718 2,752
STSgBET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9JI3_NC0631DYN, DATA, PAGE 6 ' •
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (OEG) (DEG) (DEG) (OEG) (DEG)-- (-) (PSF)
150,0 285484,6 24784,0 -1.109 73,675 -.460 -,689 40,_82 25,726 2,816
151,0 285026.5 2478_,8 -1.107 73.78_ -.375 -.72_ 40,374 25,73_ 2,877
152.0 28_558.9 Z€785.5 -1.106 73.893 -.251 1.7_1 €0.258 25,763 2.961
153.0 28_112.0 2_786,1 -1,10_ 7_,002 -,11q -,7_ _0,1_6 25,751 3.006
15%,0 283655,7 24786,8 -1,102 74,110 ,033 -,765 %0,037 25.759 3,073
155.0 283200,2 2_787,5 -1,100 7_,21q ,20_ -°735 39,936 25,767 3,1_2
156.0 2827_5.2 2_788,1 -1,098 7_.328 .393 -.689 39.858 25.776 3,212
157,0 282291,0 2_788,1 -1,096 7_,_35 ,59_ -,61_ 39.80_ 25,783 3,Z83
158,0 281837._ 2_787,2 -1,09_ 7_,5_0 ,7q8 -,52_ 39,766 25,790 3,355
159,0 28138_,5 2_786,2 -1,093 7_,6_ 1,000 -,_2q 39,739 25,797 3,429
160,0 280932,2 2_785,3 -1,091 7_,7_8 1,191 -,34_ 39.718 25,80_ 3,505
161,0 2_0_80,7 2_78_,_ -1,089 7_,853 1,365 -,281 39,698 25,811 3,582
16;,0 280029,9 2_783._ -1.087 7_,958 1,51_ -,253 39.672 25,818 3,661
163,0 279579,9 2_782.5 -1.085 75,062 1,632 -,275 3_,635 25,826 3,7_2
16_.0 279130,7 2_781,5 -1,082 75.167 1,712 -°360 39.583 25°831 3,824
165.0 278682._ 2_780,5 -1,080 75.272 1,7_7 -,517 39,511 25,838 3,907
166,0 27823_,9 2_779,5 -1,078 75,377 1.778 -,655 39,_55 25,8_5 3,993
1_7,0 277788.3 2_778,5 -1,076 75,_82 1,850 -,69_ 39._75 25,852 _,080
168,0 2773_2,6 2_777,5 -1,073 75,587 1,9_0 1.711 39,59_ 25,859 _,170
169,0 276897,6 24776,5 -1,071 75,692 2,039 -,727 39,810 25,866 _,261
170,0 276_53,6 2_775,5 l-1,069 75,797 2,169 -,727 _0,112 25,873 _,353
171.0 276010.3 2_77;,8 -1,067 75,902 2,325 1,707 ;1.121 25880 _,_8
172.0 275568,0 2_773.7 -1.063 76.006 2.502 -.658 _2,063 25,887 _,545
173,0 275127,0 24772.9 -1,060 76.110 2,693 -,587 _2,452 25,894 4,6_
174.0 27_687,3 2%771,_ -1,057 76,21% 2,877 -,523 %21457 25,901 6,76%
175,0 27_2_8,8 2_771,0 11105_ 76,318 3,058 -,q79 _2336 25,908 6,867
176,0 273811._ 2_770,1 -1,051 76,_22 3,1_9 -,255 _2 186 25,915 6,951
177,0 273375,1 2_769,2 -1,0_8 76.526 2,703 -,255 _2,050 25,922 5,058
178,0 272q_0,1 2_768,2 -L,0_5 76,631 2.172 -,325 _1.866 25,929 5,166
17q.0 272506,2 2_767,3 -1,042 76,735 1.633 -,_00 _1,623 25,931 5,275
•, STSgBET USI_G-AT78_NDAA ATM - INFRTIAL-BET9JI3_NCOB31 DYN.'DATA, PAGE 7- i
TIME ALTD_ VELA G_MA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
{SEC) (FT) (FPS) (OEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-) (PSF)
180.0 272073.5 24766,3 "-1.039 76 839 1,101 -,%73 41.33% 25.934 5.387
181.0 2716_2,1 24765,4 -1.036 76,944 .601 -.652 40.988 25.922 5.%9%
182.0 271211.8 2476_.4 -1,033 77,048 ,238 -,710 40,613 25,907 5,601
183,0 270782,8 24763.4 -1.030 77,153 -.082 -,739 40,229 25.889 5,710
184,0 270355.0 24762.5 -1.027 77.257 -,356 -.731 39,867 25.871 5,819
185.0 269928,4 24761.5 -1,02% 77,362 -,582 -,705 39.559 25,852 5,929
18_,0 269503,0 24760,6 -1.021 77,467 -.783 -,708 39.309 25,833 6.0%1
187.0 269078,9 24759,6 -1,017 77,572 -,947 -,732 39.15% 25,814 6,155
188,0 268656,0 2475_,7 -I,014 77,677 -i,060 1,716 39,052 25,796 60270
189,0 26823_,_ 24757,8 -I,G11 77,782 -I,1%9 -,742 39,008 25,777 6,387
190,0 2678L4.0 24756,8 -1,008 77,887 -1,188 -,814 39,029 25,758 6,506
1_1,0 267395,0 24755,8 -1,004 77,992 -1,163 -,828 39,11% 25,740 6,626
J 192.0 266977.3 24754.8 -l.OOl 78.097 -1.080 -.802 39.263 25,721 6,748
o 193,0 266561,0 24753,7 -,997 78,203 -,950 10748 39,475 25,702 5,872
i 194,0 266146,1 24752,5 -.99% 78,308 -.781 -,676 39,748 25,684 6,997
195.0 265732,7 24751,3 -,990 78,414 -,591 -.600 60.078 25.666 7,12%
196,0 265320,8 24749,9 -,986 78.519 -,406 -,524 %0.391 25,647 7,25Z
197,0 26_910,5 2_748,5 -,982 78.525 -,233 -,463 %0.672 25,629 7,382
198.0 26%531,9 24747,1 -.978 78,731 -.104 -,436 40,921 25,610 7,513
199.0 2640_.9 24745,6 -,974 78,837 -,010 -,451 %1,122 25,592 7,6%7
200,0 263689,7 2474%,0 -,969 78,9_3 ,0_9 -,486 41,244 25,573 7,781
201,0 263286,2 247_2,3 -,965 79,049 ,082 -,551 %1,300 25,555 7.917
202.0 26288_,5 24740.7 -,961 79,155 ,123 -,613 41,283 25.541 8.058
203.0 262_84,5 2_739,0 -,956 79.262 ,186 -,663 41,191 25.538 8.207
20_,0 262086,_ 24737,3 -,952 79.368 ,277 -,682 41,026 25,505 8,338
205.0 261690,2 24735.6 -,947 79,_7_ ,383 -.694 %0,810 Z5.483 8,478
206,0 261295,8 24733.8 -,942 79.581 ,519 -,699 %0,551 25.465 8.622
207,0 260903,3 24731,9 -,938 79 688 ,67_ -,696 %0,262 25,447 8,768
208,0 260512,8 24730,2 -,933 79,794 ,847 -,665 39,977 25.429 8,915
209.0 260124,2 2;728,; -,928 79,901 1.013 -°569 39,766 25,411 9,063
STSQBET USING ATTB_OAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13mNC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 8
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (-) (PSF)
210,0 25Q737,6 24726,6 -,923 80,008 1,151 -,491 39,603 25,394 9,214
211,0 259352,g 2472_,7 -,918 80.115 1,231 -,456 3q,_97 25,376 9,365
212,0 258970,3 2_722.B -,913 80.222 1,270 -,_57 39,_55 25.35g 9.518
213,0 258589,8 24720,9 -,908 80,32q 1,259 -,_86 _g1_75 25,3%2 9,673
214,0 258211,3 24718,9 -,903 80,_36 1,210 -,546 39,551 25,324 9,829
215,0 257835.0 2_716,0 -,898 80,54_ 1,15_ -,607 39692 25,307 9,986
216.0 257460,g 2_714.8 -,892 80,650 1.112 -,628 39.888 25,290 10,145
217,0 25708g,I 2_712,5 -.887 80,757 1.078 -.623 _0,123 25,273 I0,304
218,0 256719,6 24710,3 -,881 80,864 1,063 -,60_ _0,38g 25.256 10,465
ZIq,O 256352,% 2_707,g -,875 80,972 1,059 -,579 _0,615 25,239 10,628
220,_ 255987,7 24705,_ -,870 81,07q 1,0_ -,557 40,775 25,222 10,791
221.0 255625,_ 2_702,7 -.BOq 81.186 1.030 -,537 q0.883 25.205 10.956
222,0 255265,6 24700.0 -,857 81.29q 1,007 -,522 40.927 25,187 11,121
223,0 25_908,_ 2q697,2 -,851 81,_01 .96_ -,508 _O,90g 25.171 11.288
224,0 254553,7 246q4,_ -,8_5 81,508 ,gO3 -,516 40,830 25,154 11,_55
225,0 254201.7 2_691,6 -,83g 81,616 ,823 -.536 %0,698 25,137 11,62_
226,0 253852,2 24688,B -.832 81,723 .742 -,548 40.525 25,120 11.793
227,0 253505,5 24685.q -.826 81.831 .656 -,570 40.3_5 25.10_ 11.964
228,0 25_161,4 24683,1 -,81g 81.q38 ,570 -,592 _0.171 25.087 12,135
22q,0 252820.1 2_680,2 -,813 82,046 ,503 -,597 q0,O03 25,071 12,308
230,0 252481,5 24677,2 -,806 82.15_ ,467 -,581 39,868 25,055 12,_81
231,0 2521_5,8 24674,2 -,79g 82,262 ,448 -,545 39.771 25.038 12,65%
232,0 251812,g 24671,3 -,792 82,370 ,446 -,521 3g,706 25,022 12,82g
233.0 251_82,q 24668.1 -,785 82,476 ,_29 -,_g5 39,693 25,006 13,004
234,0 251155,q 24665,1 -,778 82,58_ ,_27 1,466 3g,721 2_,9g0 13,180
235,0 250831,g 2_661,8 -,771 82,693 ,416 -,446 3g,790 2_,q75" 13,355
236.0 250511.1 24658,3 -,762 82,801 ,416 -,437 39,8g% 2%,g58 13,532
237,0 2501g3,q 2465%,6 -,754 82,gOg ,394 -,4%3 40,035 24,g%3 13,707
238,0 2_9880,1 2_650.g -.7_6 83.018 .365 -,462 _O.lq_ 24.927 13,883
239,0 249570,0 2_647,0 -,737 83.126 ,337 -,688 _0,357 26,911 14.059
,J o_
STSQBET USING ATTB_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETQJI3_NC0631DYN. DATA. PAGE 9
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
2_0,0 249263,5 24643,1 -,728 83,235 ,316 -,518 40,500 24,895 14.235
241.0 248950.8 2_639,0 -,719 83,3%3 ,315 -,533 40,624 2%,879 I%,410
242,0 248661.9 24634.8 -.710 83,450 .3%4 -,528 140.716 24,863 14,585
243.0 248366.9 2%630,6 -,70L 83,55q ,392 -,518 40,756 24,868 14,759
244.0 248075.7 2_626.4 -,Tql 83.667 ,439 -,512 40,748 24,832 14,q33
245.0 247788.4 24622.1 -.682 83.776 .492 -,511 40.699 24.817 15,106
246,0 247505.1 26617,9 -,673 83,885 ,542 -,516 40,630 24,802 15,280
247,0 2q7225.8 24613,5 -,663 83.994 ,591 -,529 %0,542 2%,787 15,452
248,0 2_6950._ 2%609,2 -°653 84,102 ,639 -,542 %0,438 2%,773 15,623
249.0 2_6679,1 24604.9 -.644 84,211 ,713 -.551 40,333 24,759 15,795
250.0 246411.9 24600,5 ",634 84.320 ,801 -.540 40,229 24,745 15,965
251,0 246148,8 24596.1 -,624 84,429 .907 -,518 40.153 24.731 16.134
252.0 24588q.7 24591.? -,614 84.537 1.015 -,504 40,104 24,718 16,302
253,0 245634,B 24587.2 -.605 8_.647 1.124 -.483 40,076 2_,704 16,469
254.0 245354,2 2%582.7 -.594 84.757 1,172 -.413 40.07% 24,691 16.635
255,0 245137,8 24578,1 -,584 84.866 1.138 -,%01 40,090 2%,677 16,798
256.0 24_R_5,6 24573,5 -,574 84.975 1.062 -._15 40.116 2_.664 16,961
257.0 24_657,q 2%568.8 -.563 85.084 .946 -.452 40.139 2_,651 17.122
258.0 244424,6 24563,9 -,553 85,194 ,848 -.475 40.167 24.638 17,280
259.0 244195,8 24559,0 -,542 85,303 ,749 -,501 40,196 24,625 17,437
260,0 2_3971,6 24554,0 -.531 85,412 ,648 -,496 40,216 24,612 17,591
261.0 243752,2 245%9,0 -,519 85.521 ,580 -,653 40,240 24,599 17,744
252.0 243537,5 2%543.6 -.508 85.632 .937 -i,141 %0.267 24.586 17,8941
263.0 243327.6 24538.2 -,496 85.7%4 2,204 -1,550 _0.327 24,573 18,041
264.0 243122,6 24532.6 -.485 85.856 4.468 -1.456 40,419 24,561 18,185
265.0 242922,7 24fi27,0 -,473 85,969 7,268 -i,091 40,514 24,5%8 18,326
266,0 242727,6 24521._ -,461 861082 10,165 -,867 40,611 24,536 18,465
267,0 242537,6 24515,5 -,449 86,197 13,088 -,724 40,689 24,523 18,601
268.0 2_2352,5 24509.7 -,437 86.311 16.017 -,676 40,725 24,511 18,734
269,0 242172,3 24503.6 -,426 86,428 18,979 -,631 %0,725 2%,%98 18,864
STSgBET USING AT78_NDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETqJ13_NC0631 DYN. DATA, PAGE 10
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG| (DEG) (DEG) (OEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
270,0 241997.0 24497.7 -,414 e6.544 21.975 -.579 40.684 24,486 18,990
271.0 241826.5 24491,6 -,403 86,662 24,965 -,553 40.624 24.474 19,114
272,0 241650,7 24485,6 -,392 86.77q 27,952 -,550 40,564 2%,463 19,235
273,0 24149q,4 24479,5 -,381 86 898 30,950 -,560 40,509 24,451 19,353
274,0 241342,6 24473,3 -,370 87,017 34,000 -,555 40,445 2%,439 19.467
275,0 241190,I 2_467.i -,3_0 87,138 37,103 -,527 40,384 24,428 19,57q
276,0 241041,7 24460.9 1,350 87.258 40,242 -,485 40,335 24,416 19,688
277.0 2_0897.4 24_5_,5 -.341 87.380 43430 -.447 40,287 24.405 19.794
278,0 240756,7 2444_,1 -,332 87,503 46,573 --,264 40,259 24,394 19,898
279,0. 240619,4. 24441,7 -,325 87,626 49 236 ,112 40,206 24,383 20,000
280.0 240485,2 24_35,3 -,317 87,749 51.156 .219 40,114 24.372 20.099
281,0 240354,2 24428,9 -,309 87.873 52.628 ,096 %0,010 24.361 20.197
282.0 240226,1 2_422,5 -.302 87,997 53,952 -,050 39,925 2%,350 20,292
283,0 2;0100,8 2%416,2 -,296 88,120 55,245 -,097 391867 24339 20,385
284,0 239978,2 24409,8 -,289 88,245 56,490 -,112 391832 24,329 20,477
285.0 239858.2 24403,% -,283 88,369 57,638 -,112 39 842 24,318 20,567
286,0 2397_0,7 24397.1 -,277 88.493 58.770 -,132 39,881 24,308 20.656
287,0 230625.5 24390,6 -,271 88.618 59.927 -,087 39,940 24,297 20,742
288,0 239512,6 24384,1 -,266 88,743 61,005 -,056 40 012 24,287 20,827
289,0 239401,8 24377,5 -,261 88,868 61,996 -,042 %0,087 24,277 20,910
290,0 2392_3,1 24370,8 -,255 88,9q3 62,919 ,008 40 158 24,266 20,992
291,0 239186,3 24364,1 -,251 89,119 63,733 .063 %0,218 24,256 21,072
292.0 239081,5 24357._ -.2_6 89,245 64,419 ,oqo 40.262 2%,246 21,151
293.0 238978.4 24350.5 -.241 89.371 64,972 ,089 40,301 24,236 21,228
294.0 238877.2 24343,5 -.237 89.497 65,456 ,055 40,318 2_0225 21,305
295,0 238777,6 24336,7 -,233 89,623 65,957 ,049 %0,322 24,215 21,380
296,0 238679.7 24329,8 -,229 89,749 66,454 ,065 40,322 2%,205 21,454
297,0 238583,4 24322,9 -.225 89,875 66,946 ,077 40,318 24,195 21.526
298,0 238488,7 2_316.0 -,221 90,001 67,412 .089 40,316 24,185 21,598
29_,0 238395,3 24309.1 -,217 90.127 67,829 ,079 40,320 24,175 21,669
STSgBET USING AT78_NDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETQJ13_NCO631 DYN, DATA. PAGE 11
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
300,0 238303,% 24302,1 -,214 90,254 68,233 ,068 40,317 24,165 21,738
301,0 238212,8 24295,2 -.210 90,380 68,619 ,062 40,318 24,155 21,807
302.0 238123,5 2%288,2 -,207 g0,506 69,003 ,075 40,319 24.145 21,874
303,0 238035,5 24281,3 -,20% 90,632 69,%05 ,11_ 40,312 24,135 21,941
304,0 237948,6 2%27%,2 -,201 90,759 69,792 ,215 40.315 24,125 22,007
305,0 237862,9 2%267,2 -,198 90,886 70,094 ,334 %0,316 241i16 22,072
306.0 237778,2 242_0,2 -,195 91,012 70,299 ,404 40,309 24,106 22,137
307,0 237694,5 2%253,1 -,192 91,139 70,_15 =450 %0,305 24.096 22,200
308,0 237611,8 24246,1 -,190 91,265 70,4%3 ,476 %0,305 24,086 22,26%
3Oq,O 237530,1 24239,0 -,187 91,392 70,401 ,502 %0,304 24,077 22,326
310,0 2374%9,% 24232,0 -,184 91.518 70,302 =469 40,301 24,067 22,388
311,0 237369,8 24224,9 -,182 91,644 70.263 ,389 %0,306 24,057 22.449
312,0 237291,1 24217,6 -,179 91.771 70,280 ,352 40.303 24.0%8 22.508
313,0 237213,_ 24210,5 176 91,898 70,343 ,283 40,301 24.038 22,568--"
314,0 237136,8 24203,2 -,173 92,024 70,_82 245 %0,302 24,029 22,626=
315,0 237061,1 24196,0 -,171 92,151 70,653 ,26% %0,298 24,019 22,683
316,0 236986,3 24188,7 1,168 92,278 70,802 ,296 %0°29% 24,009 22,7%0
317,0 236912,5 24181,_ -.166 92,%04 70,869 ,309 40.289 24,000 22,797
318.0 236839,6 2417_.1 -,163 92,531 70 912 ,250 %0,288 23,990 22,853
319,0 236757,6 24166,7 1.161 92,658 71,023 ,210 40,291 23,981 22=907
320,0 236696.4 2_159,_ -,159 92,78_ 71,175 .229 %0,283 23,971 22,962
321,0 236626,1 24152,1 -,156 92,911 71,287 ,222 40,282 23,962 23,016
322,0 236556,5 24144,8 -,154 93,037 71,433 ,191 40,283 23,952 23,069
323.0 236487,7 24137,5 -.152 93.164 71.581 ,195 %0,273 23,943 23,121
324,0 236419,6 24130,_ -,150 93,290 71,726 ,214 40,270 23,934 23.174
325,0 236352,2 24122,8 -,148 93,417 71,861 ,208 40,261 23,924 23,225
326,0 236285,4 24115,% -,146 93,543 71,979 ,209 %0,259 23,915 23,276
327,0 236219,3 24108.0 -,144 93,670 72,0_8 ,147 40,262 23,905 23,327
328,0 236153,9 24100,6 -.143 93.796 72.245 ,140 40,258 23,896 23,377
329,0 236089,0 24093,2 -.141 93,923 72,395 ,157 %0,256 23,887 23,426
STS9BET USING AT78,NDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13,NC0631 DYN. DATA. PAGE 12 $
TIMF ALTDE VFLA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA Ok
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (OEG) (DEG| (-) (PSF)
330.0 236024.7 24085,8 -,139 q4,049 72,514 .169 40,247 23,878 23.476
331.0 235960.9 24078,4 -.138 94,175 72,567 ,157 40,244 23,868 23,525
332,0 235897,6 24071,0 -,136 94,301 72,595 .103 40.241 23,859 23o57%
33310 235834.7 24063.6 -.135 94427 72,675 ,037 40,244 23,850 23,622
334,0 235772,3 24056,3 -,134 94,552 72,804 ,026 40,236 23.861 23,671
3350 235710,3 24049,I -,132 94.678 72,944 ,007 40,236 23,832 23,719
3360 235648.7 240%1.7 -,131 941804 73,090 -,015 40,234 23,823 23,767
337,0 235587,5 24034,3 -,130 94 929 73,242 -,024 40,232 23,814 23e815
338 0 235526,5 24027,0 -,129 95 055 73,396 -,018 40,230 23,805 23,862
339,0 235465,8 24019,6 -,128 95,180 73,540 -,020 40,227 23,796 23o909
340.0 235405,4 24012.1 -.127 95306 73.654 -,023 40.220 23.786 23.956
341.0 235345.3 24004.6 -.126 951432 73.755 -.070 40.219 23.777 24.003
342.0 235285.3 23997,2 -,125 95.557 73,884 -,i07 40,222 23,768 24,050
I 343,0 235225,6 23989,7 -,125 95*683 74,034 -,I15 40,229 23,759 24,097
0_ 344.0 235166,0 23982,2 -,124 95,809 74,201 -*117 40,220 23,750 24,144
= 345°0 235106,6 23974,6 -,123 95,934 74,340 -,137 40,220 23,741 24,190
346,0 235047.2 23966,9 -,123 96,060 74.482 1e156 40,222 23,732 24.237
347.0 234988.0 23959.3 -.122 96.186 74.626 -.166 40.228 23,723 24,283
348.0 234929.8 23951.8 -.122 96,311 74.801 -.151 40.231 23.713 24,331
349.0 234869.6 23944.2 -.121 96.436 74,965 -,151 40.231 23,704 24.378
350.0 2_4810.4 23936.5 -.121 96.562 75.139 -,136 40,222 23,695 24e425
351.0 234751.1 23928,7 -.121 q6,688 75.302 -.137 40.222 23,686 24,472
352.0 234691.8 23920.9 -.121 96.814 75.471 -.123 40.213 23.676 24.519
353.0 234632,q 23913.1 -.121 96.939 75.635 -.092 40,214 23,667 24,566
354,0 234572,7 23905,4 -,121 97,065 75,679 ,020 40,217 23,658 24,614
355,0 234512,8 23897,6 -,122 97,190 75,339 ,283 40,230 23,649 24,663
356.0 234452.4 23889.7 -.122 97.316 74.284 .400 40.264 23.639 24.711
357,0 234392,2 23881.8 -.121 97,441 73,023 ,073 40,298 23,630 24.760
358.0 234332.3 23873.8 -.120 97.566 72.237 -.265 40.319 23.620 24,808
359,0 234272.7 23865,8 -,i18 97,691 71,927 -,287 40,322 23,611 24,856
STS_BET USING _T7B_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL'BETqJ13tNCO631 OYN, DATA, PAGE 13 •
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA S IGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
360,0 23%213.6 23857,B -,117 97.816 71 777 -.46% %0.313 23.601 24,90%
361.0 23%155.2 238_9.9 -.11_ 97.9%1 72.%09 -1,1%8 %0,319 23.592 2%,951
362,0 23;097.1 238;1,8 -.115 98.066 7%.%56 -,950 60,369 :23.583 26.998
363.0 23_038.7 23833.7 -.115 98.192 76.172 -.17% _0.386 23.573 25.0%5
36%,0 233979,8 23825.6 -.116 98.317 76,875 .13% 40.353 23.56% 25,093
365,0 233920.5 23817.6 -,117 98._%2 77.105 ,139 %0.319 23.55% 25.1%2
366.0 233860.5 23809.6 -.118 98.567 77.607 .%38 %0,2_6 23.5%5 25.192
367.0 233799.9 23801.6 -.120 98.692 78.711 1.323 %0.1%3 23.535 25.2%2
368.0 233738._ 23793.8 -.121 98.817 78,652 1,362 %0.081 23.526 25.29%
369.0 233676.2 23785.8 -.123 98.9%2 78.133 1.023 %0,066 23.516 25,347
370.0 233613,1 23777.8 -.12% 99.067 77.6%3 .710 %0.076 23.507 25.%00
371,0 2335_9._ 23769.9 -.126 99.191 77.2%1 ,524 %0.100 23.%97 25,455
372.0 233_8_,8 23761.8 -.128 99,316 76.658 .625 %0,1_3 23.%88 25,510
373,0 233_19,6 23753.6 -.128 99,%%1 75.67% ._8% %0,17% 23,%78 25.566
= 37_.0 23335_.0 237%5.3 -.129 99.566 7%.693 ,265 %0.207 23.%68 25.622
375,0 233288,2 23736.8 -.129 99.691 73.842 .16% %0.2%6 23.%58 25.678
376.0 233222.2 23728.3 -.129 99.815 73.001 .085 %0.265 23.448 25,73%
377,0 233156.2 23720.0 -.128 99.9_0 72.192 -.029 %0.280 23.%38 25.791
378.0 233090.3 23711.7 -.128 100.06% 71.%81 -.177 %0.291 23.%29 25.8%9
379.0 233024.6 23703._ -.127 100.188 71.056 -.338 %0.301 23.%19 25.906
380.0 232959.1 23595.1 -.126 100.311 70.861 -.3%9 %0.301 23.%09 25,953
3_1.0 2328q3,8 23686.7 -.125 100.%35 70.733 -.35_ 40.292 23.399 26.020
382.0 232828.6 23_7_,% -,125 100.558 70.665 -.396 %0.287 23.389 26.077
383.0 232763.7 23659.9 -.124 100.682 70.666 -.422 %0.287 23.379 26.13%
384.0 232699.0 23661.5 -.123 100.806 70.716 -,%13 40.291 23.370 26.191
385.0 23263%.% 23653.0 -.122 100.930 70.775 -._25 %0.290 23.360 26.2%8
386.0 232570.0 23644._ -.121 101.055 70.81% -.%80 40.281 23.350 26.305
387.0 232595,8 23635.6 -.121 101.179 70,896 -.521 %0.279 23.3%0 26.361
388.0 2324_1,8 23627.0 -.120 101.30_ 71.106 -._93 %0.28% 23.330 26.%17
389.0 232377,8 23618.4 -.120 101,428 71.239 -.380 %0.277 23.320 26.%7%
STSqBET USING AT78tNOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9J13eNCOb31 DYN. DATA, PAGE 14
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HOGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(5EC) (FT) (FPS| (D_G) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
3qO.O 232313.9 23609,6 -.119 101,552 71,253 -.346 _0.255 23,310 26,530
391.0 232250.1 23600,8 -.119 I01.676 71.255 -,35_ 40,238 23,299 26.586
392.0 232186,3 235gi,9 -.118 101.801 71,310 -.330 _0,235 23,289 26,642
393.0 232122.7 23582,9 -,118 101,926 71,363 -,324 40,227 23,279 26,698
3940 232059.1 23573.1 -.I17 102.052 71._15 -.289 40.206 23.268 26.753
395.0 2_19g5,8 23563,8 -.116 102,177 71,306 -.242 _0,192 23,257 26,808
396 0 231932.4 23554.2 -,I16 I02,303 70.881 -,124 _0,1_2 23,246 26,863
397.0 231859.3 23544.5 -.115 102.429 70.003 .020 %0,017 23.235 26.918
398.0 251805.5 23535.2 -.114 I02.55_ 68.829 -,085 39.8_8 23.225 26.97%
399.0 2317_%,2 23525.6 -,111 102,679 67,854 -,238 39,6%8 23,21% 27,028
%00,0 231582,8 23515.9 -.109 102.80% 67.213 -.320 39,q62 23.203 27.081
_01.0 231622._ 23506.0 -,106 102.930 66,819 -.320 39.320 23.192 27.133
402.0 231562.g 234Q6.3 -.103 103,056 66,456 -,207 39.17_ 23.181 27.185
403.0 23150_,4 23_86.5 -,101 103.181 65.832 -.111 39.004 23.171 27.235
404.0 2314_6.9 23_76.9 -.098 103 306 65.048 -.108 38.798 23.160 27.285
405.0 231390.6 23467.4 -.094 103,430 64.2_5 -,136 38.585 23.150 27,33_
406.0 231335._ 23458.0 -,091 103.554 63.501 -.168 38.392 23.139 27.382
407,0 231282,0 23448.7 -.087 103.678 62.909 -.158 38,208 23.129 27,_29
408.0 231229.8 23_39.5 -,083 103.801 62,395 -.207 38.038 23,119 27,675
409,0 231178.9 23430.6 -.080 103.923 61.954 -.234 37.891 23.109 27.519
410.0 231129,5 23421.6 -,076 104.046 61.626 -.300 37.764 23.100 27,563
411.0 231081.6 23412.8 -,072 104.168 61.463 -.331 37.658 23.090 27.605
412.0 231035,0 23404.2 -,068 104.289 61.374 -.320 37.581 23,081 27.6_6
%13,0 230989.7 23395.5 -,065 10%.411 61.312 -.326 37.514 23.072 27.686
414,0 230945,9 23386,8 -,061 104.532 61.294 -.324 37.%79 23.063 27.724
415,0 230903._ 23378.0 -.057 104.65_ 61.327 -.316 37,_64 23.05_ 27.762
416,0 230862.3 23369.3 -,053 104.775 61,385 -,305 37.%66 23,045 27.797
417,0 230822.5 23360.4 -,050 104.896 61.473 -.309 37.475 23.036 27.831
418.0 230784.1 23351.5 -.046 105.018 61.64_ -.285 37.%73 23.027 27,86%
419.0 2307_7,1 23342.7 -,043 105.139 61.88_ -.232 37._77 _3.018 27.895
li •
• Ii
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
420.0 230711,2 23333.7 -,03g 105.260 62.128 -.201 37,47g 23.009 27.925
421.0 230676.6 23324.8 -,036 105,381 62,397 -.168 37.481 23,000 27,953
422,0 230643,2 23316.1 -,033 105.502 62.693 -,i17 37.484 22,991 27,981
423.0 230610,8 23307.2 -.030 105.623 62.920 -,082 37.484 22,982. 28,007
424,0 230579,_ 23298,3 -,027 i05,74_ 63.153 -,05_ 37._85 22,973 28,032
425.0 2305_R,_ 2328g,6 -.025 105.864 63.380 -.027 37.486 22.965 28.057
426.0 230519.3 23280.7 -.022 105.985 63.601 .000 37.488 22.956 28.080
427,0 230490.6 23271,g -,020 106.105 63,802 ,016 37.4g3 22,947 28,102
428.0 230462,7 23263.1 -,018 106.226 63,992 ,034 37.4Q3 22,g3g 28,124
429,0 230435.5 23254.4 -,016 I06,346 64,177 ,085 37.500 22.930 28,145
430.0 230408.g 23245.5 -,014 106.466 64,263 .141 37.508 22,922 28.165
431.0 2303_2.g 2323618 -.012 106.585 64,213 .130 37.517 22.913 28.185
I 432,0 230357.5 23228,0 -.010 106.705 64.137 ,129 37.515 22.905 28,204
433.0 230332,8 23219.3 -,008 106.825 64.031 ,122 37.516 22,896 28,223
i 434.0 230308.6 23210.q -.007 106.944 63.902 ,117 37.528 22.888 28.240
435,0 230285.1 23201.7 -.005 107.063 63,740 ,lOQ 37.558 22,879 28,258
436,0 230262,2 23192.8 -.003 107.183 63.556 .107 37.611 22.871 28.274
437.0 23023g,9 23184.1 -.001 107.301 63.375 .066 37.684 221862 28,2Q0
438,0 230218,3 23175,% ,001 107.420 63,240 ,039 37.771 22854 28,305
43Q,0 230197,3 23166,5 ,003 107,538 63,130 -,011 37,865 22,846 28,319
440,0 230176,9 23157,7 .005 107.656 63,11g -,084 37.955 22,837 28,333
441,0 230157,2 23148,8 ,007 107,774 63,266 -,152 38.0_7 22,829 28,346
442,0 230138,2 23139,8 ,009 107,893 63,511 -.141 38.126 22,820 28,358
443.0 230119,6 23130.9 ,010 i08.011 63.792 -,123 38.171 22,812 28,369
444,0 230101.6 23122,0 .012 I08,128 64.073 -.I06 38.198 22,803 28,381
445,0 230083,9 23112,8 .013 108,247 64,363 -,084 38.227 22.795 28,391
446.0 230066,6 23E03,9 ,014 108.36_ 64.646 -.071 38,272 22,786 28.401
447,0 230049.6 23094,g ,015 108,482 64,947 -,049 38.301 22.778 28.411
448,0 230032,g 23085,8 ,016 I08,600 65,215 -,053 38,337 22,769 28,620
449.0 230016.3 23076.8 .017 108.717 65.497 -.049 38,375 22,761 28,430
STSgBET USING _TTB_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 16 $
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (OEG) (OEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
450,0 229999.8 23067,7 .017 108.835 65,764 -,03_ 38,_22 22.752 28,43g
451.0 22qg83.k 23058,6 .018 108.q52 66,038 -,027 38,_65 22,7_ 28,k_9
452.0 22qg67,0 23049,2 .018 log,070 66'318 1,01_ 38,qgg 22,736 28,_58
q53,0 22gg50,6 230_0,I ,018 I0g,187 66,570 -,012 38,535 22,727 28,_68
q5_,O 22993q,1 23031,0 .018 lOg,30_ 66,788 -,026 38,567 22,719 28,_78
q55,0 22gg17.k 23022.0 ,018 109,421 67,005 -,042 38,592 22,711 28,%8g
_56,0 22q900,_ 23012.8 .018 109.538 67.221 -.057 38,606 22,703 28.%99
_57,0 229883.1 23003.8 .017 I0q,65_ 67,_51 -,055 38.618 22,695 28,511
_58,0 22g865,4 22qg_,g ,016 i09,770 67,69q -,Oq3 38,650 22.687 28,523
45g,0 229847,1 22985,8 ,015 i0g,887 67,g63 -,022 38,701 22,678 28,535
q60,O 2298_B,q 22q76,7 ,01_ ii0,003 68,217 .002 38.783 22,670 28,5q9
_61,0 22980g,i 22967,5 ,013 llO,llg 68.45q ,Olg 38,877 22,662 28,562
462.0 22978g.2 22958,_ ,012 110.235 68,668 ,026 38.g62 22,65_ 28,577
463.0 229768,6 22948.8 ,011 ii0,352 68,8_5 ,005 39,048 22,6_5 28,591
_64,0 2297_7,_ 229"39,5 ,OOg II0,468 69,030 ,003 39,127 22 636 28,607
l _65,0 22q725,6 22930,0 ,008 ii0,585 69,210 ,010 39,1@_ 221628 28,623
_66,0 229703,0 22920,4 ,006 110.701 69,391 ,025 39,224 22,619 28,6_0
_67,0 229679,6 22910,g ,005 110,817 69,56_ ,038 39,2%0 22 610 28,659
468,0 229655,3 22q01,5 ,003 110,933 69,736 ,070 39,2_7 22,602 28,678
_69.0 22q630,2 22891,8 ,001 111,049 69,879 ,093 39,2_7 22.593 28,698
_70,0 229604.2 22882,_ -,001 111,16_ 70,006 ,125 3g,24_ 22.585 28,720
_71,0 229577,2 22872,8 -,003 111,280 70,101 ,1_ 3g,235 22,576 28,7q2
_72,0 2295_o,1 22863,6 -,006 111,395 70.Og_ ,178 39,236 22.567 28.767
_73.0 229519.8 2285_,5 -,OOg 111.509 69.972 ,187 39,2_5 22,559 28,79_
474,0 229489.3 228_5,_ -,011 111,623 6q,809 ,197 39.253 22,551 28,822
_75,0 229_57,5 22836,_ -,01_ 111,736 69,636 ,18_ 39,297 22,5_3 28,852
_76.0 2219_2_.722827,Z -,017 111.850 69,_9q ,150 39,390 22,53_ 28,883
_77,0 229390,6 22818,Z -,019 1111,963 69.372 ,139 39,508 22,526 28,917
4718.,0 ' 229355.4 2218018"g --'022 112"075 69"258 ,i07 39.637 22.518 28,950 l
47g,0 229318.9 227199,7 -,025 i12,18g 69.192 ,i0_ 39,770 22,50g 28,986
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
480.0 229291,3 22790.2 -,027 112.303 69,109 .102 39,896 22,500 29.022
481.0 229242.6 22780.9 -,030 112,416 68.985 .0ql 40.016 22.492 29,061
482,0 229202,8 22771,1 -,032 112,529 68,836 ,074 40,120 22,483 29,099
483.0 229161,8 22761.6 -.035 112.642 68.671 .063 40.209 22,474 29,140
484,0 229119,8 22751,7 -.037 11_,755 68,492 ,056 40,298 22,465 29,181
485,0 229076.8 22742,0 -,039 112,868 68.298 ,031 40,367 22,456 29.224
486.0 229032.8 22732,0 -,041 112.981 68.157 -.015 40,410 22,447 29,268
487,0 228987.Q 22721,g -.043 113.094 68,054 -.041 40,437 22,437 29,312
488,0 22Q941,9 22712,2 -,046 113,206 67,940 -,071 40,458 22,428 29,359
489.0 228895,0 22702.1 -,048 i13.319 67,828 -,104 40,483 22,419 29,407
490,0 228847,1 22692,3 -,050 113,431 67,750 -,124 40,511 22,410 29,456
491,0 228798,2 22682.3 -,052 113.543 67.699 -.130 40.532 22.401 29,507
492,0 228748,3 22672,1 -,054 113.655 67.649 -.135 40,560 22,391 29,558
493,0 228697,4 22662.2 -,057 113.767 67.612 -,140 40,593 22,382 29,611
494,0 228645,5 22652,0 -,059 I13,B79 67,591 -,164 40,611 22,372 29,665
495,0 228592.7 22642,2 -.061 113.990 67.57_ -,181 40,634 22,363 29,721
496.0 228538.7 22632.0 -.064 114.102 67.612 -.176 40.671 22.353 29.778
497,0 228483,8 22621.7 -.066 114.213 67.670 -,166 40.696 22,344 29,836
498,0 228427.7 22611,8 -,068 114.324 67,728 -0174 40,719 22,335 29,897
499,0 228370,6 22601,6 -,071 114,435 67,809 -,176 40,733 22,325 29,958
500,0 228312.2 22591.5 -.074 I14,546 67,892 -.180 40,740 22,315 30,021
501,0 228252,6 22581.5 -.077 114.656 67,991 -.186 40,745 22,306 30,086
502.0 228191.B 22571,3 -.080 114,767 68.128 -.195 40.741 22.296 30,153
503,0 228129,7 22561,1 -,083 114,878 68,303 1,176 40,738 22,287 30,221
504,0 228066,2 22551.0 -,086 114,988 68,44Q -,102 40,748 22,277 30,291
505,0 228001,4 22541,0 -.089 115,098 68,471 -,069 40,765 22,268 30,364
506,0 227935.1 22590.8 -.092 115.208 68,434 -,077 40,784 22,258 30,438
507,0 227867,5 22520,3 -,096 115,318 68,403 -.081 40,805 22,248 30,513
508,0 227798,4 22509°8 -,OOg I15,429 68,376 -,061 40,831 22,238 30,591
509,0 227728.0 22499.3 -.1021 115,539 68,244 ,002 40,849 .... 22,228 30.670
* STSQBET USING AT7BpNOAA ATM - INFRTIAL-BETgJI3pNCO631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 18 *
TIME ALTD_ VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) [FT) |FPS) {DEG) {DEG) {DEG) {DEG) {DEG) {-) {PSF)
510,0 227656,3 22989,g -,105 115,649 67,96_ ,050 40,864 22,218 30,752
511,0 227583,2 22_78,1 -,108 115,760 67,622 .108 %0,867 22,208 30,834
512.0 227508,9 22467,3 -,111 115,870 67,1%3 ,112 %0,8%6 22,197 30,919
513,0 227433.5 22_55,6 -,ii% 115,980 66,629 ,122 _0,800 22,187 31,005
514,0 227357.0 224_5,7 -,i16 i15,090 66,106 ,138 %0.731 22,177 31,093
515.0 227279.6 22434._ -.I18 116.200 65.566 .164 _0,668 22,166 31,182
516.0 227201.2 22_2_,0 -,120 I16,310 6_,99_ ,185 _0,618 22 155 31,272
517.0 227122,i 22_13,1 -,122 i16,_19 6_,396 ,21_ _0,56% 22 1%5 31,36%
518.0 2270_2,2 22_02,2 -,123 115.529 63,732 ,207 %0,518 22,135 31,_57
519.0 226951.8 22391,3 -,12_ 116.537 63,036 ,212 %0._57 22,12% 31,551
520.0 226880,9 2238D,3 -,125 i16,7%6 62,29% ,190 %0,3q9 22,113 31.6%6
521.0 2267g9.8 22369,3 -,125 116.855 61.610 ,I15 %0,336 22.103 31.7%1
522.0 226718,_ 22358.2 -,125 I16.963 61.061 ,097 40,278 22.092 31,837I
523,0 226637,0 223_7,5 -,125 117.071 60,536 ,112 %0,215 22,082 31,93%
52_.0 226555,5 22336.5 -,125 117.179 59.988 ,123 _0,133 22,071 32,031l
525.0 226_74,1 22325,6 -,125 117.286 59,_32 ,122 %0,05_ 22,060 32,128
526.0 226392.7 22314,6 -,124 117,393 58,965 ,082 39,98% 22.050 32.226
527.C 226311.6 22303.6 -.123 117.501 58.622 .037 39.917 22.039 32.323
528,0 226230,8 22292,6 -,122 117.608 58.280 ,003 39,8_8 22,028 32,%20
529,0 226150,% 22281,5 -,121 117,716 58,008 -,07% 39,789 22,018 32,516
530,0 226070,_ 22270.6 -,120 117.825 57,885 -,117 3g,735 22,007 32,613
531,0 225990,8 22259.7 -.i18 117.933 57,83% -,iii 39,666 21,996 32,710
532.0 225911.6 222_8.7 -.117 I18.0_2 57.816 -.I08 39.58% 21.986 32.806
533.0 225832.7 22238.0 -.116 118.1_9 57.807 -.i18 3g.505 21.975 32.903
534.0 225754.1 22227._ -.115 118.257 57.871 -.OQO 39.%%3 21.965 33.000
535.0 225675.6 22216.9 -,115 118.36% 57.917_ -.053 3g.399 21.955 33.098
536.0 225597.3 22206.% -.II% i18._71 58.090 -.033 39.357 21.9%5 33.195
537.0 225519,0 22195,8 -,11% 11_,578 58,220 -,025 39,328 21,934 33,293
538.0 2254_0,7 22185,2 -,11% 118.685 58,390 .006 39,3%6 21,92% 33,391
539,0 225352.5 2217%,5 -,I13 118.>792 58.567 ,032 39,399 21,91% 33,%89
II
STSgBET LtSI_G ATTB_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJI3_NC0631DYN, DATA, PAGE 19 t
TIME ALTD£ VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (D_G) (-) (PSF}
540,0 22528_,3 22163.5 -,113 118.899 58,732 ,036 39._70 21,903 33,586
5_i,0 225206.2 22152.7 " -,i13 119.007 58,898 ,041 39,5_5 21,892 33,68%
542,0 225128,1 22141,9 -,I13 i19,Iii 59,014 ,09_ 39,590 21,882 33.782
543,0 225049.9 22130,9 -,I12 119,219 591069 ,110 391588 21,871 33,880
5_4,0 224971.7 22119,9 -,I12 119,326 59,123 ,136 39,573 21,860 33,978
5_5.0 224893.4 22108.9 -.I12 I19,_33 59,168 ,161 39,568 Zi,850 3_,077
5%_,0 22_815.0 22097.8 -.I12 119.540 59,199 ,189 39,576 21,839 3_,176
547,0 224736.5 22086.8 -.113 119,647 59.186 1207 39,577 21,828 3_,276
5_8.0 224657,9 22075,8 -.i13 I19,753 59,138 .20_ 39,569 21,817 3%.376
549,0 22_579.I 2206_.7 -.i13 119.860 59.080 .210 39.558 21,806 34.%76
550,0 224500,2 22053,6 -,I13 i19,966 59,000 ,222 39,558 21,795 34,577
551,0 224421.1 22042,5 -.i13 120,072 58,893 .232 39,558 21,785 3%,679
552.0 224342.0 22031.2 -.113 120.179 58.735 .22_ 39.563 21,77_ 34,780
553,0 22_252,7 22020,0 -,I13 120,285 58,530 ,209 39,560 21.763 3%,882
554,0 22_183,4 22009,0 -,I13 120,390 58,302 ,203 39,561 21,752 3%,985
555,0 224103,8 21998,0 -,ll& 120,496 58,0_7 ,17% 39,569 21,7%1 35,088
_56,0 2240_,2 ZI986,g -,ii_ 120.601 57,872 ,148 39,57_ 21,730 35,192
557,0 2239_4.5 21975,8 -.I14 120.706 57.747 ,148 39,577 21,719 35,296
558,0 22386_,@ 2196%,_ -,i13 120,811 57,643 ,141 39,596 21,708 35,%01
559,0 223785,1 21953,2 -,i13 120,916 57,5_I ,116 39,607 21,697 35,505
560,0 223705,5 219&I,9 -,i12 121.019 57,_0% ,086 39,618 Z_,686 35,610
561,0 2236_6,0 _1930,6 -,I12 121,123 57.303 ,076 39,61_ 21,675 35,71%
562,0 2235_6,6 21919,0 -,iii 121,228 57,172 ,053 39,588 21,663 35,818
563.0 223_67,3 21907._ -,111 121,33_ 57,063 ,029 39,539 21,652 35,922
564,0 223388._ 21895,7 -,II0 121,439 56.955 ,004 39,519 21,6_0 36,025
565,0 223309,S 2188_,I -,I09 121,54_ 56,893 ,001 39,51% 21,629 36,128
566,0 223231.3 21872,6 -,10B 121,6_8 56,_83 ,018 39,_6_ 21,617 36,232
567,0 2_3152.9 21861,1 -,108 121,752 56,871 ,01% 39.385 21,606 36,336
568.0 22307_,7 218%9,7 -.107 121.856 56,883 ,012 39,32% 211595 36,%%0
569,0 222996,5 21838.3 -,I07 121,960 56,939 ,029 39,290 21,58% 36,5%_
STSgBET USING ATTB_NOAA ATM - INFRTIAL-BETgJI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA• PAGE 20 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FP3) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) {-) |PSF)
570,0 222918•3 21826,B -,i07 122.062 56,995 ,025 39,310 21.572 36.649
571.0 222840•1 21815,0 -•107 122,16_ 57.059 ,027 39,3_2 21,561 36,754
572,0 222761,8 21803,3 -,107 122,265 57,1_0 ,006 39,370 21,5%9 36,859
573,0 222683,_ 21792,0 -,107 122,366 57,270 .012 39,377 21,538 36,965
57_,0 22260_,g 21780.2 -,107 122,_68 57,_35 .0_2 39,37_ 21,526 37,071
575,0 222526,2 21768,_ -,107 122.569 57.60_ ,0_3 39.373 21.515 37.177
576.0 222%_7,3 21756•6 -.108 122.671 57.785 .037 39,373 21.503 37.283
577,0 222368,2 217_4,6 -•108 122.772 57,98_ ,030 39.372 21.491 37,390
578,0 222288,9 21732,6 -,i09 122,87_ 58,222 ,0_I 39,376 21,479 37,_96
579.0 222209,3 21720.5 -,I09 122•976 58•518 ,073 39.377 21.467 37,60_
580,0 222129,_ 21708,3 -,110 123,078 58,711 ,1_0 39,380 21,_55 37,712
581•0 2220_9,1 21696,_ -,Iii 123•180 58,790 •160 39,385 21,%%3 37.820
582,0 221968,_ 21683•8 -•112 123,282 58,862 ,165 39,381 21,%31 37,930
583 0 221887,3 21671,5 -,I13 123,38_ 58,832 .215 39,395 21.%18 38,040
584,0 221805.9 21659,6 -,113 123,485 58,699 230 39,386 21,406 38,153
585,0 22172_,1 216_7,2 -,11_ 123,587 58,568 ,2_1 39,362 21,39% 38,265
586,0 2216_2,1 21634,7 -,11_ 123,688 58,%15 ,2_7 39.31% 21,381 38.377
587,0 221559,8 21622.3 -,115 123,790 58,251 ,263 39,268 21,369 38,_90
588,0 221_77.2 21609,8 -,116 123,891 58,067 ,276 39,216 21,357 38,604
589,0 221394,3 21597,q -.116 123,992 5718_0 ,289 39,166 21,344 38,719
590 0 221311°2 21585.0 -,117 12_,093 57,591 ,_99 39,12_ ZI,332 38,835
591,0 221227,8 21572,6 -,117 12_,19_ 57,310 .305 39,090 21,319 38,951
592,0 2211_4,3 21560,3 -,117 12_,295 57,013 ,326 39,07% 21,307 39,068
593,0 221060,5 215_8,1 -,118 124,39_ 56 680 ,319 39,096 21.295 39,186
594,0 220976,5 21535,0 -,118 12_,_9_ 56,405 ,262 39,130 21,282 39,305
595,0 220892.3 21523,6 -,118 12_,593 56,228 ,256 39,166 21,270 39,424
596,0 220_08,I 21511,3 -,119 12_,692 56,090 ,238 39,212 21,258 39,54_
597.0 220723,6 214_8,9 -,119 12_,791 55,999 ,205 39,26_ 21,2%5 39,665
598,0 220639.1 21_86,5 -,119 12_,890 55,969 ,212 39,309 21,233 39,785
59_,0 22055_.5 21473,9 -,119 12_,989 55,912 ,192 39,350 21,220 39,906
STSqBET USING AT78,NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13_NC0631 DYN. DATA. PAGE 21
TIME ALTDF VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(S_C) (FT) (FPS) (D_G) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
600.0 220459._ _1_61.8 -.119 125.087 55.858 .178 39.383 21.208 %0.028
601.0 220385.2 2144g.0 -.I19 125.186 55.800 .171 39.392 21.195 %0.1%9
602.0 220330.6 21436.2 -.118 125.285 55.739 .160 39.391 21.182 40.269
603.0 220216.0 21423._ -.118 125.384 55.695 .151 39.389 21.169 %0.390
60%,0 220131,4 21410,6 -.I18 125.483 55,65% ,135 39,392 21,156 40,511
605,0 2200_6,9 21397,6 -.117 125,582 55,618 .112 39.390 21.143 %0.631
606.0 21996_.5 21384,6 -.117 125.681 55.617 .098 39.390 21,130 40.752
607.0 219878.2 21371.2 -.116 125.781 55.671 .113 39,391 21.116 %0.872
608.0 21979%.0 21358.1 -.116 125.880 55.747 .109 39.370 21.103 %0.993
609,0 219710,0 213_5,I -,116 125,978 55,830 ,107 39,312 21,0q0 41,11%
610.0 219625.9 21332.5 -.116 126.079 55,965 ,259 39.2%2 21,077 %1.237
611.0 219541.4 21320.2 -,i17 126.180 55.275 ,913 39.207 21,065 %1.363
I 612.0 219_56.4 21307.8 -.I18 126.282 52.558 1.286 39.251 21.052 %1.%89
613.0 219371.7 21299.6 -.115 126.389 %8.011 1.069 39.403 21.039 %1.612
I 61%.0 219288.4 21282.0 .ii0 126.486 %3.090 .757 39.550 21.026 %1.735
615,0 210207.5 21269,_ -,102 126,581 38,170 ,632 39,625 21,013 %1,85_
616.0 219129,8 21256.7 -.092 126,673 33.244 .5%2 39.614 21.000 41,968
617.0 219056.1 21243.8 -.081 126.760 28,337 ,511 39,553 20.987 %2,074
618.0 21Bg87,1 21231.0 -,067 126.8_% 23,%32 ,509 39,%98 20,974 42,172
619,0 218923,2 21218.2 -,053 125,925 18,_89 ,496 39,4%7 20,952 42,262
620.0 218864.9 21205.4 -,037 127,003 13,555 ,501 39,404 20,9%9 42,342
621.0 218812._ 21192.8 -.021 127.077 8.627 .501 39.377 20,936 42.%12
622.0 218766.0 21180.2 -.004 127.148 3.726 .513 39.370 20.92_ 42.%72
623.0 218725,7 21167,5 ,013 127.216 -1,175 ,503 39,364 20,912 %2,522
624.0 218691.5 21154.5 ,029 127.278 -6.06_ ,%79 39,372 20.899 %2.558
625.0 218663.2 21141.5 .045 127.336 -10.910 .%68 39.414 20.887 %2.58%
626.0 218640.7 21128.9 ,061 127.393 -15,725 .453 39._77 20,875 %2.602
627.0 218623.7 21115,8 ,075 127.445 -20.509 .%37 39,548 20.862 42.608
628.0 218611.8 21102.7 ,088 127.493 -25,24_ ,423 39,61_ 20,850 42,604
629,0 218604,5 21089.6 ,I00 127,539 -2Q,978 ,388 39.652 20,838 42.593
STSgBET USING AT78_NOAA ATH - INERTIAL-BETQJ13_NC0631 DYN. DATA. PAGE 22
TIME ALTD_ VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (F_S) (DEG) (DE_) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
630,0 218601,1 21076,_ ,110 127.581 -3%,675 ,363 39,571 20,825 %2,57%
631.0 218601,1 21063.3 ,118 127,621 -39,3_6 ,3%1 39,679 20,813 %2,549
632,0 218603,7 21050,1 ,125 127,658 •-44,004 ,320 39,706 20,801 %2,520
633,0 218608,1 21035,9 ,129 127,693 -_8,701 ,262 39,794 20,789 %2,%87
634,0 218613,5 21023,6 ,130 127,725 -53,332 ,226 39,895 20,776 %2,452
635,0 218619,0 21010,_ ,129 127,755 -57,932 ,163 39,992 20,76% %2,%17
636.0 218623.2 20997,1 ,124 127.783 -61.926 -,137 40,050 20,752 42,385
637.0 218625.2 209R3,8 .117 127,810 -6_,527 -,397 40,050 20,740 42,356
638.0 21862%,4 20970.6 ,I09 127.837 -55.880 -,4_6 %0,050 20.727 %2.3_2
639.0 218620.7 20957,% ,i01 127.863 -66.80% -,328 40.071 20,715 %2.313
640,0 21861%,0 209_%,2 ,093 127,889 -671616 -,313 40,135 20,703 42,300
641,0 218603,9 20930,9 ,083 127,91_ -68,2%1 -,278 40,232 20,690 %2.292
642,0 218590._ 20917,5 ,07_ 127,9_0 -68173_ 1,283 _0,338 20,677 %2,289
6_3,0 218573,3 20904,7 ,064 127,967 -69,039 -,234 _0,%%8 20,665 42,296
64_,0 218552,6 20891,4 ,05% 127,992 -69,282 -,219 _0,545 20,652 42,306
645,0 218528,0 20877,9 ,043 128,017 16_l_ i_20_ 40,648 20°640 42,323
646,0 218_99,7 20864,5 ,033 128,0%2 -691513 -,191 40,762 20,627 %2,346
6_7.0 218_67,5 20851.5 ,022 128,069 -69533 -,181 _0,886 20,61% %2,378
6_8,0 218_31,_ 20837.8 ,012 128,093 -69 _70 -,159 %0,999 20,60_ 42,%14
6_9,0 218391,6 20824,6 ,001 128,119 -69,333 -,126 %1,107 20,588 %2,%58
650,0 2183_7,9 20810,7 -,009 128,1_2 -69,1_7 -,103 %1,207 20,574 42,507
651,0 218300,5 20797,_ -,019 12_,169 -68,905 -,080 _1,30_ 20,561 %2,564
652.0 2182_9.3 20783,_ -.029 128.192 -68.655 -,088 %1.391 20,5%7 42,625
_53.0 21819_,5 20770,0 -.0_0 128.218 -68,322 -,058 _1,_73 20,53_ %2,696
65_,0 218136,1 20756,6 -,049 128,2%% -67,927 -,018 %1,543 20,520 %2,772
655,0 218074.2 20742,5 -.059 128,267 -67,577 ,036 _1,589 20,506 %2,852
656,0 218008,9 2072_,0 -,069 128,293 -67 265 ,057 41,597 20,%93 42,940
657,0 2179_0,1 20715,6 -,078 128,319 -661915 ,083 _1,59% 20,479 43,036
658°0 217867.9 20701,5 -,087 128,3_1 -66,549 ,123 _1,598 20,%65 43,135
659,0 217792,5 20688,2 -,096 128,367 -66,183 ,152 41,631 20,451 43,242
STSgBET USING ATTB_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 23
TIM_ .ALTDF VFL_ GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BFTAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SE_) (FI) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-) (PSF)
600,0 217713,_ 2067_,8 -,105 128.303 -65,833 ,166 11,701 20,_37 43,356
661,0 217632,0 206bl,3 -,11_ 126,41g -65,48q ,lgq 41,798 20,423 _3,476
662,0 2175_7,1 206_6,9 -,122 128,_1 -65,130 ,226 _1,881 20,_08 _3,597
663,0 217_5_,3 20633,3 -,130 128,_67 -6_.786 ,272 kl,g6_ 20,39_ _3,726
66_,0 21736A,6 2061q,6 -,138 128,_2 -6_,670 ,307 _2,025 20,390 _3,861
665,0 217275,1 20605,_ -,1_6 128,518 -6_,216 ,311 _2,05_ 20,366 _,001
666.0 217178,9 205q2,0 -.15_ 128,5_3 -63,q9_ ,307 42,056 20,351 _k,1_7
667.0 217080.0 20578.2 -.161 128.568 -63.777 ,312 _2.057 20.337 _,297
668,0 216978°4 20563,_ -,169 126,589 -63,599 ,321 42,060 20,321 _,_9
669.0 21687_,2 20549.5 -,176 128,61_ -63.400 ,315 42,07_ 20.306 44.610
670.0 216767,_ 20535.5 -,183 12_,638 -63,1_6 ,287 _2,093 20.291 _,776
671,0 216_5B,1 20521,_ -,1_0 128,662 -62,857 ,25q _2,120 20,276 _,g_6
672,G 2165_0,_ 20507,_ -,197 128,686 -62,_7 ,2_5 _2,152 20,261 _5,121
673,0 216_32,4 20492,8 -,20_ 128,708 -61,q75 ,22q _2,173 20,2_6 _5,300
67_,0 216316,2 20_78,1 -,210 128,726 -61,_33 ,19g _2,181 20,230 _5,182
675,0 216198,0 20_63,2 -,216 128,7_ -60,72_ ,193 _2,1_7 20 21_ _5,668
676.0 216077,8 20_7,8 -.221 128,76_ -59,93_ ,22_ _2,078 20.197 _5,856
677.0 215956,0 20433,0 -,225 128.782 -59.127 ,266 _2.015 20 181 _6,050
678,0 215832,7 20_16.1 -o22_ 128,800 -58,309 ,30g _1,959 20 165 _6,2_8
67q,0 21570_,1 20_03,2 -,233 128,81q -57,_87 ,350 _1,900 20,1_g _6,_9
680,0 215582,_ 20388,3 -,236 128,837 -56,771 ,_06 _1,850 20,133 _6,652
681,0 215455,8 20373o_ -,23q 128,856 -56,163 ,3q7 _1,795 20,117 _6,858
682,0 21532_,5 2035_,_ -,2_1 128,87_ -55,586 ,_12 _1,738 20,100 _7,066
683,0 215200,5 203_3,5 -,2_3 128,893 -55,060 ,_51 _1,676 20,08_ _7,276
68_,0 215071,_ 20328,5 -,24_ 128,qll -5_,666 ,_72 _1,627 20,068 _7,_07
6B5,0 21_3,0 20313,5 -,2_5 128._30 -5_,298 ,_q7 _1,579 20,051 _7,700
686.0 21_813.7 202q8,_ -,2_6 128,g_ -53,qq2 ,513 _1.527 20.035 _7,915
6_7,0 21_6_,1 202_3,_ -,2_7 128,q66 -53 7_ ,516 41,_86 20,018 48,131
688,0 21_594.3 20268,3 -.248 128.q8_ -53,520 ,52_ _1,_5 20,002 _8,3_8
689,0 21_24,3 20253,2 -.2_q 12q,002 -53,35_ ,542 _1,_06 19,985 48,566
TIME ALTD_ VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (D_G) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
690,0 21_29_.2 20238,1 -.2_9 129,019 -53,218 .572 %1.366 19,969 48,784
691,0 21_16_,0 20222.8 -,250 129,036 -53,165 ,570 %1,325 19,952 %9,00%
692,0 214033.7 20207,6 -,250 129,053 -53,209 ,5%9 %1,314 19,935 %9,223
693,0 213903,5 20192,2 -,250 129,070 -53,280 ,527 41,337 19,918 %9,443
69%,0 213773.2 20176,7 -,251 129,086 -53,367 ,482 %1,328 19,901 49,66%
695,0 2136_2._ 20161,4 -,251 129,102 -53,438 ,%77 41,281 19,88% 49,886
696.0 213512,1 201_6.1 -.252 129.118 -53,%52 ,%51 %1,230 19,867 50,109
697,0 213381,3 _0130,8 -,253 129,133 -53,%1% ,426 %1.18% 19,850 50,33%
698,0 213250,_ 20115,_ -,25% 129,1%9 -53,356 ,437 %1,167 19,833 50,559
699.0 213119.0 20100,0 -,255 129,16% -53.340 ,%35 %1.188 19 816 50,785
700,0 2129_7,6 2008%,5 -,255 129,179 -53,379 ,422 %1.217 19.799 51.012
701,0 212856.0 20068,3 -,256 1_9,195 -53,6%1 ,%13 %1,2_0 19,781 51,237
702.0 21272_,3 2005_,7 -,257 129,209 -53,508 ,%20 %1,233 19 763 51,%66
703,0 212592,3 20036,9 -,259 129223 -53,628 ,397 %1,2%1 19,7%5 51=695
704,0 212460,3 20021,1 -,258 129,236 -53,802 ,369 41,239 19,728 51,92%
705,0 212328,0 20005,1 -,259 129,24_ -53,95_ ,322 41,233 19,710 52,155
706.0 212195,5 19989,2 -,260 129,261 -53,962 ,275 %1,210 19,692 52,386
707,0 212062.7 19073,1 -.261 129.273 -53.898 ,253 %1,15% 19,67% 52,618
708.0 211929.8 19957.0 -,262 129,285 -53,825 ,237 %1,078 19,656 52,852
709,0 211796,7 19_0.9 -,262 129,296 -53,760 ,21% %1,032 19,638 53,087
710,0 211663,_ 1992_,8 -,263 129,308 -53,631 ,183 %0,997 19,620 53,323
711,0 211530,i 19908,6 -,264 129,318 -53,_3% ,199 40,945 19,602 53,560
712,0 211396.7 19892,3 -,26% 129,329 -53.2_i ,198 %0,886 19,58% 53,796
713,0 211263._ 19875.0 -,26% 129,339 -53.0%3 ,192 %0,847 19,565 5%,033
714.0 211130.2 19859,5 -,263 129,350 -52,832 ,187 40,805 19,547 5%,270
715.0 210997,3 _9R_3,0 -,263 129,359 -52,6_2 ,17% . %0,7%6 19,529 5%,507
71o.0 21086_,6 198_6,5 -,263" 129,369 -52,%32 ,155 %0,687 19,510 54,745
717,0 210732,2 19810,1 -.2_2 129,379 -52,223 ,133 %0.632 19,%92 5%,98%
718,0 2106_0,0 19793,7 -,262 129,389 -51,995 ,111 40,57% 19,%74 55,223
719,0 210_6_.2 19777,3 -.261 129,3_8 -51,736 ,101 %0,526 19,%55 55,461
STSgBET"USING ATTS_F_OAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETQJI3_NC0631DYN, DATA, PAGE 25
TIMF ALTDF VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) {DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) 1-) {PSF)
?20,0 210336,8 19760,8 -,260 129,_08 -51._28 .098 _0,_81 19,_37 55,699
721.0 2102D5,8 IgT_,_ -,258 12g,_18 -51,i0_ ,I_i 40,_6 19,%1g 55,937
722,0 210075,5 19727,8 -,257 129,427 -50,902 ,182 40,_38 19,400 56,17W
723,0 2099_5,8 19711,2 -,255 129,436 -50,821 ,202 _0,_5_ 19,382 56,%10
724,0 20g816,7 igbg_,4 -,254 12g,4_5 -50,753 ,211 40,456 19,363 56,645
725,0 20_688.& 19677,_ -.252 129._5& -50,782 ,Z_5 %0,_57 19,3_% 56,878
726,0 209550,8 19550.6 -,250 129._62 -50.918 ,223 %0,4_5 19,326 57,109
727,0 209_3_,0 195_3,5 -,248 129,470 -51,072 ,191 %0,_17 Ig,307 57,33g
728,0 209307,9 19_26,5 -,246 129,_77 -51,210 ,18% _0,367 19,288 57,568
729,0 209182,5 19609,2 -,2_ 129,_8_ -51,38W .163 _01322 19,269 57,79_
730,0 209057,8 19591,8 -,2%3 129,%90 -51,5_5 ,122 %01270 19,_50 58,019
731.0 208933.g 19574,_ -,241 129,496 -51.751 .080 %0,221 19.231 58,242
732.0 208810.6 19556.8 -.239 129,501 -51,907 ,0_% %0 172 19,211 58,%6%
733,0 208688,i 1953913 -,237 129,505 -52,0%_ ,011 %0,III 19,192 58,685
734,0 208566,i 19521,9 -,236 129,510 -52,0%2 -,032 _0,051 19,173 58,906
735,0 20_,6 1950_,5 -,235 129,515 -51,958 -,027 391983 19,15% 59,126
736,0 208323,7 19_87,1 -,23_ 129,519 -51,856 -,039 39,931 19,135 59,3%6
737.0 208203,3 19469,6 -.232 129.523 -51.689 -,019 39.89% 19,116 59,56%
738.0 208083,6 ig&S2,1 -,231 129,527 -51,492 -,010 39,859 19,096 59,781
739,0 207964,5 19%34,6 -,229 129,531 -51,292 ,017 39,852 19,077 59,997
7_0,0 2078_6,1 19417,0 -,227 12g,535 -51,200 ,021 39,85% 19,058 60,212
7%1,0 207728,5 193_g,3 -,225 12g,538 -51,136 ,027 39,858 19,039 60,%25
742.0 207611.8 19381,6 -.223 129.542 -51.120 ,05_ 39,86% 19,019 60,636
7_3,0 207%95,8 193_3,8 -,221 129,5&5 -51,091 ,063 39,858 19,000 60,8%5
7_4,0 207380.7 193_5.9 -,219 129,5_7 -51,071 ,III 39,859 18,981 61,051
7_5,0 207266,4 19328,0 -,216 129,550 -51,20% ,136 39,867 18,961 61,256
746,0 207152,g 19310,0 -,21_ 129,552 -51,_38 ,120 3g,867 18,9_2 61,459
747,0 2070_0,2 19291,9 -,212 129,553 -51,572 ,106 39,858 18,922 61,660
748,0 206928,2 19273,9 -,211 129,55_ -51,903 ,I00 39,8_8 18,902 61,859
7_9,0 206816,8 19255,? -,209 129,555 -52,1_6 ,089 39,837 18,883 62,058
STSqBET USING AT78_N_AA AT_ - INERTIAL-B£TqJ13_NC0631 OYN, DATA, PAGE 26
TIMP ALTDF VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT} (FP$) (DEG} (DEG} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
750,0 206705,0 19237,5 -.208 129.555 -52,387 ,079 39,829 18,863 62,255
751.0 206595,6 19219.1 -,207 129,555 -52,596 ,087 39,821 18,8%3 62,%%9
752,0 206%85,7 19200,7 -,206 129,55% -52,79% ,096 39,816 18,823 62,6%3
753.0 206376,3 19182,2 -,205 129.553 -52,976 ,099 39,810 18,803 62,835
75%.0 206267.% 19163,7 -,20% 129,551" -53,17_ ,098 39,790 18,783 63,026
755,0 206158.7 191_5,1 -,203 129,5%9 -53.381 .079 39,769 18.763 63,217
756.0 206050._ 1912_.5 -,203 129,5_6 -53,598 ,055 39,738 18,7%3 63,%06
757,0 2059_2.3 19107,2 -.203 129,5%_ -53,798 ,032 39,713 18,7_3 63,591
758,0 205834,3 19088,6 -,203 129,5%1 -53,981 ,013 39,69_ 18,703 63,781
759,0 205726,_ 19069,8 -.203 129,537 -5_,_28 -,005 39,679 18,682 63,969
760.0 20_618,6 19051,I -,203 129,532 -54,256 -,0%1 39,658 18,662 6%,158
761,0 205510.8 19032.2 -.203 129,528 -5_,318 -.051 39,655 18,6%2 6%,3%7
762.0 205_02.9 19013.% -.204 129,523 -54,32_ -.066 39,65% 18,622 6%,536
763,0 205295.0 18994,5 -.20_ 129,518 -5%,260 -,066 39,6%9 18,601 6%,724
764,0 ?05187,1 18975.5 -.205 129.513 -5%,i09 -,05% 39,6%3 18,581 6%,9_
765,0 205079.2 18956.6 -.205 129,507 -53,939 -,010 39,6%1 18,561 65,102
766.0 20_971.4 18937.7 -.205 129.502 -53,86% .050 39,663 18,5%0 65,291
767.0 2048_3.6 18918.6 -.205 129,%96 -53,856 .063 39.680 18,520 65 %80
768.0 20_755,9 18899,5 -.205 129.%90 -53,891 ,062 39,677 18,%99 65 669
769,0 204648,3 18880°4 -,205 120.484 -53,927 ,091 39,676 18,479 65,857
770.0 204540,7 18861,2 -,206 129,477 -54,021 ,I13 39,682 18,458 66.045
77],0 204%33,1 IB842.I -.206 129._70 -5_.141 ,I18 39,678 18,%38 66,23%
772.0 20_325.4 18822,9 -.207 129._63 -54,2_i .131 39.675 18,_17 66,%23
773,D 20_217,6 18803.7 -.208 129,%56 -5_,350 ,187 39,716 18,397 66,612
77&,0 204109,6 18784,_ -.208 129,_8 -5%,620 ,174 39,772 18,376 66,801
775,0 20_001._ 18765.0 -,210 129,_0 -5%,895 ,160 39,811 18,355 66,990
776,0 203892,9 187%5,5 -,211 129,k31 -55,166 ,155 39,8%2 18,33% 67,180
777,0 203783.9 18725,9 -,213 129.%22 -55.%_0 .161 39,869 18,313 67,372
778,0 203674.5 18706,3 -.215 129._12 -55,717 ,160 39,908 18,292 67,56%
779,0 20356%,5 18686.6 -.217 129,_01 -55,992 ,158 39,927 18,271 67,757
STSgBET USING AT78_NDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13_NC0631 DYN. DATA, PAGE 27
TIMF ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (D_G) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (-] (PSF)
780,0 203453,8 185_6.9 -.220 129.391 -56.288 .157 39.964 18,250 67,95_
781,0 2033_2,3 186_7,i -,223 129,379 -56,571 .157 39.989 18,229 68,149
782,0 203230,0 18627,5 -°226 129,368 -56 879 ,150 40,01_ 18,208 68,350
783,0 203115,7 18507,g -,230 129,357 -57.212 .118 40.D47 18,186 58,55%
784.0 203002.4 185_8.2 -.234 129.3%5 -57._43 .069 40.066 18.165 68.760
785,0 20288_,8 18567,5 -,238 129,333 -57,515 ,084 40,077 18,1%3 68.961
785.0 202770.1 18547.5 -,242 129.320 -57,595 ,082 40.103 18,121 69.173
7_7.0 202652.2 18527.7 -.2_6 129.307 -57.666 .081 40.131 18.100 69.387
788,0 2U2533.1 18507,7 -,250 129,293 -57,713 ,088 %0,144 18,078 69,594
789.0 202_12.7 18_87._ -.254 129.279 -57.757 .075 40.143 18.056 69.801
7g0.0 202291.2 18_67.3 -.258 129.26_ -57.774 .068 %0.1_6 18.034 70.012
791,0 202168.5 18447,2 -.263 129,249 -57,763 ,067 40.161 18,012 70,226
792,0 2020_,5 18_27,D -,267 129,23_ -57,728 ,067 40,177 17,990 70,%48
793.0 201919.3 18_06.7 -.271 129.21_ -57.656 .070 40.194 17.969 70.677
794,0 201792,9 18386._ -,275 129,203 -57,550 ,074 %0,210 17,9%7 70,90%
7_5,0 201665,3 18366,0 -,280 129,188 -57._15 ,079 40,220 17,925 71,134
796.0 201536.5 183_5.6 -.28_ 129.172 -57.240 .092 40.223 17.903 71.367
797.0 201406.7 18325.2 -.287 129.156 -57.052 .131 40.229 17.880 71,604
798,0 201275,9 1830_.6 -,291 129,139 -56.963 ,150 40,253 17,858 71,8%2
799.0 2011_,1 18288,g -.294 129,122 -56.939 .145 40,274 17,835 72.083
800.0 201011.5 18263.2 -.2o8 12Q.i05 -56.928 .135 40,292 17,813 72,327
801.0 200877.9 132_2.4 -.301 129.087 -56.949 .136 _0.315 17.790 72.573
802.0 2007_3.4 18221.5 -.305 129.069 -56.997 .121 40.317 17.767 72,822
803,0 200_7.g 18200.7 -,308 129,051 -57.0_3 ,126 %0.321 17.745 73,07%
804.0 200_71._ 18179.8 -.312 129.032 -57.089 .127 %0.324 17.722 73.330
805,0 200333,8 18158.9 -,316 129,013 -57,164 ,125 40,343 17.699 73,589
806,0 200195,2 18137,Q -.320 12_,994 -57.241 .134 _0,363 17,676 73,851
807.0 200055.5 18116.7 -.324 128.974 -57.347 .128 40.389 17.653 74.115
808,0 199914.8 18095.5 -,328 128,953 -57.457 .I_3 40,422 17,630 74,382
809,0 199773,0 18074.1 -,332 128.932 -57.578 ,165 40,450 17,607 7%,652
STSgBET USING AT78,_qAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE _8
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA _A
(SFC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF}
810.0 199630.1 1805_,6 -,336 128,qli -57,755 ,165 40,470 17,583 74,925
811,0 Iq9486,1 18031.2 -,340 128,889 -57,962 ,138 40,483 17,560 75,20_
812,0 19q340,7 18009,7 -.345 128,866 -58.097 ,102 %0.491 17,536 75,484
813,0 199194.0 17988,1 -,350 128,843 -58,194 ,107 40,500 17,513 75,769
814.0 I0g045,9 17g65,1 -.355 128,821 -58,32_ ,090 40,516 17,488 76.047
815,0 198896,5 17943.2 -,360 128,797 -58.463 ,064 40,535 17,464 76,339
816.0 198745.7 17921.2 -,365 128.772 -58,577 .046 40.544 17,439 76,635
817,0 198593,6 178q9.2 -,370 128,746 -58,686 ,023 40,549 17,415 76,936
818,0 198440,0 17877,0 -.375 128,720 -58.773 .002 40,564 17,391 77,240
B19,0 198285,0 17854,7 -,381 128,694 -58,823 ,004 40.573 17.367 77,548
820,0 198128.6 17832.4 -,_6 128.667 -58.848 -,010 40.581 17,342 77,861
821,0 197970.7 1780q,g -,3qi 128,639 -58.820 -,015 40,584 17,317 78,179
822,0 197811,4 17787,5 -,397 128,612 -58,759 -.016 40,592 17,293 78,502
823,0 197650,7 17765,0 -.402 128,584 -58,681 -,042 40 601 17,268 78,829
824,0 197488,6 17742,4 -,407 128,555 -58,522 -,031 40,603 17,243 79,161
825,0 1o7325,2 17719,_ -.412 128.527 -58,31_ -.029 40.601 17,218 79,497
826.0 197160.0 17697.1 -.417 128.4q_ -58.070 -.028 40,613 17,193 79,837
827.0 196094.8 17674.3 -.421 128,469 -57,795 -,043 40.617 17,168 80,182
828,0 196828.0 17051.5 -,425 128,440 -57,549 -,008 40,620 17,143 80.530
829,0 196660,3 17627.9 -.42_ 128,408 -57,306 -,008 40,607 17,117 80,875
B30.0 196491.7 17604.0 -,432 128,377 -57,038 -,013 40,599 17,091 81,220
831,0 Ig6322.5 17579,7 -,435 128,345 -56,777 ,032 40.607 17,064 81.566
832.0 196152,8 17555,_ -,437 128,312 -56,64_ ,047 40.617 17.037 81.911
833.0 195q82.6 17530.6 -.439 128.279 -56.567 ,064 40,632 17,010 82,258
834,0 Iq5812.2 17505,g -,441 128,246 -56,512 .062 40,640 16,983 82.606
835,0 195641,4 17481,2 -,443 128.212 -56.466 ,054 40,640 16,956 82,956
836,0 195470,2 17456,5 -,445 128.178 -56,415 ,052 40,643 16,929 83,307
837,0 195298.7 17431,7 -,447 128.144 -56,379 ,045 40,645 16.902 33,660
_38,0 195126,9 17406.8 -,449 128,109 -56,359 ,031 40.645 16,875 84,014
_39,0 194954.8 17381,8 -,451 128.074 -56,313 ,041 40,648 16,848 84.369
• • • t
STSgBET US{NG AT78pN()AA AT_ - INERTIAL-BET9JI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 29 *
TIME ALTDF VELA GAMA HDGA 5IGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
840.0 194782.3 17356.7 -,452 128.039 -56,276 ,051 %0,650 16.820 84,724
841,0 194609,7 17331,3 -,454 128,002 "-56,25% ,064 40,652 16,793 85,078
842.0 194437,0 17306,0 -,455 127,965 -56,255 ,074 40,649 16.765 85,433
843,0 194264,1 17280,6 -,457 127,928 -56,304 ,065 40648 16,737 85.790
844,0 194091,0 17255,2 -,459 127,892 -56.394 ,057 40.651 16,710 86,149
845,0 i43917,5 17230,0 1,461 127,85_ -56,494 ,067 40,642 16,682 861510
846,0 193743,6 17204,6 -,463 127,817 -56,608 ,081 401644 16,654 861872
847,0 193569.3 17179,1 -,466 127,779 -56,774 ,I15 40,656 16,626 87,236 "
8_8,0 193_9_.4 17152,5 -,469 127,738 -57.i19 ,099 40,692 16,598 87,591
849 0 19321q,0 17125,6 -,47_ 127,695 -57,503 ,099 40,743 16,569 87,9%5
850,0 103042,9 17098,5 -,476 127,652 -57,979 ,063 40,776 16,539 88,301
851,0 192865,8 17071,2 -,480 127,608 -58,42_ ,030 40,797 161510 88,658
852,0 192687,6 17043,8 10485 127,562 -58,768 ,031 40,804 16,480 89,018
853,0 102508.2 17016,3 1,490 127,516 --59,031 --,003 40,810 16,450 89,383
854,0 192327,5 1698_,_ -,496 127,_70 -59,213 -,018 40,795 16,420 89,753
855,0 192145.3 16961,2 -,503 127,422 -59,385 -,030 40,785 16,390 90,128
856,0 191961,5 1693_,7 -,509 127,375 -59,560 -,039 40,788 16,361 90,510
857.0 191776,1 16906.1 1,516 127.327 -59,782 -,075 40,831 16,331 90,897
858,0 191588,9 16878,3 -,523 127,278 -59,981 -,096 40,874 16,300 91,290
859,0 191399,9 16850,0 1,530 127,Z27 -60.142 -,089 40,912 16,270 91,685
860,0 1912Dq,3 16821,6 -,537 127,176 -60,305 -,I18 40,959 16,239 92,08%
861,0 Iq1016,9 16792,9 -.5_5 127,123 -60,370 -,14% 40,979 16,208 92,488
862.0 190822,8 16764,1 -,552 127,070 -60,326 -,127 40,976 16,177 92,897
863,0 190626,9 16735,3 -,559 127,017 -60,293 -,140 40,965 16,145 93,313
864,0 190429,4 16706,3 -,566 126,963 -60,253 -,160 40,952 16,I14 93,736
865,0 100230,2 16677,2 -,573 126,_i0 -60,169 -,199 40,947 16,082 94,163
866,0 190029,3 16_4S,0 1,580 126,857 -59,949 -,223 40,937 16,051 94,596
867,0 189826,9 16618.6 -,586 126,804 -59,616 -,216 40,927 16,019 95,034
868,0 189623,3 1658_,I -,591 126,751 -59,213 -,202 40,922 15,987 95,476
869,0 189418,b 165595 -,596 126,697 -5876q -,165 40,910 15,955 95,922
STSQBET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-gETQJI3_NCO631 DYN, DATA. PAGE 30
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGM_ BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (_EG) [OEG) (DEG) {DEG) {DEG) (-) (PSF)
870,0 18g213,0 1652g,? -.600 126,6_3 -58,3_9 -,12_ 40,894 15,922 96,369
871,0 189007,0 164q9.7 -,603 126.589 -58,058 -,081 40,886 15,890 96,818
872,0 188800.5 16_69,6 -,605 126.534 -57,850 -,083 _0,870 15,857 97,Z67
873,0 188593.7 16%39,7 -.608 126,479 -57,6_I -,079 40,827 15.825 97,721
874,0 188386.5 16409,g -.611 126,425 -57,%26 -,093 40,779 15,793 98,178
875.0 188179,1 1637q,g -.613 126.370 -57,176 -,086 40.734 15,760 98,635
876.0 187971,6 16349,7 -,61_ 126,314 -56,953 -,079 40.709 15,727 99,091
877,0 1877_4,_ 16320,3 -.614 126.261 -56,971 -,045 40,720 15,696 99,557
878.0 187557,4 16289,_ -,615 126.203 -57,i02 -.091 40.705 15,663 100,006
879.0 187350,6 16258.7 -,616 126.144 -57.220 -.128 40.687 15.629 100,45%
880.0 1871_4.1 16227,6 -,616 126,084 -57,316 -,163 _0,659 15,596 100,898
881,0 186937.9 16196,3 -,617 126,023 -57,313 -.183 40,607 15,562 101,3%0
882,0 186732,1 1616_,2 -,617 125,962 -57,204 -,209 40,553 15,528 i01,770
883,0 186526,7 16131,8 -,617 125.900 -56.937 -,228 _0,494 15,493 102,196
88%,0 1863_I,8 16099,4 -,616 125.8&0 -56,473 -,255 60,624 15,458 102,620
885,0 186117,7 16067.1 -.615 125.779 -55.909 -.227 40.3_6 15,424 I03.0_3
886.0 185914,5 1603_,9 -,612 125,719 -55,_45 -,194 %0,276 15.390 103,%6Z
887 0 185712,6 16002,6 -,609 125.659 -55,181 -,173 %0,222 15,355 103,877
888,0 185512,1 15970,3 -.606 125,598 -54,968 -,164 _0,176 15,321 10%,Z86
889,0 18_313,0 15937.9 -,602 125,537 -54,836 -,136 40,156 15,_86 I04,689
890,0 1851_5,_ 15_05.4 -,5_B 125.475 -54,876 -,134 40,142 15,252 105,083
891.0 184919.4 15872.8 -.5q_ 125.412 -54.940 -.146 _0.124 15.217 105.470
892.0 18_7_5,0 158_0.I -.590 IZ5,3_9 -5_.994 -,149 _0,112 15,182 I05,851
893,0 184532.1 15807.4 -.586 125,286 -55,0_7 -.128 %0.09_ 15,148 106,224
894,0 184340,6 15774,7 -,583 125.22_ 155,078 -.I09 40.076 15,113 I06,592
895.0 184150.6 15742,0 -,579 125,158 -55,_32 -,073 %0,066 15,079 106.953
896.0 183961,9 15709,3 1.576 125,093 -55.507 -,076 40.049 15.04% I07,309
897,0 183774.3 15676,6 -,574 125,027 -55,843 -,035 40,041 15,010 i07,660
891,0 183587,8 15643,9 -,572 124,962 -56,307 -,049 40,043 14,975 i08,007
89'.0 183402,0 15612.0 -,571 124,903 -56,769 -,030 40.079 14,942 108,360
€ STSQBET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETQJI3,NC0631 DYN. DATA. PAGE 31
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG} (DEG) (DEG) " (DEG) (DEG) {-) (PSF)
90O.O 183216.9 15579,8 -.571 124.843 -57.223 .013 40.111 14o908 108.708
gOl,O 183032,1 15547.5 -.572 12_.782 -57.757 .028 40,158 14,874 109,051
902o0 182847o5 15515.0 -,573 124.720 -58,323 ,037 40,204 i%o839 109o391
903,0 182662,8 15482,5 -o576 124o656 -58.965 o019 40.236 14o805 109o730
904.0 182477,6 15449.9 -.580 124o592 -59.483 .001 40.259 14.771 110.071
905.0 182291.5 15417.3 -.585 124,527 -59,976 -.00_ %0,291 14.737 110.%13
906.0 182104.4 15384.5 -.592 124.460 -60.379 -o054 40.330 I%.702 110.759
907.0 181915.9 15351.7 -o598 124o393 -60.295 -o047 40.392 14.668 11Zo107
908.0 181726.1 15318.6 -.604 124,326 -59,909 -.022 40.487 i%o633 111o%59
909.0 181535,3 15285,4 -,610 124,259 -59490 o013 %0.55% 14,598 111,812
910o0 181343o7 15252.1 -.614 124.192 -59.080 -o005 40.59% 16.563 11_.166
911,0 181151,4 15218,7 -.618 124.125 -58 597 -o003 %0.638 14o528 112.521
n 912,0 180958o8 15185.0 -.620 124,057 -58o057 o016 %0.682 14,493 112,871
913o0 180756.3 15151,1 -o621 123.989 -57,487 o043 40.722 14,456 113oZ06
n 914.0 180_74o0 15117.0 -o621 123o922 -56o890 o020 40,757 I%o420 113,538
915,0 180382,5 15082.7 -o620 123,854 -56,083 .031 40.767 14,383 113,862
916.0 180192,2 15048.2 -.616 123.786 -55.225 o048 40.735 14o346 114o177
917.0 180003.6 15013,6 -.611 123o719 -54.303 o009 %0.70% I%,310 114,484
918.0 179817ol 14979.2 -o603 123.653 -53.175 -.027 40.657 14.272 114o759
919o0 179633ol 14944,8 -o594 123o588 -51,822 -.010 40,592 14o234 115.024
920.0 179452.5 14910.5 -o582 123.526 -50.638 .OBO %0.5%8 14.196 115o177
921.0 179275.6 14876.3 -.569 123.465 -49.823 .I12 40.487 14.159 115o513
922,0 179102,8 14842,3 -.554 123,404 -49,306 o158 40.441 14,122 115,734
9_3,0 1789_4,3 16808,3 -,539 123.344 -49.077 ,152 40.389 16.085 115.936
924.0 178770,0 14774.5 -.525 123,283 -48o868 o150 40.34% 16.068 116.120
925.0 178610,0 14760.7 -.510 123.223 -%1.846 ,189 40.319 14.012 116.287
926.0 178454,2 I4707,0 -,495 123.162 -48.987 o201 40.300 13.976 116o%35
927,0 178302,5 14673.3 -.481 123,100 -49.254 .208 40.297 13o940 116.565
928,0 178154°7 14639,6 -,468 123.037 -49.632 .199 40.280 13,904 116.677
929o0 178010,5 14605.9 -o455 122.973 -49,991 o200 40o269 13o868 116.772
STSgBET USING AT78_N_AA ATM - INERTIAL-flETgJ13_NC0631DYN, DATA, PAGE 32
TIME ALTDE VELA _AMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) {-) (PSF)
930.0 177869.9 14572,3 -.443 122,909 -50,615 ,257 40,275 13,832 116,852
931.0 177732,4 14538,7 -,43_ 122,842 -51,876 ,18_ 40,302 13,797 116,917
932,0 177597,Z 14505,0 -,428 122,772 -52,801 ,021 40,28_ 13,761 116,970
933,0 177_63,8 14471.5 -,422 122,702 -53.075 -,020 40,249 13,726 117,016
Q3_,O 177332,0 1_437,g -.419 122,631 -52.723 ._63 40.219 13,691 1170053
235.0 177231.g 14_0_.5 -._12 122,561 -51,66_ 1,526 %0,178 13,655 117,083
936.0 1770731,B 14371,_ --.405 122.490 --51,957 1,_22 40,200 13,621 117,110
q37,0 1769_7,6 14338,3 --,399 122,_15 --52,255 ,633 %0,240 13,586 117,126
938,0 176823,1 1%305,1 -,395 122,339. -53,3141 ,340 %0,257 131552 117,132
932,0 176699,g 14272,1 -,391 122,262 -53,5%3 ,223 40,252 13,517 117,133
940,0 176577.7 14238.7 -,38_ 122.186 -53,723 .150 61.197 13,682 117,123
241,0 176456,9 I_20_,7 -,383 122.103 -53,863 ,14% 41,30_ 13,645 i17,064
g_2,0 176337,5 14168.2 -,380 122,023 -54,048 ,i06 40,9%6 13,610 117,020
t q43,0 176_19,3 14133,8 -.377 121.9_I -54.258 ,076 40,736 13,374 I16,97_
_44,0 176101,_ 14099,7 -,375 121,859 -54,386 ,014 40,636 13,339 116,924o
9_5,0 1759_5.3 1_065.9 -,375 121,777 -54,447 .022 40,563 13,30% 116,875
9_6.0 175869.0 14032.2 -.374 121,625 -54,222 -.083 40,530 13,269 116,825
947.0 175753,2 139Q8,5 -.373 121,615 -53,713 ,058 40,471 13,235 i16,773
248.0 175638,1 13265,0 -,371 121,534 -53,486 ,047 40,415 13,200 116,718
g4g,O 175523,9 13931,6 -,369 121,453 -53,613 ,104 60,367 13,166 116,659
950,0 175410,4 138_8,2 -.368 121,372 -53,507 ,052 40,327 13,131 i16,598
_51,0 1752Q7.5 13865.0 -.367 121.291 -53,559 ,077 _0,296 13,097 i16,533
952,0 175185.1 13831,7 -,367 1ai,210 -53,713 ,106 40,273 13,063 116,666
953,0 175073.1 13798.5 -,366 121,127 -54,025 ,102 40,238 13,029 1161395
954,0 174_61,5 1376.5.5 -,367 121.041 -54,351 ,125 40,201 12 995 i16,325
955,0 174350.0 13732,0 -,368 120,956 -54,7_5 ,138 40,180 12,961 116,244
256.0 174738,5 13598.7 -,370 120,870 -55,23_ .093 40.17_ 12,927 i16.165
_57.0 174_26._ 13665.3 -.374 120.783 -55,56_ .038 40,179 12,893 116,086
958,0 17_513,7 13631,B -,378 120,6q4 -55.697 ,048 40,160 12,858 I16,005
959.0 17_00,5 13528,i -,382 120,605 -55,911 ,023 40,126 12,82_ I15,922
S.TSQBET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETQJI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 33
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SZGMAA B_TAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
960.0 17_286.7 1356_._ -.387 120,51_ -56.078 ,00_ _0,086 12,789 11§,8_0
Q61,O 17_171,Q 13530,8 -,3Q2 120,_23 -56,16_ -,029 _0,050 12,755 115,761
962,0 174056,2 13_7,_ -,398 120,33_ -56,165 -,053 _0,00_ 12,711 115,689
963,0 17393_,% 13_64,_ -,405 i_0,2%2 -56,121 -,056 39,961 12,687 115,613
96_,0 1738_I,_ 13_31,0 -,411 120,151 -56.039 -,0_6 39,9_9 1_,653 115,559
96_.0 17370_._ 13397.9 -,417 120.060 -55,952 -,00_ 39,9_8 I_,619 11_,50_
96_.0 173581,9 13365,2 -,42% 119,968 -55,901 -,001 39.950 I_,_8_ 115,%54
967.0 173%60,5 13332.0 -,429 119,87% -55,7%1 .069 39,9%6 12,551 115,%00.
968.0 173338.6 13298,3 -.632 119.778 -55.630 ,I_0 39,958 1_,917 115,337
Q69,0 17321_,2 1326_,_ -,_36 119,681 -55,706 ,i00 39,967 12,_8_ 115,_7_
970,0 173093.% 13130.5 -,440 i19.583 -55,7%2 -,05% 39,951 i_,%48 115,_08
971.0 172Q_9,8 13196.8 -,_5 119.486 -55,108 -,I0_ 39,836 12,%13 115,147
972,0 1728_5,8 13163,_ -,467 119,391 -5_,171 ,008 39,706 I_,379 115,091
973,0 172721,8 13130,3 -,_68 119,297 -53,_95 ,076 39,6_6 I_,365 I15,039
97%,0 172598,1 13097,% -,&&9 119,_0_ -53,1%0 ,11% 39,571 1_,311 11€,986
975,0 172_7_.6 1306_,3 -,_68 119,111 -53,003 ,118 39.5_6 1_,Z77 11%,919
976,0 172351.7 13031.3 -,€_8 119,017 -5_,979 ,1_0 39,501 1_,_%% 116,868
977,0 172229.2 12998.3 -,448 i18,923 -53,181 ,111 39,671 12,210 11€,806
978,0 172106,8 12965,5 -,_9 118,828 -53,_63 ,080 39.%31 12,176 11%,7%3
979,0 17198_._ 12932,7 -,_52 118,733 -53,767 ,069 39,603 i_,163 11%,683
980,0 171861,8 12900,0 -,_55 118,637 -5_,131 ,055 39,392 i_,110 116,6_0
_81,0 171738.7 12867.3 -,_0 118.539 -5_.55_ ,032 39,_11 12,076 11_,557
982,0 17161_.8 1283_._ -,_65 I18,_I -55,010 -,002 39,_33 12,0%3 11_,€93
983.0 171_89.9 12801.6 -.472 118.341 -55,_5_ -,027 39.4_i 12,009 11_,%_1
98_,0 171353,8 12768,8 -,_80 118,2_0 -55,8_2 -,0_5 39,_2 11,976 11_,376
985,0 171_36,0 12736,1 ,_90 118,138 -56,177 -,118 39,_5_ 11,963 116,32_
986,0 171106,5 12703.2 ,500 118,035 -56,_0 -.086 39.%63 11,909 11€,177
987.0 170975.2 12670._ .509 117.93_ -56.167 -.031 39,_70 11.875 11€,_36
988,0 170842,1 12637,1 ,_19 117,830 -56,172 -,03_ 39,_82 iI,8_ 11%,_06
989.0 170707.3 1_60_.1 ,5_9 117,726 -56,1%6 -.027 39,%91 11,809 11€,185
STS9BET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9JI3_NCO631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 3%
TIME ALTD£ VELA GAHA HDGA SIGMAA B_TAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (D_G) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
9q0,0 170570,6 12571,0 -.539 117,622 -96.087 -,016 39,19€ 11,776 111,166
991,0 170132,2 12538,2 -,550 117,517 -55,987 ,007 39,50% 11,713 111,160
992.0 170291.9 12505._ -.560 117,_12 -55.918 .002 39,501 11.710 116,160
993.0 170149.9 12472.8 -,570 I17.307 -55,878 -,022 3_,508 Ii,678 111,168
991.0 170005.9 12110.1 -.581 117.202 -55.029 -.0_5 39.510 11.615 111.182
995.0 169860.1 12_07.5 -.592 117,097 -55,718 -,03% 39,516 11,613 111.227
996.0 169712,3 12371,9 -,603 116,991 -55,616 -,001 39,525 11.582 111,282
997,0 169552,7 12312,3 -,611 116,886 -55.551 ,050 39,511 11.551 111,312
998.0 169_11,2 12309,7 -,62% 116,779 -55.620 ,019 39,556 11.520 114,108
999,0 169257,9 12277,0 -,635 116,672 -55,651 ,082 39,565 11,188 116,%78
I000.0 169102.6 12244.2 -.646 116.561 -55.727 .083 39,587 11,157 i14,_53
I001,0 1689_5,5 12211.3 -.658 i16,_56 -55,813 ,I00 39,591 11,125 116,631
1002,0 168786.5 12178.3 -.669 i16.316 -55,9%2 ,I17 39.592 11.393 111,718
! 1003,0 1686_5,5 121_5,3 -,681 116,235 -56,106 ,089 39,601 II,362 116,807
I00_.0 168_62.5 12112,3 -,693 I16,12_ -56,189 ,079 39,575 11.330 II%,901
! 1005,0 168297.3 12079.2 -.706 116.011 -56,275 .069 39.529 11.298 115.008
1006.0 168129.8 120_6.3 -,719 115.898 -56.365 .008 39.515 11.266 115.122
1007,0 167960.2 12013._ -.733 115.78_ -_6,335 ,019 39.517 11,234 115,211
1008,0 167788,3 11980.0 -,7_6 115,669 -56.308 ,026 39,49% 11,202 115,366
1009.0 16761_.2 119_7,1 -.759 115.551 -56.32% ,016 39,118 11.171 115,502
1010,0 167_37,7 1191_,2 -.771 115,139 -56,3_7 -.0_0 39,101 11,139 115,649
1011,0 167258,8 11881.5 -,788 115.32_ -56.177 -,0_5 39,358 11,107 115,807
1012.0 167077.6 11848.9 -.801 115,207 -55.951 -,016 39.311 11,076 115,977
1013,0 166894,3 11816._ -,811 115,090 -55,701 ..,001 39,273 11,011 116,151
I01_,0 166708,9 11783,8 -,827 ii_,973 -55,%55 ,006 39,273 11,013 116,338
1015,0 166521.6 11751,2 -1839 111,855 -55,1_6 ,016 39.277 10,981 116,528
1016,0 166332,5 11718.7 -,850 114,738 -5€,885 .0€9 39,261 10,950 116.726
1017.0 166111.7 1168_.I -,861 11_,621 -51.631 .063 39.23_ i0,919 116.928
1018,0 165949.5 11653.0 -.869 11_.501 -_%.375 .081 39,191 10.887 117,127
i019,0 165756.% 11619.8 -.877 114,380 -54,192 ,067 39.151 10.855 117,336
• , m 4
STSgBET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9J13,NCO631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 35 *
TIME ^LTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (-) (PSF)
1020,0 165562._ 11586.5 -,885 114,259 -53,962 ,008 39,126 10,82_ 117,5_9
1021.0 165367._ 11553.5 -,892 Ii_,139 -53,328 -,043 39,021 10,792 117,766
1022.0 165171.9 11520.8 -,897 11%,020 -52,4%9 ,05% 38,89% I0,761 117,991
1023,0 164976,1 11488,3 -,900 11_,904 -51,880 ,1_2 38,813 10,730 118,221
1024,0 164780,3 11_55,7 -,903 113,786 -51,707 ,130 38,765 I0.700 118,%57
1025,0 164584.7 Ii_23,1 -,905 113,669 -51,631 ,095 38,723 I0,669 118,692
1026,0 16_389,2 11390,7 -,908 113,551 -51,522 ,1%5 38,672 10,639 118.927
1027,0 164193,8 11358,2 -,910 i13,_33 -51,_89 ,176 38,619 10,609 119,160
1028,0 163998,6 11325,6 -,_13 113,314 -51,551 ,187 38,578 10,_78 119,387
1029,0 163803,6 i1292,5 -,915 113,194 -51,748 ,166 38,555 I0,5%7 I19,601
1030,0 163608,7 I1259,% -,918 113,073 -52,095 ,110 38,542 10,516 119,812
1031,0 163413.6 11226,3 -,923 112,950 -52,%%0 ,072 38,512 10,485 120,0_
1032,0 163218,3 11193,1 -,928 112,825 -52,6_5 ,026 38,%_3 10,454 120,231
1033,0 163022 6 11159,7 -,933 112,699 -52,732 ,022 38,3%% I0,%23 120,%3%
103%,0 162826,7 11126,3 -,937 112,571 -52,825 ,057 38,289 10,392 120,636l
1035,0 162630,6 11092,9 -,9_2 112.4_2 -52.950 ,075 38.25% 10.361 120,837
I036,0 162_3_,I 11059,5 -,948 I12,313 -52,970 ,041 38,192 10,329 121,0%0
1037,0 162237,1 11026,6 -,95% 112,18_ -52,823 ,026 38,090 10,299 121,251
1038,0 162039,5 10993,8 -,961 112,056 -52,694 ,015 37,995 10,268 121,%69
1039.0 161841,3 10961,2 -,968 111.928 -52,5%7 ,040 37.909 10.237 121.690
i0_0.0 1616_2,_ 10928,7 -,97_ 111.801 -52,532 ,150 37.905 10.207 121.915
1041.0 161443.1 10896,0 -,980 111.671 -52,768 ,161 37.911 10.177 122,136
1042,0 1612_3,1 10863,2 -,987 IiI,540 -53,016 ,218 37,877 10,146 122,354
10_3,0 161042,5 10830,3 -,995 111,_07 -53,411 ,204 37,838 10,115 1_2,572
1044,0 1608_1,1 10797.3 -i,00_ Iii,272 -53.837 ,131 37,805 i0,085 122,800
I0_5,0 160638,5 10765,9 -1,01_ 111.146 -5_,008 ,123 37,795 10,056 123,067
I0_6,0 16043_,7 1073_,8 -1,023 111,023 -5_,092 ,150 37,745 10,027 123,3%7
1047,0 160229,7 10703,9 -1.034 110,900 -54,2_3 ,13_ 37,673 9,999 123,636
1048,0 160023,3 i0673,1 -I,046 110,775 -54,3_1 ,i_2 37,618 9,970 123,931
I0_9,0 159815,2 I064_,3 -i,059 Ii0,650 -5_,505 ,i07 37,583 9,9_3 IZ_,ZS_
€ ST$9BET USING AT78,NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9J13_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 36
TIME ALrDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (-) (PSF)
1050.0 159605.4 I0611.1 -1.072 110.525 -54.572 ,158 37.549 9,915 124,589
1051.0 159393.9 10581,I -i.086 110.400 -54,772 ,129 37,544 9,888 124,932
1052,0 159180.2 10550,5 -l,lO_ llO.ZT_ -54,641 -,157 37,551 9,861 125,284
1053,0 158964,3 I051_,9 -I,117 ii0,145 -52,739 -.407 37.556 9.833 125.645
1054,0 158747,2 10488,9 -i,121 110,02_ -48,782 -,207 37.586 9,806 126,005
1055,0 158531,3 i0457,8 -i.iii i09,913 -43,998 ,045 37,599 9,778 126,352
I056,0 158319,3 I0426,5 -i,087 109,815 -39,190 ,i02 37,573 9,750 126,676
I057,0 158113,3 10395,1 -i,052 109,730 -34,366 ,159 37,492 9,722 I_6,963
I058,0 157915,5 I0363,b -l,OOb 109,658 -29,571 ,173 37,413 9,693 127,208
I059,0 157727,4 10332,2 -,951 i09,602 -24,762 ,191 37,339 9,665 127,402
i060,0 157550.3 10300.8 -.890 i09,562 -19.912 ,244 37,240 9,637 127,539
i061,0 157385,5 I0269,Z -,823 i09,533 -15.126 ,_56 37,127 9,608 127,605
I062,0 157233,5 IOZ37,3 -,751 i09,513 -I0,_63 ,285 37,024 9,579 127,595
1063,0 157095,1 i0205.5 -.677 I09,51_ -5,456 ,318 36 933 9,550 127,515
1064,0 156_70,5 10173,7 -,601 109,529 -,634 ,292 36,798 9,521 127,365
i065,0 15685o,6 101€1.7 -,526 109.565 4,175 ,262 36.694 9,492 127.139
1066,0 156762.1 IOIIO,Z -,453 109.618 9,05Z ,Z36 36,639 9,463 I_6,853
1067.0 155677,5 10078.6 -,383 I09,691 14,00Z ,266 36,575 9,434 126,500
i068,0 156605.1 10047,0 -,318 i09,782 18,801 ,235 36,537 9,404 126,081
I069,0 1565_3,8 I0015,4 -,258 109,890 23,600 ,188 36,528 9,375 125,605
1070,0 156492,4 9983,8 -,206 110,016 28.470 ,171 36.494 9,346 125,079
1071,0 156_49.3 _952._ -.165 110.157 33,280 ,134 36,405 9,316 124,513
107_,0 15641_,# 9921.9 -,135 110,314 38.107 ,070 36,264 9,287 123,927
I073,0 156379.7 9_0.2 -,i17 ii0,464 42.976 ,017 36,176 9,259 123,329
1074,0 156348,8 9859,5 -,114 110.667 47 933 ,005 36,155 9,230 122,726
1075,0 156317,2 9_Z9,0 -,125 II0,863 52 911 -.022 36,160 9,202 122,131
1076,0 156282.4 97_8.5 -.152 111,071 57.822 -,073 36,150 9,173 121,553
1077.0 156241.5 9768.2 -,196 111,2Ol 62,254 ,041 36,1_3 9,1_5 121,008
1078,0 156191,7 9738.0 -,255 111,516 65.235 ,201 36,10_ 9,117 120,512
1079,0 156131._ 9708,_ -,321 111.7_3 66,712 ,131 36,060 9,089 120,074
• I _ • €
= STS9BET USING AT78,NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9J13_NCO631 DYN, DATA. PAGE 37
TIMF ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1080.0 156059.7 9678.g -,390 111.971 67.60_ ,033 36,028 9,062 i19,701
1081.0 155976,0 9649.6 -,463 112,199 68,367 -,007 36,049 9,035 I19,383
1082.0 155880.0 9620.3 -.539 i12.429 68.994 .001 36,092 9,008 119,i13
1083,0 155771,3 9591,0 -,617 112,650 69,373 -,001 36.133 8,980 118,902
1084.0 15564_,7 9561.8 -,696 112.892 69.603 .005 36.172 8,953 118.7%8
1085.0 155515,1 9582,9 -.775 i13,125 69,643 -,005 36,199 8,926 118,_62
1086,0 155367,6 9503,4 -,855 113.361 69,452 ,034 36,232 8,898 118,618
1087.0 155_07.3 947%,0 -,93% 113.597 68,878 ,098 36,247 8,873 118.684
i088,0 155034.6 9444.6 -i.010 113,833 67,556 ,200 36,246 8,848 118,820
1080.0 154850,3 9415,4 -I,079 114.066 65,598 ,081 36,189 8,821 118,977
1090.0 154655.6 9386.2 -1.142 114.296 63.663 .063 36,135 8.795 119,176
lOql.O 154451,7 9357,? -1.197 i14,523 61,657 ,082 36.093 8,769 i19,422
1092.0 154239.9 932_.3 -1.246 114.745 59,609 ,082 36,052 8,743 119.707
i0q3.0 154021,1 9299,0 -1,289 114.966 57.504 ,050 36,012 8,716 120,016
IOQ4.0 153796.7 9269,7 -1,324 115.183 55.606 -,013 35.970 8,690 120,347
1095.0 153567.8 9240,3 -1.353 115.398 54,117 -,051 35,896 8,664 120,696
1096.0 153335.1 9210.8 -1.378 115.611 52,930 -.013 35.798 8,637 121.064
iOQ7.0 153099.1 9181,6 -1.401 I15,821 51,753 ,043 35.721 8,611 121,451
1098.0 15_860,6 9152,4 -I,419 116.078 50,480 .051 35.642 8,585 121,856
1099,0 152620,1 9123,5 -1.434 116,232 49.153 ,036 35,562 8,559 122,280
ii00.0 152378,2 9094.5 -1,444 116.433 47.901 -.059 35,485 8,533 122.709
ii01.0 152135.7 9065.5 -1.451 116.632 47.016 -.07_ 35.395 8,508 123.139
Ii02,0 151892.9 9036.5 -i,457 i16,830 46,238 ,020 35,295 8,%83 123,595
II03,0 151650,I 9007,7 -1,459 I17,025 45,4%5 ,080 35,193 8,459 124,080
II04,0 151_08,0 8978.8 -1,458 117,219 44,982 -,304 35,102 8,434 12%,562
1105,0 151166,7 8950,0 -1,459 117,414 46,136 -,166 35,019 8,410 125,041
1106,0 150925,4 8921.3 -1.465 I17,615 46.873 -.057 34,891 8.387 125,522
1107.0 150683.8 8801.5 -1.474 I17,798 48,658 1,029 34,700 8,362 125,975
1108,0 150440,9 8862,0 -1.489 117,985 48,816 1,137 34,567 8,337 126,%42
I109,0 150196,7 8832,5 -i,500 118,169 47,482 ,217 34,506 8,312 126,917
STS9BET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9313,NCO631 DYN, DATA. PAGE 38
TIME ALTD£ VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) {-) {PSF)
Iii0.0 149951.8 8803.9 -1,508 I18,353 47.242 ,017 34,415 8,287 127,396
1111.0 149706.2 8773.6 -1.518 118.536 %7.329 .036 34.289 8.263 127.881
1112,0 149459,9 8744,3 -i,527 i18,720 47,380 ,017 34,442 8,238 128,_72
i113,0 149213,1 8713,? -1,533 118,909 47.3q7 -,019 35,008 8,212 128,827
111_,0 148966,6 8682,3 -1,536 119.102 47,551 -.013 34,684 8,186 129,258
1115.0 1%8720.1 8652.0 -1.543 119.29% 47,794 .018 34,266 8,160 129,719
ii16,0 148473,3 8621,9 -i,550 I19,486 48.111 ,053 33,g49 8.135 130,191
ii17,0 148225.9 8592,2 -I,562 119,681 48.412 ,210 33,752 8,ii0 130,674
ii18,0 147977.3 8562.7 -1.575 119.878 67.562 .671 33,585 8,085 131,17i
II19,0 1%7727.9 8533,3 -i,580 120.067 44,138 .669 33,432 8.061 131.676
1120,0 147479.7 8505.5 -1.568 120.247 39,541 ,124 33,303 8,038 132,254
I121,0 147234.9 8481._ -1.546 120,417 37,028 -.231 33.058 8,018 132,874
1122,0 146994,1 8457,1 -1,523 120,584 36,695 -,070 32,810 7,997 133,482
i123,0 146757,3 8432,6 -i 501 120,751 36,739 ,041 32,665 7,977 134,074
1124,0 146524.4 8408,3 -1,479 120.918 37,III -,092 32,582 7,957 13%.648l
I125,0 146295.1 8384.0 -I,460 121,089 38,250 -,099 32.506 7,937 135,201
1126.0 146068.9 8359.6 -I,445 121,265 39,638 -,050 32,413 7,916 135.738
I127,0 145845,2 8335,4 -1,433 121,446 40,887 -,019 32,331 7,896 136,262
I128,0 145623,4 8311,i -1,426 121,632 41,874 -,067 32,193 7,876 136,778
i129,0 145403,1 8287,0 -1,421 121,821 42,808 -.087 32,035 7,855 137,287
1130,0 145183._ 8262.8 -].419 122,014 43,730 -,042 31,937 7,835 137,792
1131.0 144965.3 8238.8 -].420 122.210 44.443 -,020 31,872 7,815 138,295
1132.0 144747.0 8214.6 -1.422 122.410 44,978 ,015 31,781 7,794 138.794
I133,0 144528.9 81_0,6 -1.426 122.611 45,392 .035 31.b75 7.774 139.298
1134.0 14&310.5 81_,8 -i,432 122.812 45.663 ,000 31,579 7,754 13q,808
1135,0 144091,8 8143,0 -1.439 123.014 46.043 -.026 31.520 7.734 140.322
1136,0 143872,5 8119.1 -i,448 123.218 46,451 .014 31,487 7,714 140,839
I137,0 143652.6 8095.3 -I,457 123,424 46,715 -,019 31,436 7,694 141,360
1138,0 143431,8 8071.4 -I,467 123.632 47.038 -,054 31.346 7.67% 141.886
1139,0 143210,2 8047,6 -i,478 123,842 47,41_ ,018 31,261 7,654 142,416
• D i •
STS9BET USING ATTB_NDAA ATH - INERTIAL-BETqJI3_NCO631 DYN. DATA. PAGE 39
TIME ^LTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1140,0 142987,_ 8_23,7 -1.490 124,059 _7,543 ,039 31.184 7,63_ 162,956
1141,0 142764.0 7999.8 -1.501 124,267 47,473 ,049 31,055 7,613 143,_99
1142,0 142539,3 7976,2 -1,512 124,_80 47,314 .094 30,862 7,593 144.058
11_3.0 1_2313,7 7952,8 -1.524 124,691 47,069 .076 30,719 7,574 1_,633
114_,0 142087.1 7929.4 -1.535 124.903 46 867 o106 30.654 7,55_ 145.216
1145.0 1_1859.6 7906ol -1.5_5 125.113 _6.606 .066 30,600 7,535 145,809
1146.0 141631.3 7882.9 -1.555 125,323 46,508 ,035 30,536 7,515 166,_10
11_7,0 141402.4 7859 7 -1.564 125,53_ 46,546 -.002 30._62 7,_95 1_7,016
1148,0 1_1172.7 7836.5 -1.574 125,745 46,762 -,002 30,389 7,476 147,630
11_9.0 1409_2.1 7812,6 -1.5_6 125,953 47 017 ,030 30,325 7,456 1_8.221
1150.0 140710.5 77_8.2 -1.598 126.159 47.153 .031 30.268 7,435 148,802
1151.0 140477.8 7763.9 -1.612 126.366 47.267 ,041 30,205 7,_15 169,39_
I 1152.0 1402_3,9 7739.7 -1.626 126.573 47,357 ,02_ 30,1_2 7,394 169,998
1153.0 140008.6 7715.5 -1,641 126,780 47,_53 .03_ 30 083 7.376 150.615
I 11540 139772.0 7691.3 -1o656 126.989 47,550 ,026 30.004 7,381 150,266
1155.0 13953_.1 7667.0 -1.671 127.200 47.696 .055 29.9_0 7,36_ 151.023
1156.0 139294.9 7642,7 -1.685 127.413 _7.760 .099 29,890 7,347 151,806
1157.0 i3905_.5 7618.1 -1.697 127.628 _7.566 .111 29,822 7,330 152,587
1158,0 138813.5 7593.3 -1,707 127,844 47,166 ,105 29,737 7,313 153,369
1159.0 138571.8 7568.7 -1.717 128,058 46.697 ,134 29.6_0 7,295 15_,162
1160.0 13832_.8 7544,2 -1,72_ 128,270 45,989 ,148 29,538 7.278 15%,964
1161.0 138087.7 751g.8 -1.728 128.479 44,978 .12_ 29,419 7,261 155,770
1162.0 1378_5.9 7495.7 -1.730 128,683 _3,953 ,O_ 29,311 7,24_ 156,58_
1163.0 137604.9 7472.9 -1,727 128.905 43,217 -,043 29,193 7,227 157,_19
1164.0 137365.2 7450,3 -1.721 129,130 _2.756 -,105 29,083 7,210 158.253
1165,0 137126.9 7427,7 -1,714 129.355 42.615 1,101 28,989 7,193 159,078
1166.0 136890._ 7405.2 -1 708 129.580 42.536 -.101 28.869 7,176 159.897
1167.0 136654.8 7383.1 -1,703 129.804 _2.462 -.117 28,646 7,160 160.721
1168.0 136420.6 7361.3 -1,700 130.025 _2.329 -,139 28,_57 7,143 161,556
1169,0 136187.3 7339.7 -1,698 130,244 42,179 -.209 28,363 7,127 162,39_
SISqBET.USI_G ATTS_NOAA ATM - IHERTIAL-BETqJI3_NC0631DYN,-DATA, PAGE _0 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (OEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-| (PSF)
1170,0 135955.0 7818,1 -1,69% 130,%_5 %2,385 -,265 28,332 7,111 163,225
1171,0 135723,7 7296,% -I,6_ 130,689 4219%1 -,276 28,322 7,094 164,0%%
1172,0 135_03,2 727_,6 -1,602 130,917 43,6_5 -,258 28,290 7,078 16%,857
1173,0 135253,1 7252,_ -1,695 131,1_8 _,305 -,22% 28,2%3 7,061 165,668
117_,0 135033.2 7231,1 -1,700 131,381 _.828 -.207 28,170 7,0%5 166,%80
1175.0 134803,2 7209,_ -1,706 131,618 45.299 -,191 28,082 7,028 167,29k
117_,0 13%573,0 7187,6 -1,713 131,858 _5733 -,169 28,004 7,011 168,111
1177,0 134342,_ 716_,6 -1,722 _32,096 46.167 -,127 27,933 6,995 168,950.
1178,0 13_111.2 7143,6 -I,733 132,335 46,558 -,043 27,873 6,978 _69,801
1179,0 133879,.2 7121,_ -I,745 132,576 46.665 -,017 27,808 6,961 170,662
1180.0 1336_6.% 7099.6 -1.757 132.817 46.6%7 -.021 27.695 6.9%% 171.535 :
1181.0 133_12.7 7077.8 -1.770 133.060 _6 7_1 .O_q 27.570 6.928 172._22
, 1182.0 133178.0 705_.0 -1.783 133.302 46.738 .101 27.468 6.911 173.323
_ 1183.0 1329_2.% 703_._ -1.796 133.5_6 46.577 .I30 27.381 6.895 174.2_8
118_.0 132705.9 7012.7 -1.808 133.789 _6.3_ .177 27 319 6.878 175.162I
1185,0 1132%68.9 6990.9 -1.816 134.035 46.007 .209 27.251 6.862 176.086
1186.0 132231.6 6969.0 -1.823 13_.281 _5.795 .234 27.184 6.8%5 177.009
I187.0 131994.2 6947.2 -1.829 13_ 527 _5.657 .269 27 083 6.828 177.940
1188.0 131756.6 6925.7 -1.837 13_.771 _5.392 .307 26.9_7 6.812 178.88_
118q.0 131518.9 690_.2 -1.8_3 135.015 %5.033 .3_8 26,829 6.796 179.838
1190.0 131281.2 6582.7 -1.8_7 135.2581 %%.632 .366 2617%% 6.779 180.793
1191.0 1310_3.9 6860._ -1.8_9 135._92 44.38_ .371 26,685 6.757 18I.%_0
1192.0 130807.0 6837.7 -1.851 135.723 4_.257 .390 26.627 6.733 181.981
1193.0 130570.6 6815.1 -1.853 135.955 _.163 ._3 26.535 6.709 182.515
1199.0 13033_.9 6792._ -i.853 136.188 _.018 ._70 26._12 6.68_ 183.0_2
I195.0 130100.0 6769.8 -1.852 136._21 _.000 .500 26.309 6.660 183.560
1196.0 129865.8 67'_7.1 -1.851 136.656 4"3.899 .522 26.218 6.636 18_.070
1197.0; 129632.6 6712%.5 -1.8%8 136.891 43'.660 .%70 26.13% 6.612 184.567
1.198.0 1:29400.5 6701.8 -1.846' 137.127 43.655 ._78 26.053 6.588 185.055
I199.0 129169.3 667q.4 -1.8_ 137.362 _3.625 .507 25.951 6.56_ 185.5%%
STSqBET USING AT78,NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9J13,N¢Ob31 DYN. DATA. PAGE 41
TIME ALTDE VEL_ GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) |DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (-| (PSF)
1200,0 128938.q 6657,2 -1,845 137,594 43,469 ,447 25,862 6,560 186,039
1201,0 12870o.3 6634,7 -I,842 137,830 43,268 ,375 25,748 6,516 186,510
1202,0 128481,0 6612,0 -1,835 138,069 43,213 ,377 25.658 "6,492 186,955
1203,0 128254,2 658_.3 -1,828 138,309 43,174 .366 25,619 6,668 187,381
1206.0 128029,0 6566,5 -1,819 138.550 43.087 ,346 25,565 6.6%6 187.788
1205.0 127805.6 6543.0 -i,810 138,795 42.987 ,324 25,470 6.623 188,370
1206.0 12758410 6519,3 -1.801 139,042 42,767 ,275 25,314 6,606 189,061
1207,0 127364,1 6495,8 -I,792 139,288 42,505 ,231 25,166 6,385 189,767
1208.0 127145.9 6472,5 -i,784 139,532 42,357 ,205 25.030 6,367 190,628
1209.0 126q29,4 6449,4 -1,777 139,775 42,358 ,184 24,900 6,348 191.099
1210.0 126714.2 6426.4 -1.772 140.019 42,525 .163 24,813 6,330 191.763
1211.0 126500,2 6403,6 -i.76_ 140,264 42,917 ,176 24,738 6,311 192,_21
I 1212.0 126287,3 6380,7 -1,766 140,513 43,411 ,166 24,679 6.293 193,066
1213,0 126075.1 6357,7 -1.766 140,767 43,777 ,144 24,633 6,275 193,694
1214,0 125863,7 6334,7 -1,766 141,024 44,233 ,159 24,585 6,256 196.307
1215,0 125652,9 6311,7 -1.768 141,282 44,453 ,148 24,534 6,237 194,915
1216.0 125442.€ 6288.8 -1.773 141.541 45.182 .402 26,446 6.219 195.523
1217.0 125231,8 6266.1 -1,7_4 141,806 46.744 1,226 26,332 6,200 196,141
1218.0 125020,7 6243,4 -1,792 142,067 44,839 ,562 24,337 6,182 196,761
1219,0 124809.Q 6220,5 -1,794 142,329 44,242 ,310 24,319 6,163 197,363
1220.0 12459_,6 6197.6 -1,796 142.593 44,070 ,340 24.231 6,146 197,963
1221,0 1243_9.7 6175.1 -I,79R 142.860 42.775 ,436 24,197 6,125 198,482
1222,0 124180.9 6152.5 -1,786 143.117 39,949 ,362 24,159 6,104 198,997
1223.0 123974,8 6130,0 -1,763 143,359 37,194 ,078 24,017 6,084 199,491
1224,0 123772,3 6107,7 -1,734 143.587 36,134 -,019 23,866 6,065 199,965
1225,0 123573,4 6085,b -1,707 143,817 36,367 ,081 23,765 6,045 200,609
1226,0 123378,0 6063.5 -_,681 144,048 36,646 .138 23,709 6,025 200,821
1227.0 123186.0 6041,4 -i,656 144.281 36,810 ,074 23,717 6,005 201,192
1228.0 122997,4 6019.3 -1,630 144,516 38,341 -,195 23,787 5,986 201,521
1229,0 122811,4 5996,9 -1,618 144.771 61,672 ,028 23,820 5,965 201,804
TIM_ ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETA_ ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) 1-} (PSF)
1230,0 122626,7 5974.4 -1.61_ 145.042 43.696 ,218 23,795 5,945 202,069
1231.0 122442,3 5952,1 11,624 145,317 44.509 ,158 23,678 5,925 202,333
1232.0 122257.6 5930,1 -1,636 lq5.594 45.084 ,103 23,553 5,905 202,615
1233o0 122072,1 5908.3 -1,652 145.873 45,603 .077 23,489 5,885 202,912
1234.0 1218_5.3 5886,5 -1,672 146.153 45.962 .032 23.474 5,866 203,222
1235.0 121697.1 5864.8 -1,693 146.434 46,185 -,015 23.483 5,846 203,544
1236.0 121507.2 5843,2 -1.716 146,717 46,296 -,069 23,485 5,827 203,881
1237,0 121315,7 5821,7 -1,739 147.002 46,384 -,181 23.478 5,808 204,282
1238.0 121122.5 5800.? -1,762 147,294 46,946 -,159 23,487 5,790 204,814
123Q,0 120927,6 577g,5 -1.787 147.591 47,652 -.076 23.488 5,772 205,353
1240.0 120730.6 5758.4 -1.815 147.894 48.018 -.062 23,469 5,755 205,908
1241.0 120531,5 5737.2 -1.843 148,199 48,243 -.007 23.431 5,737 206,478
1242,0 120330.3 5715,8 -I,870 148,509 48,513 ,002 23,357 5,719 207,052i
1243.0 120127.1 5694.5 -1.898 148.825 48.793 ,127 23.268 5,701 207,648
o 1244.0 119921.8 5673,2 -1.926 14Q,141 48,682 .166 23.191 5,683 208,262
1245.0 119714,5 5651.7 -].952 149.462 48.627 .220 23.115 5.665 208,886
1246.0 119505.4 5630.3 -1.977 149.783 48.411 .307 23.041 5,647 209,526
1247.0 119294.7 5609.2 -_.002 150.100 47.935 .343 22.939 5,629 210.200
1248,0 119082.2 5588.2 -2,027 150,414 47.317 .379 22.838 5,612 210.907
1249.0 118868,2 5567.5 -2,049 150.723 46,461 ,327 22,747 5,594 211,641
1250.0 118653,0 5546,9 -2,068 151,027 46.004 ,282 22,663 5,577 212,395
1251.0 118436.8 5526.3 -2.086 151.333 45.890 .301 22.592 5,560 213.162
1252,0 118219.6 5505,7 -2.103 151.639 45,780 ,301 22,534 5,543 213,931
1253.0 118001,7 5485,0 -2,119 151,948 45,836 ,320 22,491 5,526 214,700
1254.0 117783,0 5464,4 -2.136 152.258 46.050 ,348 22,455 5,509 215,482
1255.0 117563.3 5443,9 -2,155 152,570 46,014 .429 22,423 5,491 216,273
1256.0 117342.6 5423.3 -2.172 152.879 45.435 .397 22.380 5.474 217.072
1257.0 117121.4 5402,18 -2.184 153.187 44.860 ,256 22.305 5,457 217,876
1258,0 116899.9 5382,2 -2.197 153.495 44.920 ,284 22,232 5,440 218,683
1259,0 116677,9 5361,8 -2.210 153,805 45.067 .323 22.155 5,423 219,494
STSBET USING AT78_NDAA ATH INERTIAL-BETJ13tNC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE %3
TIME ALTD_ VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) {FT} (FPS) (DEG) {DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (DEG) |-) |PSF)
1260.0 116455.5 5341,4 -2•224 154•116 4_.910 .395 22.107 5,406 220,311
1261•0 116232•8 5320•7 -_.232 15_._30 44,501 ,367 22,069 5,_89 221,109
1262•0 116010•_ 5299,8 -2•235 15_,7_7 44,391 ,405 22,038 5,371 221,880
1263,0 115788.5 5278,g -2,242 155.06q 44,10_ .637 22•02_ 5,354 _22,6%1
126_•0 115567,3 5257•B -2•234 155,38_ 41.240 •811 22•086 5,336 223,369
1265•0 i153_8.5 5236.7 -2•207 155,673 36•685 •591 21,956 5,318 224,070
1266•0 115133.8 5216•0 -2,165 155,931 32,%55 ,593 21,783 5,300 224,750
1267,0 11492_•_ 5195,5 -2•109 156,159 28,035 •584 21•631 5,283 225,349
1268•0 114721.4 5175•1 -2•0_0 156,355 23,488 ,582 21,5_0 5,265 225,909
1260•0 114525•9 515417 -I•959 156,520 18•858 •586 21•534 5,246 226,350
1270•0 11_339.1 513_•2 -1.865 156.652 14•069 .570 21•536 5,227 226.674
1271•0 11_161,B 5113,5 -1•763 156•747 9•206 •557 21,509 5,208 2261877
1272•0 113994•5 5092•9 -1•656 156,805 4,386 ,579 21,_73 5,189 226955
1273,0 113_37•5 5072 2 -i•5_7 156•826 -°349 •640 21,438 5,170 2261908
127_,0 113690,7 5051,6 -1,_2 156,810 -5,147 ,692 21o404 5,150 2261743
1275•0 113553•4 5031.1 11,3_3 156,757 -10,099 .727 21.378 5,131 2261467
1276.0 113_2_.9 5010.6 -1•255 156.665 -15.260 •705 21.345 5,111 226.089
1277,0 11330_,i 4990,2 -I,180 156,537 -20,101 ,707 21,294 5,092 225,623
1278o0 11318g,7 4970,0 -1,121 156,375 -24,844 ,770 21,255 5,072 2_5109_
1279•0 113080,0 4949,8 -I,081 156,179 -30,018 ,691 21,222 5,053 224.510
1280,0 112973°3 4929,8 -1•063 155,951 -34,787 ,716 21,173 5,034 223,901
1281o0 i12867.0 4910o0 -i,071 155,694 -39,667 ,750 21,125 5,014 223.294
1282.0 112760._ _890._ -1.108 155,409 -_4.372 ,_91 21,108 4,996 222.718
1283.0 112649.5 _871,0 -1.166 155,107 -47,032 ,362 21,041 _,977 2221196
1284,0 I12533,6 4851,8 -1,235 15_,798 -48,159 ,497 20,987 _,959 221,7_
1285,0 112412.1 4832,7 -1,312 15_•_83 -49,355 ,485 20,951 _,940 221,356
1286.0 112284,3 4813,7 -I•3g5 154,161 -50,113 ,5_6 20,981 4,922 221o038
1287,0 112150.0 4794.7 -1.482 153,833 -50,796 ,496 21,019 4,904 220,790
1288,0 I12008,8 4775,7 -1,573 153,500 -51,157 ,457 21,046 4,886 220,617
1289,0 111860,6 4756,8 -i,664 153•163 151,341 ,448 21,083 4,868 220,514
STSqBET USING AT78tNDAA AT_ - INERTIAL-BET_J13_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE %%
TIME ALTD_ VELA GAMA HOGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) {FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) |-) (PSF)
1290,0 111705,5 4737,B -1.75% 152,822 -51,37% ,%21 21,II0 %,850 220,%75
1291,0 1115%3,7 %71_,_ -1,8%% 152,478 -51,40% ,397 21,126 4,833 220,507
1292,0 111375.1 %699,7 -1,93% 152,128 -51,195 ,343 21,1%4 4,81% 220,%90
1293,0 111200,1 %680,5 -2,021 151,776 -50,758 ,306 21,13% %,79% 220,%91
129%,0 Iii018,8 %661,_ -2,105 151o%25 -50.050 ,381 21,110 %,77% 220.558
1295,0 110831.6 46_2.5 -2.187 151,079 -%9,%71 ,%16 21,100 %,755 220,692
1296,0 110638,7 %623.6 -2,267 150,735 -%8,908 ,%%8 21,092 %,736 220,888
1297,0 110%%0,2 %60%,9 -2,3%% 150,393 -%8,380 ,%68 21.082 %,717 221,1%3
1298,0 110236,5 %586,2 -2,420 150,052 -%7,921 ,500 21,071 %,698 221,453
1299,0 110027,7 %567,6 -2,%93 149,711 -%7,%68 ,%%5 21,075 _,679 221,813
1300,0 10981_,2 %5%9,0 -2,561 I_9,371 -%6,575 ,%65 21,067 %,660 222,216
1301,0 1095_6,_ %530,% -2,62_ 1_9,035 -%5,611 ,508 21,056 %,6%1 222,659
1302,0 109374,8 4511,8 -2,681 148,702 -44,752 ,529 21,0%2 %,622 223,137
1303,0 10g149,9 _93,2 -2,732 1%8,372 -%3,8%3 ,573 21,032 %,603 223,636
1304,0 108_22,3 4474,% -2,776 148,0%% -%2,879 ,617 21,015 4,583 22%o150
1305,0 108692,5 %%55,8 -2.815 1_7.721 -%1.887 .670 20,981 4,564 224,684
1306,0 10_60,8 %_37,1 -2,8%B 1_7,%02 -%0.966 ,698 20,9%3 %,5%5 225,230
1307,0 108228,0 %418,2 -2,87% 1_7.083 -%0,596 ,618 20,909 4,526 225,769
1308,0 10799%,3 %399,0 -2,895 1_6,771 -%0,117 ,625 20,858 %,506 226,179
1309,0 107760,3 4379.7 -2,913 146,%60 -39,672 ,779 20,758 4,485 226,57%
1310.0 107526.0 %360.5 -2.931 i_6.150 -38.7%0 1.193 20.638 4.%65 226.977
1311.0 I07291,3 _341.% -2.953 i%5,837 -%0.1%0 ,608 20.560 %,%%% 227,385
1312.0 107055.8 _322.5 -2.978 1_5,523 -39,985 ,576 20,%32 %,%2% 227,813
1313,0 106819,5 4303,8 -3,004 145,215 -39,853 ,709 20,300 %,%0% 228,262
1_1%,0 106582,2 %285,1 -3,035 1%%,901 -%1,%93 ,853 20,207 %,385 228,725
1315,0 10_3_3,0 %266,6 -_,08% 1_%,566 -%5,065 ,6%8 20,171 %,365 229,203
1316,0 I06100,3 %2%8.1 -3.157 14%.208 -_8,167 ,271 20.072 %,3%5 229,716
1317,0 105_52,9 _22_.7 -3,242 143.8%2 1%9,0%5 ,292 19,920 4,325 230,286
1318,0 105600,1 %211,5 -3,332 143,47% -49,177 ,%48 1_,773 %,306 230,927
1319,0 1053_1,? %193,5 -3,%26 1_3,103 -%9,366 ,5%0 19,656 %,287 231,635
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {-) (PSF)
1320,0 105077,5 _175,_ -3,525 I%2o731 -50.051 ,250 19,563 %,268 232,%17
1321,0 10%807,0 %157,8 -3,626 1%2,356 -%8,%70 -,02% 19,%68 %.2%9 233.268
1322.0 10_531,_ %140,0 -3,69_ i%2.00_ -%3.969 ,131 I_,%38 %,230 23%,155
1323,0 10%252,9 %122,1 -3,7%0 1%1.672 -39,026 .%21 19,%0% %.211 235,07%
132%,0 103973,8 %10%,1 -3,7_3 I%1,369 -35,%10 ,596 19,349 4.191 235,973
1325,0 103695,6 4086,1 -3,752 I%1,082 -33._91 .5%8 19,286 %,172 236,853
1326,0 103419,1 %068,0 -3,740 1%0,806 -31 389 ,570 19,222 %,153 237,706
1327,0 103145,1 %0_9.8 -3.718 i%0,5%1 -30,260 ,552 19.15% %,13% 238,512
1328.0 102874.1 4031.6 -3.691 i%0,278 -29.769 .%27 19.08% %.I14 239.272
1329,0 102606,3 %013,3 -3.663 1%0,019 -29,038 ,395 18.989 %.095 239.991
1330.0 1023%1.8 3995,_ -3,631 13_,766 -28.360 ,%03 18,870 %,075 240.666
1331,0 102080,9 3976,_ -3,598 139,519 -27,850 .431 18,767 %,055 2%1,339
l 1332,0 101623,5 3958,7 -3,565 139.276 -27,536 ,%%5 18,671 %,037 2%2,015
1533,0 101569,% 39%0,5 -3,533 139,035 -27,%23 ,%66 18.568 4,018 2%2,651
133%,0 101318,8 3922.% -3 503 138,791 -27,655 ,%%3 18,%66 3.999 2%3.2%2
1335,0 I01071,% 390%,3 -3,%73 138.5%% -27.968 ,3%2 18.352 3.980 2%3,793
1336,0 i00827,0 388_,3 -3°%%7 138,295 -28,115 ,374 18,232 3.961 2%%,311
1337,0 100585,5 3868,3 -3.%25 138,0%6 -28.537 ,381 18,129 3,942 24%,798
1338,0 1003%6,5 3850,% -3,406 137,789 -29,096 .3%0 18,035 3,923 245,2_0
133_,0 100109,8 3832,5 -3,390 137.529 -29,%69 ,296 17,951 3,905 2%5,670
13_0,0 99875,2 3814,6 -3,375 137,264 -29,919 ,280 17,851 3.886 246,053
13%1,0 996%2,6 379_.7 -3,365 136,992 -30,532 ,191 17,757 3,857 2%5,%06
13_2,0 99%11,_ 3778.7 -3,3_5 1_6,71% -30,76_ ,201 17,673 3,8%8 2_5,72_
13%3,0 99182,8 3760,9 -3.3%8 136.%3% -31,038 ,1%3 17,572 3,830 2%7.02%
13%%,0 98955,2 3743,1 -3,3%6 136,155 -31,171 ,126 17,%76 3,811 2%7.314
13%5,0 _87_8,7 3725.6 -3.3%7 135,878 -31.17% ,161 17,392 3,793 2%7,602
1346,0 98503,1 3708,1 -3,351 135,600 -31,161 ,207 17,315 3,77_ 2%7.878
13%7,0 98_78,% 3690,5 -3,355 135,321 -31,3%0 ,214 17.282 3,756 2%8,112
1348,0 98054,5 3672,6 -3,359 135,0%0 -31,800 ,226 17,251 3,738 2%8,282
13%9,0 97831,4 365%._ -3,366 13%,750 -32,%7% .118 17,20% 3,720 2%8,%29
STSgBET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE _6
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HOGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (DEG) {-] (PSF)
1350.0 97608.9 3636,_ -3.376 13%,%55 -32,793 ,133 17,1%3 3,702 248,55%
1351,0 9738_,9 3_19,1 -3,388 13%,155 -33,25_ ,019 17,057 3,68% 2%8,_71
1_52,0 97165,1 3601,% -3,%02 133,85% -33,373 ,020 16,96_ 3,666 2%8,778
1353,0 969%3.% 35_3,7 -3,%21 133,550 -33,637 ,0%9 16,897 3,6%8 2%8,877
135%,0 96721,6 3566,0 -3,%_3 133,2%3 -33,_31 -,0%_ 16.8%6 3,630 _8,993
1355,0 96%99,6 35_,_ -3,46% 132,935 -33,812 -,016 16,786 3,612 2%9,083
1356,0 96277,5 3530,_ -3,4_5 132,625 -33,901 -,005 16,756 3,59% 2%9,16%
1357,0 96055.2 351_,1 -3,507 132,313 -3%,051 -,OOB 16,700 3,577 24_,23%
1358,0 _583_,5 3%95,7 -3,5_3 132,000 -3%,10% -,005 16,60% 3,559 2%9,317
1359,0 95609,% 3_78,% -_,563 131,691 -33,959 ,0%0 16,%65 3,5%1 2%9,%26
1360,0 95385,% 3461,_ -3,596 131,382 -33,932 ,056 16,397 3,52% 249,5%6
1361,0 95160,6 3%%%,1 -3,630 131,069 -3%,078 ,036 16,373 3,507 2%9,666
1362,0 9%934,9 3%27,1 -3,666 130,75% -34,236 ,021 16,3%3 3,%89 2%9,717
1383,0 9%708,1 3%10,_ -3,703 130,%35 -3%,%00 ,017 16,318 3,%71 2%9,711
136%,0 _4%80,3 3393,3 -3,741 130,11% -3%,%60 ,018 16,300 3,%53 _%9,_08
1365,0 9%251,% 3376,% -3,779 i_9,793 -3%,221 ,06% 16,283 3,%35 2%9,706
1366,0 9%021,6 3359,_ -3,813 129,472 -3%,073 ,118 16,26% 3,_17 249,698
13_7,0 93791,0 33%2,_ -3,8_6 129,1%2 -3%,295 ,113 16,2%% 3,398 2%9,67%
1368,0 93559,8 3325.3 -3.880 128,807 -3%,820 -,0%6 16.217 3,380 2%9,6%%
1369,0 Q3327,7 3308,3 -3.915 128,%6Q -3%,70% -,092 16.176 3,362 2%9,618
1370,0 93095.1 3291,3 -3,9%5 128.129 -3%.43% -,059 16.119 3.3%% 2%9,575
1371,0 o28_2,_ 3274,2 -3,97% 127,78% -3%,720 -,ii% 16,055 3,326 2%9,521
1372,0 92628,5 3257,1 -%,005 127,%32 -35,166 -,i_8 15,998 3,308 2%9,%67
1373,0 9239%,% 32%0,0 -_,038 127,077 -35,369 -,238 15,93% 3,289 2%9,%05
137%,0 92159.7 3223,0 -_,072 126,72_ -35,115 -,193 15,880 3,271 249,3%0
1375,0 9102%,% 3206,0 -%,I05 126,37% -3%,7%3 -,I17 15,838 3,253 2%9,283
1376.0 91688,6 3188,9 -%,139 126.029 -3%.%72 -,056 15.799 3.236 2%9.321
1377,0 91%52,1 3171,7 -%,17% 125,691 -3%,371 -,015 15,755 3,219 249,%93
1378,0 91215,0 315%,5 -_,212 125,353 -3%,456 ,002 15,705 3,203 2_9,671
I_79,0 90977,1 3137,3 -%.252 125,012 -3%,580 ,015 15,671 3,187 249,857
• STSQBET USING AT78_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETQJI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE %7
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIG_AA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1380,0 _0738.3 3120,_ -%.295 12%,670 -3% 779 -,005 15.633 3.170 250,050
1381,0 90%98,5 3103,2 -%,335 12%.320 -3%,937 -,018 15,698 3.15% 250.222
1382,0 90258,1 3086,0 -%,373 123,965 -3%,967 -,015 15,716 3,137 250,369
1383,0 90017,0 3068,8 -%,410 123,611 -3%,8%0 ,025 15,689 3,121 250,511
138%o0 89775,3 3051.6 -%,%%7 123.252 -3_,859 ,030 15,602 3,10% 250,653
1385,0 89533,1 303%,5 -%,%87 122,885 -35,373 -.082 15,531 3.088 2§0,791
1386,0 89290,0 5017,5 -%,530 122,512 -35,8%8 -,195 15,512 3,072 250,932
1387,0 890%6,2 3000.% -%,571 122,133 -35,892 -,239 15,517 3,055 251,061
1388,0 88801,6 2983,% -%,612 121.75% -35.565 -,228 15,%57 3.039 251.188
1389.0 88556.5 2966,% -%,651 121.383 -3%,986 -,096 15,399 3.022 251,313
• 1390.0 88310.8 29%9,5 -%,690 121.012 -3%,857 ,034 15.3%7 3,006 251,%31
1391,0 8806%,5 2932,5 -%,731 120,632 -35,510 -,0%7 15,286 2,989 251,536
l 1392,0 87817,% 2915,6 -%,777 120,2%5 -35,993 -,130 15,219 2,973 251,636
1393,0 87569,5 2898,7 -%,826 119,853 -36,169 -,175 15,1%8 2,957 251,7%3
1394,0 87320.5 2882,0 -%,877 11g.%5g -36,207 -.21% 15,07% 2,9%0 251,859
1395.0 87070,% 2865,3 -%.930 11q,065 -36,027 -,206 15,009 2,92% 251,991
1396.0 86819.Z 2848,8 -%,983 I18,678 -35,558 -,136 1%,965 2,908 252,133
1397.0 86566,9 2832,2 -5,033 118,295 -3%,9_% ,08% 1%,961 2,892 252,276
1398,0 86313,8 2815,6 -5,082 117,90% -35,592 ,017 I%,990 2,876 252,396
1399,0 86059,8 2798.8 -5,128 I17,501 -35,765 -,0%9 15,053 2,859 252,%77
1%00.0 85805.3 2782.3 -5,169 117.099 -35,398 ,037 15.035 2,8%3 252,53%
i%01,0 85550.% 2765._ -5,213 i16,702 -35,152 ,I03 i%,972 2,827 252,602
1402,0 85294,8 2748.8 -5,262 116,31% -3%,7%0 ,210 14,909 2,810 252,690
I%03.0 85038,5 2732,0 -5,312 115,919 13%,332 ,203 1%,8%6 2,794 252,688
1%0%,0 8%781,7 2715,1 -5,3_8 115,530 -32,13% -,197 1%,835 2.777 252,527
I%05,0 8%525,6 2_98,0 -5,3%9 115,181 -27.120 ,041 1%,870 2,759 252,519
1406,0 84271.9 2680,9 -5.318 114.879 -22,848 -,057 14,892 2,7%2 252,3%8
1%07,0 84021,9 2663,7 -5,260 114.630 -18,206 -,08% I%,955 2,725 252,090
i%08,0 83776,8 26%6,% -5,177 114,%%5 -13o131 -,056 1%,998 2,707 251,7_7
1409,0 83537,7 2629.0 15,075 11%,332 -7,660 ,1%8 14,958 2,690 251,283
STSgBET USING AT7B_OAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9313_NC0631 DYN• DATA• PAG_ _8
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SZGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1_10.0 83305.0 2611.6 -_.963 11_.282 -3•009 .122 1_.897 2•672 250•712
1411o0 83079.1 2594.1 -4.846 11_.293 1.504 •047 1_.836 2•655 250•032
1_12.0 82859.9 2576.7 -_.733 I1_.368 6•015 -•054 1_•763 2•637 2_9•253
1_13.0 826_6•q 2559.2 -_.631 11_.509 10.656 -.151 1_.707 2.619 2_8.38_
1_1_.0 82_39.7 25_1.9 -_.542 11_.719 16.095 -o081 1_.695 2•602 2_7._39
1_15 0 82237.3 252_._ -_._73 115.012 21.722 .173 1_•688 2•584 246•398
14t6.0 82038.8 2505.8 -_._26 115.373 2_•802 •3_9 1_•593 2•566 245•269
1417•0 818_3._ 2_89.3 -_.39_ 115.7_7 25.88_ •303 1_•349 2•5_9 2%_•151
1_18.0 81550.1 2_72.2 -_.391 116.129 26•9_7 .281 1_.111 2•532 2%3•111
1_19.0 81457.8 2_55._ -4._02 116.521 27.961 .366 13.981 2•515 2_2•091
1_20.0 81266.0 2_38.6 -_._26 116.916 28.09_ .338 13.9_2 2•_99 2_1 088
1421.0 8107_._ 2422.0 -_,452 117.306 27.87_ .201 13•969 2.482 2_0 083
1422•0 80883.0 2405.% -_,_77 117•701 27•811 •155 13•973 2.%66 239063
1423.0 80591.8 2388.9 -_.50_ 118•097 27•702 117 13•937 2•450 238 03_
_ 1_2_.0 80500.6 2372._ -_. 533 118._92 27.535 .089 13.927 2•433 236.997
1_25.0 80309.6 2355.9 -_.561 118.883 27.086 .00_ 13.931 2.417 235,949
.... 1426.0 80118.8 2339.5 -_.587 119.278 27.012 -.027 13.938 2.401 234.884
1_27.0 79928.2 2323.0 -_.61_ 119 675 27.242 .023 13.890 2•385 23_.802
1428.0 79737.7 2306.6 -_.64_ 120.068 26,1832 --,015 13.886 2•368 232•70_
1_29,0 79547.4 2200.2 -_.669 120.457 26.116 -.097 13.911 2.352 231.579
1430o0 79357.6 2273.8 -4o690 120.8_0 25.560 -.145 13.905 2.336 230._3
1431.0 79168.2 2257.5 -4.711 121.215 2_.953 -.203 13.870 2.320 229.302
1_32.0 78979.3 2241.2 -_.73_ 121.585 24._11 -.249 13.841 2•30_ 228•1_6
1433.0 78790•9 2225.0 -_.756 121.95_ 24.10_ -.241 13.819 2•288 226.981
1_3_.0 78602.9 2208.8 -_.779 122.31_ 23.779 -.216 13.797 2.272 225.816
1435.0 78_15.q 2192.8 -4.798 122.687 23.382 -.168 13.771 2.256 224.687
1436.0 78228.6 2175.8 -_.817 123.059 23.002 -,097 13.705 2.240 223.553
1_37.0 780_2.3 2161.0 -_.837 123.427 22.554 -.030 13.653 2.224 222._15
1438.0 77856.6 2145.1 -4.855 123.796 22.156 •139 13.636 2•209 221.261
1_39.0 77671.6 2129._ -_.870 124.145 21.390 .259 13.576 2•193 220.102
IF L • ,
STS9BET USING AT7B,NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BET9JI3,NCO631 DYN, DATA, PAGE %9
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
|SEC) |FT) (FPS) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) {DEG) {DEG) (-) |PSF)
1440.0 77487,4 2113,9 -4,887 124,476 19.497 -.236 13,475 2,178 218,967
1441,0 77303,8 2098.5 -4,914 124,804 19,063 -.598 13,318 2,162 217,817
1442,0 77120,1 2083,_ -4,9_0 125,143 20,732 -,185 13,108 2,147 216,712
1443,0 76935,7 2068,5 -5,023 125,478 20,698 -,013 12,865 2,133 215,648
1444,0 76750,1 2053,8 -5,100 125.807 22,539 .569 12,644 2,118 214,627
1_45,0 76552,8 2039,_ -5,191 126.153 22,889 ,657 12,_97 2,104 213,655
1446,0 76373,5 2025,0 -5,284 126,501 21,872 ,354 12,416 2,090 212,705
1_47,0 76182,1 2010.8 -5.382 126,846 21.686 .136 12.270 2.075 211.793
14_8,0 75q88,4 1996.9 -5.501 127.196 22,664 -,094 12,087 2,062 210,961
144q,0 75791,4 1983,1 -5,646 127,576 25,436 -,151 11,921 2,048 210,184
1450.0 75590.1 1969.6 -5,825 128,000 28,721 ,138 11,808 2,035 209,478
1451,0 75383,8 1956,3 -6,021 128.444 30,178 ,_12 11,783 2,022 208,856
1452,0 75172,1 1943,1 -6,_17 128,889 29,664 ,25_ 11,896 2,009 208,287
1453,0 7_955,3 1929.8 -6,405 129,336 29,257 ,13_ 12,083 1,996 207,737
1454,0 74733,9 1916,4 -6,582 129,786 28,308 ,166 12,234 1,982 207,211
1455.0 74508,7 1902,9 -6,727 130.216 2_,980 ,165 12,308 1,969 206,669
1456,0 74280,7 1889._ -6,848 130,601 20,895 ,067 12,208 1,956 206,166
1457,0 74050,4 1876,1 -6,962 130,921 16,755 ,129 11,950 1,943 205,682
1458,0 73818.1 1863,3 -7,078 131.161 11,811 ,048 11.652 1,930 205,305
1459,0 73583.5 1850,6 17,201 131.326 7,239 -,256 11,375 1,918 204,991
1460.0 73346,3 1838.2 -7,338 131,453 5,063 -,301 11,077 1.905 206,716
1461,0 73106,1 1825,9 -7._92 131,561 4,138 -,140 10,808 1,894 204,508
1462,0 72862,4 1814,0 -7,660 131,653 3,247 -,007 10,495 1,882 20_,389
1463,0 72614,6 1802,8 -7,865 131,729 2,252 ,051 i0,080 1,871 20_,_54
1464,0 72361,1 1792,2 -8.112 131,790 1,324 ,068 9,672 1,861 206,712
1465,0 721 0,9 1781,9 -8,389 131, 38 ,526 ,034 9,512 1,851 205,102
1466,0 71833.8 1771.6 -8.66_ 131.873 .135 -,024 9,611 1,841 205,505
1467,0 71550,2 1761,0 -_,915 131,881 ,117 -,060 9,779 1,830 205,820
1468,0 71280,8 1750,4 -9,150 131,882 -,050 -,108 9,906 1,819 206,165
1469,0 70996,3 1739,7 "9,371 131,873 -,629 -,2_0 9,989 1,808 206,526
TIME ALTOE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
{SEC) (FT) (FOS) (DEG) (OEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1470,0 70707.2 1728.9 -9.579 131,862 -1.133 -.425 10,061 1,797 206,887
1471,0 70413.8 1717,9 -9,775 131,859 -,504 -,370 10,124 1,786 207,253
Ik72.0 70116.8 1707.0 -9.962 131.863 -.009 -.Z61 10.144 1.775 207.648
1473.0 69816.Z 16g6.1 -I0.144 131.880 -.272 -.249 i0.121 1.764 208,081
1474.0 69512.3 1684.9 -10.321 131.92.5 -I.055 -.328 i0.I19 1.753 208.55Z
1475.0 69205,5 1573.7 -i0.493 131.971 -1.594 -.480 10.123 1.7%2 209.013
1476.0 68895.8 1652.3 -I0.656 132.033 -.864 -.33e i0.160 1.731 209.469
1477.0 68553.9 1650.8 -I0.808 132.115 -.048 -.148 10.158 1.720 209.896
1478.0 68269.9 1539.2 -I0.959 132.217 .769 .i08 10.105 1.709 210.337
1479.0 67953.@ 16Z7.8 -Ii.I07 13Z.333 1.366 .412 I0.049 1.697 ZI0.803
1480.0 67635.9 1615.5 -ii.258 132.406 .7Z2 .498 i0.008 1.686 211.169
1481.0 67316.3 1603.0 -ii.408 13Z.443 -.883 .186 9.990 1.674 211.515
1482.0 66995.1 1590.4 -ii.550 132.480 -i.351 -.077 9.986 1.662 ZII.797
, 1483.0 66672.8 1577.7 -ii.688 13Z.54Z -.Z61 .087 9.970 1.650 Z12.050
1484.0 66349.3 1565.0 -ii.823 132,622 ,634 .395 9.918 1.638 212.304
1485.0 66024.9 1552.4 -11.q53 13Z.683 .168 .46Z 9.859 1.6Z6 212.549
1486.0 65699.7 1540.5 -12.075 132.730 -l.ZSO .223 9.8Z0 1.614 213.003
1487.0 65373.g 1529.i -12.192 132.778 -i.651 .051 9.774 1.603 213.564
1488.0 65047.4 1517.8 -12.306 132.836 -1.1ZZ ,056 9.715 1,593 21%,IZ7
1489.0 647Z0,5 1506.4 -1_.416 132.916 -,317 ,193 9,664 1,582 214,667
1490.0 64393.3 1495.0 -12.520 133.011 .361 .410 9.602 1.571 215.189
1491.0 64066.0 1483,6 -12,625 133.111 ,349 ,580 9,535 1,560 215,689
1492.0 63738.5 1470.9 -12.742 133.176 -.Z67 .605 9.502 1.548 215.720
1493,0 63411,0 1456,9 -12,860 133.198 -i.906 ,272 q,501 1.53% 215,339
1494.0 63083.8 1442.9 -12.972 133.212 -2.084 ,019 q.447 1.520 214.865
1495o0 62757,0 1430.4 -13,070 133,258 -1,101 .124 9,357 1,507 Z14,777
1496.0 62430.7 1419.7 -13.153 133.327 -.279 .252 9.259 1.496 215.166
1497.0 6Zi04.8 140q.Z -13.Z36 133.4Z9 .769 .511 9.20Z I.%85 215,558
1498.0 61779.4 !398.8 -13.314 133,552 1.581 .868 9.142 1.475 215,953
1499.0 61454,6 1388,6 -13.387 133.675 Z,323 1.270 9,140 1,664 216,368
• t
#' . i • •
STSgBET USING AT78pNOAA ATM - INFRTIAL-BETqJ13pNC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 51
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA B£TAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (PEG) {DEG) (DEG| (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1500.0 61130.6 1378.3 -13._43 133.780 .687 i,I02 9.214 1,454 216,747
1501,0 60807,9 1368.0 -13.491 133,857 -,592 ,863 9,140 1,443 217,091
1502.0 60486.4 1358._ -13.5_I 133,898 -1,455 ,639 8,q91 1,433 217,455
1503,0 60166,0 1348,1 -13.602 133.897 -2.899 .227 8,840 1,423 _17.838
150&,O 59846.5 1337.9 -13.656 153.867 -3.989 -,25q 8,580 I,_12 218,095
1505,0 59528,0 1326.9 -13.741 133,868 -3,294 -,463 8,500 1,401 217,953
1506,0 5q210,5 1315,8 -13,820 133,923 -i,074 -,181 8,410 1,389 217,776
1507,0 58894,0 1304.0 -13.887 133,973 -,713 -.060 8.440 1.377 217.307
1508.0 5857q.2 12qi.5 -13.929 13_,013 -1.086 -.162 8.452 1,364 216,581
1509.0 58266,6 1279.2 -13.968 134.084 -.I00 -.070 8.406 1.351 215.752
1510.0 57956.1 1266,7 -14.008 134.189 1.260 ,187 8.524 1,337 214,847
1511.0 57648.2 1255.7 -13.9PI 134.267 2.135 ,421 8,853 1,326 214.411
1512.0 57344,4 1244.q -13.878 134.352 2.b75 .555 9.254 1,314 213.924i
1513.0 570_6.2 1233.6 -13,6qq 134.440 2,433 .774 9.724 1,302 213,1981514.D 56755,4 1221.8 -13.429 134.514 1.840 ,758 i0.154 1.290 212.187
' 1515.0 56473.8 1209.5 -13.097 134.581 1.415 ,703 I0,381 1.277 210.898
1516.0 56202.1 i197,1 -12,747 134,632 1,586 ,730 i0,469 1,264 209.398
1517.0 55940,3 i184,6 -12.389 134.662 1.010 .553 I0,524 1.251 207.731
1518.0 556A8.5 1170.0 -12.051 134.6gi ,073 .I18 i0,475 1,235 205,174
151q,0 55446°4 i154,0 -Ii,741 134,710 -.206 -,213 I0,364 1.219 202,343
1520,0 55213,2 I140.0 -ii,453 134,741 .626 -.343 i0,202 1,203 199,430
152_.0 54988._ 1125.1 -11.1o8 134.838 2,454 -.173 i0.020 1,188 195,441
1522.0 54771,0 iii0,7 -10,967 135,011 3,879 ,I08 9,949 1,172 193,543
1523,0 54550,8 i0q5.7 -i0,7_6 135,232 4.100 .313 10,013 1,158 190,582
1524.0 5_357.5 1082.7 -i0.492 135,451 2.987 ,3qo i0.128 1,143 187,712
1525.0 54161.7 I06_.5 -10.228 135,62_ 1.627 .400 10.158 1.128 184,631
1526.0 53973.0 1054.7 -10.002 135.780 ,294 -.048 10.059 1.113 181.584
1527,0 53790.3 i041.5 -9.807 135.975 1,357 .313 10.141 1,099 178,730
1528.0 53613.5 1028.8 -9.590 136.212 2.773 1.056 10.206 1.086 175.916
152q.0 53_2,_ i016._ -( .4C5 136.445 1.552 1.269 10,070 1.073 173.177
STS9BET LISING AT78,NDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETqJI3tNC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 52
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGHAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) {DEG} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1530•0 53276•3 1003._ -9•287 136.781 •193 1.600 9.862 1.059 170._68
1531.0 53113.6 992•2 -9.233 136._08 -.151 1.833 9._8_ 1.0_7 168.036
1532.0 52952.8 981.6 -9.268 137•001 -1.628 1•760 9.093 1.036 165.813
1533.0 52792._ 971.9 -q•375 137•009 -1._53 1.238 8.730 1.026 163.838
153_.0 52631•3 962.8 -9.5_7 137•160. •972 .816 8•370 1•016 162,061
1535•0 52_68,2 95_,3 -9•800 137•332 1,053 ,832 7,998 1,007 160,506
1536•0 52301.7 9_6.3 -10.120 137._79 1.036 .8_7 7.726 .999 159.152
1537.0 52131.0 938.8 -10.47_ 137•657 1•072 •886 7.962 .991 157.936
1538•0 51956•7 931,2 -10,752 137,8_8 ,696 1,088 8•152 ,983 156,7%5
1539•0 51779•1 92_•0 -11.052 137•912 -•069 1.236 8.136 .976 155.978
15_0.0 51597,7 919.6 -LI•372 137,89_ -.9_I 1•386 8,188 ,970 155 516
15_1•0 51_12•3 91_.5 -11.693 137.8_9 -1.861 1•589 8•347 .965 155.192
15_2.0 51222.8 910.1 -12.011 _37•760 -_•837 1•715 8•565 .960 155.086
15_3.0 51029.2 906 7 -12.3_2 137•557 -7.217 1.735 8.766 .956 155.367
154_•0 50831•0 904.3 -12.690 137•292 -8•5_2 1•7_8 9•076 .953 155•988
1545•0 506_8._ 900•9 -12.921 136•913 -8.978 1•708 10•269 •950 156.280
15_6.0 50_25.2 896•6 -1_•96% 136.%57 -9.733 1.389 10•5_0 .9_5 156.232
15_7.0 50222•1 892•5 -13.019 135•965 -9.991 .987 10._30 .9_0 156.2_1
1548,0 50019.1 888•5 -13,089 135,_50 -10•202 ,k_ 10•156 ,935 156,291
15_q•0 _9815,7 883,8 -13,19_ 13_•986 -9,69k ,037 10,0%2 ,930 156,092
1550.0 49611•8 877.9 -13.31_ 13_•616 -8•867 -.17% 10•013 .923 155.%1€
1551•0 _9_D7•7 871.9 -13•_16 13_•27_ -7.959 -•272 10•083 .917 15_.701
1552.0 _9203•5 865•7 -13•514 133.965 -7.585 -._22 10.165 .910 153.915
1553.0 _8999•6 859.3 -13.573 133.717 -6,297 -.205 10•%85 .902 153.060
155_•0 _8796•7 852•8 -13•581 133,620 -5,78_ ,203 10,877 ,895 152,129
1555.0 _8595.7 8_5.9 -13•536 133•627 -5.9_0 •631 11.369 .888 151.076
1556,0 _8397•5 838,9 -13,421 133,623 -6,73_ ,90_ 11•807 ,880 149,928
1557•0 _8202,_ 831•9 -13.285 133,552 -7,600 1,095 12,058 ,872 1%8,7%0
1558•0 _8011•6 825._ -13.151 133._65 -8.656 1.316 12.329 .865 1_7.6_0
1559.0 _7823•8 819.6 -13.001 133.28_ -12•133 1.57_ 12.55_ .859 1_6.886
•" _ I • rt
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1550.0 4763q.2 815,6 -12.866 132o808 "21,511 1,446 12,571 ,854 146,563
1561,0 47456.1 811.8 -12,924 131,840 -29,564 ,923 12.638 ,849 146,292
1562.0 47272,1 808,5 -13.105 130,782 -32,135 ,792 12,509 ,8%5 146,229
1563,0 47086,2 805,4 -13,324 129,635 -35,122 ,809 12,290 ,842 146,239
1564,0 46897,0 803.0 -13,687 128,360 -39,337 ,722 11,996 ,839 146,504
1565.0 46732.4 801,8 -14.192 126.814 -42,703 ,368 11,706 .837 147,297
1566.0 46500.6 801,1 -14.736 125,199 -43,501 ,247 12,094 ,836 148,322
1567.0 46292.9 799.9 -15.130 123.414 -43.877 ,144 12.164 ,834 149,182
1568,0 46030,2 799.3 -15,569 121,673 -43,931 ,020 11,357 ,833 150,329
1569.0 45860,8 799.3 -16.I07 120,062 -45.228 .154 11.398 ,832 151.777
1570.0 45634.3 798.5 -ib.695 118,468 -47.926 ,131 ii.139 ,831 152,913
1571,0 45399,1 798,3 -17.402 I16.883 -48,969 ,268 II,409 ,830 154,328
1572,0 45155,1 797,8 -18,030 115,177 -49,541 ,354 ii,840 ,829 155,698
I 1573.0 44903.5 796.8 -18.628 113,389 -50,400 ,428 11,879 ,827 156,943
1574,0 44644,0 792,5 -19,366 111,630 -52,08% ,249 12,153 ,821 156,820
i 1575.0 4%376.4 788.0 -20.i03 109.776 -53.625 .166 12.702 ,816 156,625
1575.0 44100.B 783.0 -20.882 107.807 -56.326 -,043 13,403 ,809 156.301
1577,0 43816.9 778.2 -21,655 105,584 -57,836 -,128 13,959 ,804 156,138
1578,0 435_5.6 774,4 -22.346 I03.224 -57.244 ,027 14,095 ,799 156,641
1579.0 43227,3 770,6 -23,010 100,768 -57.402 -.171 14,331 ,795 157,142
1580,0 42922.9 766,5 -23,601 98,191 -57,895 -,398 14,571 ,790 157,573
1581.0 42613.1 765.5 -2%.066 95.280 -58,296 -,597 14,450 ,789 159,249
1582,0 42298,3 764,8 -2%,505 92,3%2 -58.236 -,765 14,318 ,787 161,115
1583,0 41978,8 764,4 -24,891 89,387 -57.365 11839 14,405 ,786 163,129
1584,0 41655,5 764,8 -25,132 86,380 -5%,523 -,805 14,368 ,786 165,588
1585,0 41330,5 765,7 -25,163 R3,501 -52,694 -,516 14.175 ,786 168,312
1586.0 41004.8 757,0 -25,208 80.639 -52,114 -,168 13,745 ,787 171,314
1587.0 40677.8 767.6 -25,316 77.810 -51,863 -,099 13,245 ,788 174,112
1588,0 40349,3 768.1 -25,435 74,980 -51.921 -,275 12.717 ,788 176,938
1589.0 40019,0 769.3 -25.596 72,220 -51.922 -.428 11,864 .789 180,197
* STSqBET USING ATTBpNDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13jNC0631 DYN. DATA, PAGE. 5% *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG| (DEGI (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-| (PSF)
1590,0 39685,% 771,5 -25,851 69,574 -51,766 -,578 11,256 o791 183,985
1591,0 393_7,7 77%,0 -26,127 66,996 -52,296 -,803 11,062 o793 188,0%7
1592,0 39005,5 776,8 -26,407 64,%55 -51,296 -,88% 10,702 ,796 192,396
1503,0 38659,0 780,2 -26,589 62,198 -%9,339 -,655 10,702 ,799 196,991
1594,0 3830q.7 783.2 -26.685 60,000 -49.476 -,%24 10,813 ,801 201,%%7
1595,0 37957,8 785,9 -26o816 57o807' -%9,892 -,362 10,799 o803 205,893
1506,0 37603,% 791,1 -26,796 55,621 -49,853 -,02% 10,857 o808 211,73%
1597.0 372%7.1 796.6 -26.76% 53.%70 -50.221 .238 10.703 .813 217.902
1598.0 36888.7 802.1 ,26.7'33 51o273 -50.840 .501 10.829 .818 22%.223
1599.0 36528.7 810.3 -26.551 _8.638 -50.7%9 .50% 10.566 .826 232.516
1600.0 36168.0 818.1 -26,25% _6,062 -_7.839 ,%32 10,179 ,833 2%0,790
1601.0 35809.3 82%.2 -25o781 _3.500 -%5.6%7 .273 9.5%0 o839 2%8.335
1602,0 3545%,2 828,9 -25,406 40,993 -45112% -101% 8,_57 ,84% 255,128l
1603.0 35101.1 833.6 -25.168 38.713 -%5.119 -.329 7.q03 o8%8 262.103
160%,0 3%7_9,0 835,0 -25,014 36,516 -%%.902 -,%3% 7.897 o8%9 266,928I
1605.0 3%399.0 832.9 12%.908 3%.313 1%31955 --'316 7"880 O846 269"240
1606.0 3_051.5 830._ --2%'772 32.089 --%%' 792 --'257 7"890 O8%2 271"275
1607,0 33707,3 826,1 -2%o645 29,629 -%7. %50 -,338 8,007 ,837 271,887
1508.0 33355.3 820.8 -2_.616 27.080 -%8.318 -.%29 7.995 o830 271.572
160_.0 33027.7 815o1 -2_ .59% 24o523 -48o789 -o526 8.098 o822 270.963
1610.0 32692.% 808.9 12%.535 21.783 -51.168 -.593 8.203 o81% 269.9%2
1611.0 32359.8 802.7 -2%.586 18.935 -52.371 -.556 7.960 o807 268.897
1612o0 32028.5 706.7 -2%.72% 16.1%1 -52.785 -o623 7.635 o799 267o9%6
1613.0 31697.5 790.7 -2_o901 13.%62 -50.520 -.%89 7.712 o792 267.028
161%.0 31368.0 78%.% -2%.875 10.880 -%5o161 -.188 8.007 .785 266.035
1615,0 310_3,2 777,9 -24,608 8,232 -%5,697 -o292 8,308 ,777 26%,7%0
1616.0 30724.5 772.5 -2%.31% 5.635 -%%.147 -.%01 8.082 o770 263.923
1617.0 30411.5 769ol -23.9%6 3.%60 -%2o713 -o338 180016 o765 263,988
1618.0 3010%.3 765.9 -23.655 1.%51 -%2o636 -.173 7.779 .760 264.130
1619.0 29801..2 761.8 -23.%%1 -.652 -%2.%17 .071 8.065 o755 263.717
• *_ V $
STS9BET USING AT7B_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 55
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-} [PSF)
1620,0 29502,7 755,1 -23,285 -3,280 -_2,22_ -,100 7,796 ,7_7 261,705
1621,0 29208,2 7_9,3 -23,195 -5,810 -41,22_ -,167 7,615 ,7_0 260,192
1622,0 28916,7 743.9 -23.1_5 -8.27_ -_0,771 -,223 7._56 .733 259,01_
1623,0 286_7.6 739.3 -23.103 -10.693 -_0,468 -.329 7._06 .728 258,123
162_,G 283_0.9 73_.9 -23,038 -13.155 -_0,39_ -._38 7.517 ,722 257._8
1625,0 28057,2 730,5 -22.862 -15,757 -_0,218 -,645 7,468 ,717 256,673
1626.0 27777,_ 726,9 -22,673 -18,219 -39,819 -,780 7,098 .712 256,390
1627,0 27500.6 72_,5 -22,533 -20,26_ -39,519 -,76_ 6,926 ,708 256,965
1628,0 27226._ 722,1 -22,_23 -22,250 -39,333 -,753 6,819 ,705 257 535
1629.0 26953.5 719.8 -22,376 -2_.166 -39.157 -.68_ 6,962 ,702 258.199
1630.0 26682.6 717.5 -22.244 -26.209 -39,113 -.603 7._17 ,699 258.680
1631,0 2641_._ 714,9 -22,056 -28.37_ -39,279 -,572 7,553 ,695 258,880
I 1632,0 26149,6 712,0 -21,855 -30.587 -39,5_7 -,670 7,308 ,691 258,862
1633,0 25887.8 709.i -21,696 -32.766 -39,753 - 778 7,423 .687 258.775
163_.0 25629.3 705,3 -_1,_52 -35,061 -_0 569 -,865 7,550 ,683 258,903
1635.0 2537_.5 703.5 -21.2_5 -37.395 -_1,_89 -.82_ 7.613 ,680 259,057
1636.0 25122.9 700.6 -21.060 -39.791 -41.851 -.694 7,651 .676 259,092
1637,0 24874,2 697,7 -20,898 -42,214 -41,988 -,666 7,95_ ,673 259,137
1638,0 2_628.8 693,9 -20,646 -_,708 -_1,685 -,65_ 8,223 ,669 257,616
163q,0 2_387,9 6q0,0 -20,397 -471%6 i_0168_ --,532 8,159 ,66% 255,886
1640.0 2_150,8 6_5.9 --20.126 --49.5_0 --40,058 --,_39 8"371 "659 25_,061
16_1,0 23918,8 681.7 --191827 --51.969 --39,660 --'360 8.219 .655 252.196
16_2,0 23690,7 677.0 --19,619 --541286 --37,608 --.422 8,120 *649 250,932
1643,0 23_66,5 672,5 --19.415 --56,450 136,%32 --,%%8 8,199 "64_ 250,085
16_.0 23296.5 667.9 -19.081 -581713 -36122 -._63 8,739 ,639 299.100
16_5,0 23032,9 662,8 -18,5_0 -61,122 -35,386 -.532 8.7_7 ,63_ 2_7,610
16_6.0 22826,1 658.3 -18.20_ -63.257 -3_,581 -,532 8,192 ,629 2_6,491
16_7,0 22622,9 655,2 -18,00_ -65,18_ -3_,1_3 -,318 8,270 ,626 2_6,021
16_8.0 22_23.2 652.2 -17,728 -67,192 -33.791 -.255 8._56 ,623 2_5,599
16_9.0 22227.q 6_q._ -171._38 -69,143 -32.557 -,221 8,31_ ,620 295,267
* STSqBET USING AT7B_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ13tNCO631 DYN. DATA, PAGE 56
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGHAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-1 (PSF)
1650,0 22035,3 6_6,_ -17,185 -71,012 -31,8_I -.2_3 8,198 ,617 2_5,053
1651,0 218_6,4 644,_ -16,973 -72,787 -31,130 -,230 8,176 ,615 244,926
1652,0 21660,3 641,8 -16,777 -74,491 -30,_58 -.150 8.126 ,612 2_4,_21
1653,0 21476,9 63q,5 -16,600 -76,221 -30,515 -,257 8,032 ,609 244,092
165_,0 21295,8 637,_ -16.450 -77,920 -30,_12 -,396 7,968 ,607 243,899
1655,0 21116.6 635,7 -16,3_ -79,550 -30,023 -,366 7,96_ ,604 243,963
1656.0 20939.0 634.0 -16.203 -81.212 -2_,958 -,322 8.133 .602 244,086
1657.0 20763.9 632,5 -15,959 -82,97_ -30,018 -,379 8,199 ,601 244,280
1658,0 20591,6 631.1 -15,753 -8_,741 -30,256 -,527 8,010 ,599 24_,519
1659.0 20421.4 629,7 -15.622 -86.467 -30.544 -.633 7.q46 ,597 244,778
1660.0 20253.1 628.9 -15.418 -88.249 -30.538 -.629 8.261 ,595 244,801
1661,0 20088.4 625,_ -15,040 -90,156 -3O.bSB -,679 8,%11 ,593 2%4,3%7
1662,0 i_928,2 623,6 -14,713 -92.037 -30,754 -.689 8,I16 ,590 243,820
1663.0 19770.8 621.7 -i_,576 -93.785 -30,760 -.657 7,933 ,588 2W3,582
1664,0 19615.1 61_.9 -14,452 -95.537 -30,78_ -,563 8.131 ,586 243,33%!
1665.0 19461.5 618.0 -14.222 -97.390 -30.90% -.605 8.352 ,583 242,906
1666.0 19311,I 615.9 -13.963 -99.251 -30.968 -°625 8,322 ,581 2_2,388
1667.0 19153.5 613,9 -13,768 -101,07% -30,80_ -,bOO 8,349 ,579 241,862
]668.0 19018,2 612.0 -13.592 -i02.867 -30._29 -.460 8,_23 ,576 241,376
1669.0 18875.3 609.8 -13,358 -104,666 -29.636 -,365 8.570 ,57_ 2_0,719
1670,0 18735,_ 607.5 -13,137 -106,588 -29,665 -,509 8,_26 ,572 240,023
1671.0 18598.2 605.5 -12o912 -I08.550 -29.27% -.679 8,423 ,569 239.489
1672.0 184_4.0 603 _ -12,622 -Ii0,466 -28,068 -,716 8,267 ,567 238,919
1673.0 18332,4 601.7 -12,541 -112.172 -27,560 -,756 7,770 ,565 238.662
167_,0 18200.7 600,6 -12,656 -I13,734 -27,255 -,696 7,795 .564 238,840
1675,0 18068.3 5_9,5 -12.659 -115,300 -26,233 -.509 8,092 ,563 239,020
1676,0 17936.9 598.2 -12,533 -I16.90f! -25,709 -,3@7 8,166 ,562 239,0%7
1677,0 17807.1 596.5 -12.416 -i18,_75 -25,481 -,349 7.903 ,560 238,733
1678.0 17678,0 594,6 -12,511 -llq,g03 -25,873 -,320 7,550 ,558 238,16_
1679.0 175_7,2 593.0 -12.761 -121,318 -27,2_3 -,396 7,332 ,556 237,872
STSgBET USING AT78,NOAA ATM - INFRTIAL-BETgJI3tNC0631 DYNo DATA, PAGE 57
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGHAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG} (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1680.0 1741_,2 591.6 -13,007 -12_,830 -28,659 -.441 7,319 ,554 237,769
1681,0 17279.2 5Q0,3 -13.203 -124,470 -30o104 -,417 7o423 o553 237,709
1682,0 17142,6 589.0 -13,407 -126,226 -31,257 -,43_ 7,335 o551 237,648
16_3.0 17003.g 587._ -13.662 -128.000 -31.739 -.396 7.195 .550 237,808
168_.0 16862.7 _86.9 -13.948 -129o829 -32.165 -o422 7o091 o5_9 _38.102
1685.0 16718.8 588.0 -14.169 -131o468 -32.705 -o325 7o213 .549 _40o019
1686.0 16572.6 589oi -14.364 -133o145 -34o447 -.325 7o338 .550 242o014
1687.0 16424.3 590.2 -14o504 -134.981 -35.590 -o210 7.621 .551 _43,966
1688.0 16274.7 591.I -14.603 -136.9Z6 -36o009 -.150 7.514 o551 _45o799
]689.0 16123.5 591.9 -14.731 -138.864 -35.611 -.067 7.540 o551 Z47.586
1690.0 15971.I 59_.7 -14.84Q -140.762 -35.049 -o097 7o344 .552 249.384
1691,0 15816,9 5_3,0 -15,011 -142,619 -35.044 -,129 7,464 ,552 250o84Z
, 1692.0 15661.5 591.5 -15oi06 -144.730 -35.a97 -o237 7o610 .550 250.710
1693.0 15505.8 589o9 -15.170 -146.891 -35o387 -.Z41 7.504 o548 _50o488
, 1694.0 15349.6 5Se._ -15o281 -14goDS? -35o4_i -o327 7.457 .546 Z50.418
1695.0 15192.8 585.9 -15.3&b -151.224 -35.101 -o38g 7.567 o545 _50o306
1696.0 15035.9 585.4 -15o387 -153.318 -34oi08 -.31g 7.373 o543 _50o134
1697.0 14878.5 584oi -15o539 -155oZgl -32o74_ -o133 7o080 .541 _50._13
1698.0 14719.5 584.7 -15o702 -157.213 -31.6_0 -o131 6o933 .541 _51.958
16g@.O 1455Q.I 585o8 -15.777 -15g.080 -29.775 -o099 6.808 .54_ 254.069
1700 0 14397.5 586.9 -15.875 -160.834 -28._40 -.198 6o552 o543 a56.Zl
1701.0 14234.7 588o2 -15o953 -162o446 -25o4_0 -o2_2 6.483 o544 _58o698
1702.0 I_071.2 58_.5 -15.930 -163.895 -21.qg3 -._41 6o384 .544 a61.038
1703.0 13907.5 5_0.7 -15o955 -165.088 -17.813 -o184 6.Z05 .545 Z63.4_7
1704.0 13743.Z 5_2.0 -15oq13 -166.001 -13o835 -.18_ 6.217 .546 265.95Z
1705,0 1357g,8 5Q3,0 -15o793 -166,Q03 -i0.700 -,256 5.919 o5_7 a68.aTl
170_.0 13416.Z 594oi -15.855 -167.507 -8.673 -.326 5.619 .547 270o661
1707.0 13251.5 595.0 -15.980 -168o000 -6.268 -.281 5o371 o548 272.881
1708.0 13084o_ 5_5.g -16.167 -168.351 -3o301 -.241 5.288 .548 275o140
1709,0 12916.4 596.7 -16.325 -168.576 -2.041 -o_47 5o166 o54g 277o%01
STSqBET USING ATTBtNOAA ATM - INFRTIAL-BETgJI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA, . . PAGE 58
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (OEG) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (-] (PSF)
1710.0 127%5.8 596.g -16.529 -168.775 -1.600 -.2_% 5.173 .5%g 27g,221
1711,0 12573,6 596,7 -16,653 -168,93% ,%32 -.I16 5,120 ,5%8 280,676
1712,0 12%00,% 596,2 -16,790 -16g,017 1,9%9 -,075 6,88% ,5%8 281,936
1713.0 12225.6 595.3 -16.g77 -16g. OqO 1.988 -.18_ %.88% .5%7 282.853
171%,0 120_9.7 5g4.0 -17.0%3 -16q,157 2.371 -,303 %.976 ,5%6 283,%06
1715,0 i1873,6 592,8 -17,216 -169,171 3,230 -,%49 %,6%6 ,54% 286,027
1716,0 11695,2 593,0 -17,422 -169,065 3,101 -,_69 %,665 ,566 285,979
1717,0 11514,9 593,5 -17,675 -168,938 3,462 -,%09 _,292 ,5%5 288,225
1718,0 I1330,_ 5g%,3 -18,106 -168,816 %,208 -,272 %,135 ,5%5 290,822
1719.0 111%2.2 595.0 -18.496 "-168.639 5.260 -.237 4.306 .546 293.430
1720,0 I0950,3 595,5 -18,760 -168,348 %,507 -.1%7 %,598 ,5%6 295,936
1721,0 10756.6 5g5,% -18,820 -168,083 2,69_ .206 4,889 .5%6 297,67%
1722,0 10563,3 59%,2 -18,7%2 "167.992 1,307 .378 5,185 ,5%% 298,%01
1723,0 10372,5 592,1 -18,395 -167,956 ,523 ,274 5,232 ,5%2 298,181
1724,0 10185.7 589.5 -18.14_ -167.965 -.2%8 .1%1 5.196 .5%0 297.%0%
, 1725.0 10002.8 586.1 -17.717 -168.0%6 -I.i13 -.081 5._iI .536 295.745
1726.0 9825.9 581.7 -17.216 -168.15g -i.649 -.295 5.628 .532 293.028
1727.0 9655.% 576.0 -15.707 -168.I01 -I.183 -.282 5.383 ,527 288.801
1728.0 9490.7 570.7 -16.%16 -168.006 -.484 -.205 5.061 .521 28%.929
172q.U g328.8 566.3 -16.275 -i_7.875 -.552 -.192 5.52% .517 282.008
1730,0 g171,3 562.3 -15,80% -167,7%5 -,573 -,203 5,635 ,513 279,389
1731.0 9018.2 559.% -15.588 -167.570 .21% -.06% 5.377 .510 277.766
1732.0 886618 557"% --15.581 --167.350 "999 "08g 5"318 "508 277.135
1733,0 8715,0 556,5 -15,72% -167,326 ,993 -,0%9 5,%21 ,507 277,%36
1734.0 8562.1 5_5._ -15.821 -167.341 ,g22 -.315 5.639 .506 277,967
1735.0 8%09.2 555.0 -15.809 -167.280 1.970 .358 5.701 .505 278.388
1736,0 8256,T 554,0 -15,765 -167.128 2.402 i324 5.779 .504 278.716
1737.0 8105.3 552.7 -15.626 -166.988 2.0%7 220 5.8%g .502 278.599
38.0 7956.1 0.7 5.409 66.88% 1 697 258 695 0 7,7%%
1739.0 7808.g 5%8.6 -15.359 -166.756 1.321 .095 5.399 .698 276.881
€ STSqBET USING ATT_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJI3_NC0631 DYN, DATA, PAGE 59
TIME _LTDE VELA GAM_ HOGA SIG_AA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(SET) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) {DEG) (DEG) (DEG) |DEG) (-) (PSF)
1740,0 7661,9 547,4 -15,415 -166,676 ,680 ,097 5,342 ,497 276,871
1741,0 7514,6 5%6,5 -15,51@ -166,678 -,245 ,082 5,261 ,496 277,081
1742,0 7366._ 5%5,7 -15.623 -166,680 -,529 ,000 5,389 ,%95 277,417
1743,0 7218.2 54_,5 -15,570 -166,718 -1,203 ,029 5,195 .493 277,461
17_.0 7069.7 543,7 -15,869 -166.800 -1,678 -,006 4,733 ,492 277,834
17_5,0 6917,9 5%3,_ -15.153 -166,887 -1,416 -,074 5,150 ,491 278,312
17_6,0 6765,Z 541,6 -16.192 -166,932 -,66% -,056 5,343 ,490 278,004
1747.0 6613.Z 539._ -16.130 -166.962 -,619 -,053 5,%17 ,487 277.016
1748,0 6462,7 536.9 -16.015 -167 0%5 -.96_ -.1%1 5.181 ,%85 275.592
17_g,O 6313.0 534.B -16.127 -167.116 -.%37 -,247 5.104 ,483 274.602
1750.0 6163,0 532,9 -16.146 -167,126 ,16_ -,270 5,261 ,481 273,800
1751,0 6013,5 531,1 -16,193 -167,140 ,009 -,278 5,131 ,479 273,051
1752,0 5863,3 529,4 -16,397 -167,177 -.266 -,374 4.909 ,_77 272,502
1753,0 5711,2 528,5 -16,684 -167,19_ -,088 -,491 5,052 ,_76 272,685
175q,0 5557,5 527,4 -16.784 -167.178 ,199 -.449 5,340 .474 272.730
1755.C 5%04.1 52_.2 -16.743 -167,172 .2_% -,370 5.384 ,473 272,713
1756.0 5251,% 525.1 -16.666 -167,162 -,064 -,316 5,472 ,472 272,763
1757,0 5100,3 524,0 -16,469 -167,134 1.236 -,213 5,602 ,471 272,732
1758,0 _991,5 522,g -16,2%0 -167,120 -,657 -,01_ 5,616 ,469 272,745
175_.0 4804.6 521._ -16,121 -167.180 --1,11% ,085 5.544 ,468 272,334
1760.0 465q.0 519.2 -16,U06 -167.330 -1.357 .177 5.716 ,465 271,181
1761.0 %515.4 517.% -15,970 -167,520 -1.515 ,083 5,646 ,464 270,387
1762,0 4372,6 516,% -15.877 -167,66g 1,L13 ,127 5,622 ,_62 270,462
1763.0 4229.4 516,2 -i_,020 -167,768 ,_51 ,OOl 5,579 ,%62 271,409
176%,0 %08_,6 516,5 -16,1q3 -167,824 1,225 -,152 5.900 ,462 272,826
1765,0 3038,7 516.7 -16.284 -1671798 1.256 -,286 6,097 ,462 274,277
1766.0 3792,_ 516.6 -16,284 -167.767 I.%31 -,218 6.181 ,462 275,376
1767.0 36_6,1 516,Z -16,246 -167,862 ,I05 -,297 6,386 ,461 276,229
1768.0 3501,3 515.6 -15,922 -168,071 -I,371 -,467 7,052 ,461 276,745
1769,0 _351,% 51%,I -15,226 -168,402 -2,028 -,674 7,17% ,459 276,375
* STS9BET |_SI_G ATTB,NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-B_TgJL3,NC0631 DYN. DATA. PAGE 60 *
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA 8ETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(S_C) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1770.0 3227.6 512.6 -14.719 -168.714 -1.374 -.glO 6.834 .458 275.912
1771.0 3097.4 511.2 -14.370 -168.910 -.26g -1.057 7,370 ,456 275.534
1772.0 2972.9 509.1 -13.393 -168.954 ,41g -.987 8,091 ,%54 274,326
1773.0 2859,0 506.2 -12,261 -168,938 -.052 -,826 8.126 ,452 272.238
1774,0 2754.8 502.9 -11.174 -168.933 -.843 -.563 7,896 ,449 26g,625
1775.0 2660.9 499.3 -10,114 -168,969 -.862 -,230 7,870 ,445 266,646
1776.0 2575.8 4q5.4 -9.243 -169,064 -I,34g -,og8 8,259 ,442 263,222
1777,0 249q.3 4qO.q -8,20g -169.209 -2,04q -,057 8.628 ,438 259,187
177_.0 24_2,6 485,1 -7,200 -169,482 -2,480 -.i15 8,657 ,433 253,730
1779.0 2374.4 480.1 -6,278 -169,734 -2.954 -.212 8,623 ,428 249.022
1780,0 2324.5 474.7 -5,3g0 -170.023 -3,424 -,343 8.608 ,423 243,g24
1781.0 2281.6 468.7 -4.736 -170.314 -3.033 -.319 8,535 ,418 238,071
1782.0 2243.7 461.9 -4,241 -170.536 -1,301 -,270 8,820 ,412 231,561
1783.0 2210.8 454.6 -3,595 -170.587 -o292 -,254 go180 o405 224o414
I784.0 2184.0 4471 -2.900 -170.590 ,315 -.298 9.341 ,399 217.093
1785.C 2162.B 439.3 -2.183 -170.514 1.549 -,189 Q.627 ,392 20g.633
1786.0 2147.3 431.5 -1.634 -170.365 2,125 -,21g 9,526 ,385 202,232
1787.0 2135.3 423.6 -1.117 -170.166 2.I32 -.301 9.881 .378 194.937
1788,0 2127,9 415.7 -,65o -169.983 1,699 -,330 9,48g ,371 187,683
17Rg. O 212_.4 408.1 -.526 -169.867 1.126 -.401 9.535 .364 180.929
1790.0 2110.0 400.6 -.338 -169.770 .473 -.477 9,604 .357 174,295
1791.0 2114.6 393.3 -.339 -169.737 -.720 -.481 g.611 .351 168.037
1782,0 2111,I 386.2 -.287 -169.801 -i,336 -,451 g,950 ,344 162,043
1793.0 2108.7 379,0 -,081 -169.897 -i,424 -,452 10,026 ,338 156,060
1794,0 2107.2 372.1 -,C43 -170,008 -1,566 -,469 9,973 ,332 150,364
1795.0 2105.8 365.3 -.046 -170.117 -1,440 -,447 10.118 .326 144.941
17o6.0 2134.3 358.6 -.057 -170.186 -1.173 -.405 10,320 ,320 139.677
1797.0 2102.9 352.0 -.004 -170.241 -.918 -.336 10.495 .314 134.568
1798,0 2102,2 345,3 ,089 -170,294 -,816 -,317 I0,581 ,308 129,525
1799,0 2101.5 339,0 .025 -170,332 -.647 -,314 10,511 ,302 124,850
STSqBET USING AT7BtNDAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETqJ13tNC06_l DYN, DATA, PAGE 61
TIME ALTDE VELA GAHA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA OA
(S£C) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) (-) (PSF)
1800,0 2100,5 332,3 ,071 -170,3_2 -,148 -,215 9,92_ ,296 119,955
1801,0 2100,3 326,1 ,1_4 -170,291 ,079 -,165 9,064 ,_91 i15,50_
1802,0 2100,2 320,7 ,184 -170,234 ,026 -,121 8,529 ,286 111,688
1803,0 2100,4 315,3 ,248 -170,208 ,030 -,OgO 8,34_ ,281 107,950
1804,0 2100.8 309.9 ,221 -170,179 ,226 -,iii 8,3_ ,276 i04,310
1805.0 2101,0 304,5 ,2_3 -170,110 ,196 -,099 8,_%8 ,272 100,743
1806.0 2101,3 299,3 ,ig_ -170,059 ,261 -,064 7,995 ,267 97,297
1807,0 _I00,8 29_,2 -,003 -170,003 ,219 -,081 7,608 ,262 94,004
1808,0 2100,I 288,% ,I00 -169,q2_ ,092 -,000 6,397 ,257 90,347
180g,0 2099,9 282,3 .169 -169,897 ,161 .096 5.663 ,252 86,550
1810.0 2099._ 275.8 ,191 -16q,878 ,158 ,047 4,962 ,246 82,624
1811,0 2100.0 268.6 ,226 -16q,827 ,088 -,003 _,268 ,240 78,370
1812,0 2100,3 260,8 ,204 -169,751 ,125 -,005 3,532 ,233 73,893
1813,0 2100,3 251,6 ,219 -169,673 ,074 ,025 2,059 ,224 68,73%
1814,0 2100,_ 2_0.3 ,123 -169.630 ,13_ ,025 -1,233 ,21% 62,735
1815.0 2099.8 229._ -,085 -169.556 .072 -,i_8 -3,323 ,204 57,081
1816,0 20g9,0 220._ ,13_ -169,390 ,071 -,250 -3,689 ,197 _2,753
1817,0 2099.i 213,3 ,239 -169,227 ,080 -,219 -3,809 ,190 49,417
1818,0 2099,3 206,1 ,234 -169.i09 ,068 -,063 -3,832 ,184 46,132
181g.O _099,5 199 7 ,202 -169,081 ,09% ,268 -3,842 ,178 43,329
1820,0 2099.6 192.3 ,228 -169,15_ ,121 .659 -B,884 ,17_ 40,172
1821,0 2099.8 18_ 5 ,235 -169,535 .186 1,048 -3,919 ,16S 36,968
1822,0 2100,0 177.3 ,264 -170,044 ,214 1,251 -3,9_3 ,158 _4,138
1823,0 2100,_ 170,I ,239 -170.571 1183 1,186 -3,936 1152 31,428
182_,0 2100,_ 162,1 ,253 -171,046 ,209 ,865 -3,969 ,145 28,556
1825,0 2100,6 153,0 ,258 -i?I,267 ,i_6 ,587 -3,995 ,136 25,425
1826.0 2100,8 144,2 ,267 +-171,_9 ,120 ,460 l -_,031 ,129 22,577
1827,0 2101,0 137.2 ,258 -171,537 ,132 ,46q -3,98_ ,122 20,459
1828,0 2101,2 131,2 ,249 -171,674 ,12% ,303 -3,_57 ,117 18,698
1829,0 2101,3 125,_ ,297 -171,90_ ,126 ,535 -4,005 ,112 17,068
STSQBET USING AT7B_NOAA ATM - INERTIAL-BETgJ15,NC06_l DYN. DATA. PAG_ 6_
TIME ALTDE VELA GAMA HDGA SIGMAA BETAA ALPHAA MACHA QA
(SEC) (FT) (FPS) (DEG) (DEG) {DEG) {DEG) (DEG) {-) {PSF)
1830.0 2101.6 120.6 .294 -172.507 .367 .g71 -_.030 .108 15.796
1831.0 2101.8 115.1 .25% -173.022 .271 .208 -3.985 .103 I_.38%
1832.0 2102.0 110.2 .2Q5 -172.76Q -.047 -.848 -3.Q59 .098 13.202
1833.0 2102.2 I06.Q .333 -171.g32 -.OBQ -1.071 -%.0%0 .095 12._91
1834.0 2102,5 I03,? .2g9 -171,128 -.08% -1.055 -%,006 ,092 11,679
1835.0 2102.7 99.5 .303 -170.363' -.I01 -.903 -%.0%1 .089 10.7%4
1836,0 2102,g q_,6 .278 -169,700 -,037 -,323 -4,023 ,084 9,723
1837,0 2103.0 89,6 ,257 -169,427 ,035 -,107 -4,007 ,080 8,720
1838.0 2103.1 83.8 .271 -169.359 .03% .Og6 -4.028 .075 7,636
183g,0 2103,2 77,S ,226 -16g,426 .071 .216 -%,012 ,069 6,567
1840.0 2103.3 70.g .292 -16g,655 ,069 ,010 1%.083 ,063 5,462
18_i,0 2103,_ 63,6 ,266 -169,8%9 ,066 -,127 -%,082 ,057 4,396
18_2,0 2103,5 56,_ ,228 -16g,gg6 ,056 -,236 -4.043 ,050 3,453
18%3,0 2103,6 49,8 410 -170,12_ ,018 ,385 -%.182 ,0%_ 2,6gi
o_ 1844,0 2103.8 %3,7 •434 -170,110 ,062 -,456 -4.226 ,039 2,076
' 1845.0 210%,0 38,i ,%11 -170.171 ,067 -,542 -4,201 ,034 1,578
1846,0 210%,i 32.7 ,55% -170,%23 ,051 -,769 -%,3%8 ,029 1,161
18%7,0 2104,4 27,3 ,561 -170.434 ,058 -,846 -%,355 ,024 ,810
18_8,0 210_.5 22.g ,398 -170.575 .07% -,996 -4,170 ,020 ,571
18%Q,0 2104,6 17,6 ,9%5 -171,160 ,027 -i,593 -4,745 ,016 ,337
1850,0 2104.8 12,5 ,381 -171,593 ,066 -I,939 -%,13% ,011 .170
1851,0 2104,9 8,1 2,356 -173,238 -.073 -3,378 -6,120 ,007 ,071
1852,0 2105.2 2._ _,630 17q,_88 -,606 -i0,%99 -7,%69 ,003 ,009
APPENDIX D
STS-9 Source and Output Products for Archival
-161-
D.I STS-9 Output Products
(a) FILEs
NAME USER CATALOG DESCRIPTION
BET9JI3 169750N Final reconstructed trajectory
(40 word format per AMA 81-1) •
STS9BET 274885C Final Extended BET
(66 word format per AMA 81-11) •
NAVBET9 389102C STS-9 onboard nav BET
(66 word format)
FLAIR9 581199C Final LAIRS file




NL0624 STS-9 AEROBET (201 words per AMA 82-9)
NL0701 Duplicate of above
NL0606 25 Hz IMU2 GTFILE (62 words per AMA 81-20)
NDII62 25 Hz ACIP GTFILEs (18 CDC System Records, 62 word
format)
NC0619 Final STS-9 residuals for BET9JI3
NC0626 Edited tracking tape
NC0625 i Hz O1-2 for AEROBET
NC0631 20 Hz IMU2 file in body axes for STS9BET, AEROBET
and GTFILE (calibrated per BETgJI3 solution)
NKIII7 25 Hz "calibrated" ACIP file (epoch: 83843_0 GMT)
NXI004 Dynamic data (input for trajectory reconstruction) -
20 Hz IMU2 data in platform coordinates (first CDC
record)
NWI036 Master ACIP cal input tape
NC0714 25 Hz IMU2 @ ACIP _ body axes
NC0724 25 Hz IMU3 @ ACIP J
NC0810 25 Hz edited, "thinned", ACIP data




















NC0208 JSC/TRW tracking data
ND0223 Goddard Space Flight Center data
ST5354 AFFTC theodolite data
(d) Other
REEL NO. DESCRIPTION
ND0619 JSC/TRW Descent BET
ST5357 Jimsphere data (balloon I; landing - 3½ hours)
ST5356 Jimsphere data (balloon 2; landing - 1½ hours)
ST5355 Jimsphere data (balloon 3; landing + 15 minutes;
radar track)
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